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Preface 

This present dissertation is a thesis by publication (article thesis, compilation thesis, 

cumulative thesis) and was processed within ca. three years from mid-November 2013 to 

March 2017 (including four months parental leave) under the supervision of Prof. Dr. 

Dr. Martin Lerch at the Technische Universität Berlin (TUB). In contrast to a mono-

graph, the results are presented in form of published articles of established international 

journals. These contributions have already been examined and evaluated by the peer-

review process of the respective journal. 

The work was part of the research cluster “Synthesis, characterization, and theoretical 

description of metastable oxides and oxide nitrides of transition metals” of the priority 

program SPP 1415 “Crystalline non-equilibrium phases” of the Deutsche For-

schungsgemeinschaft (DFG).1 Other participants of this cluster were the research groups 

of Prof. Dr. Richard Dronskowski (RWTH Aachen), Prof. Dr. Thomas Bredow (Univer-

sität Bonn), and Prof. Dr. Thorsten Ressler (TUB). 

An introduction (Part I) with the most important theoretical aspects and working 

methods for the personal contributions to the articles leads into the entire topic. The 

result section (Part II) includes all publications co-written with various partners. In the 

following, the publications are briefly described and cooperation partners outside of the 

cluster are presented. 

 

1. Lüdtke, T.; Schmidt, A.; Göbel, C.; Fischer, A.; Becker, N.; Reimann, C.; Bredow, 

T.; Dronskowski, R.; Lerch, M. Synthesis and Crystal Structure of δ-TaON, a  

Metastable Polymorph of Tantalum Oxide Nitride. Inorg. Chem. 2014, 53(21), 

11691–11698. DOI: 10.1021/ic501726m. 

The synthesis of the bulk form of a new polymorph of tantalum oxide nitride, 

δ-TaON, was described in my diploma thesis “Synthese und Charakterisierung neuer 

Verbindungen mit Anatasstruktur“ for the first time.2 An improved synthesis and a 

comprehensive characterization of this substance is part of this work. A collaboration 

https://doi.org/10.1021/ic501726m
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with Prof. Dr. Anna Fischer (Technische Universität Berlin, now Albert-Ludwigs-

Universität Freiburg) resulted in HRTEM images of the new substance. 

 

2. Lüdtke, T.; Weber, D.; Schmidt, A.; Müller, A.; Reimann, C.; Becker, N.; Bredow, 

T.; Dronskowski, R.; Ressler, T.; Lerch, M. Synthesis and characterization of 

metastable transition metal oxides and oxide nitrides. Z. Kristallogr. 2017, 232(1–

3), 3–14. DOI: 10.1515/zkri-2016-1961. 

This article is intended to be one part of the final report for the research cluster of the 

SPP 1415. It contains a summary of already published results on the phase-pure synthesis 

of bixbyite-type V2O3 and γ-TaON by my predecessor Dr. Dominik Weber,3 on the ca-

talysis of vanadium oxide nitrides by Dr. Alexander Müller,4 calculated band gaps of dif-

ferent TaON polymorphs by Dr. Christoph Reiman,5 and exclusive novel information 

about improvements in the synthesis and characterization of δ-TaON. 

 

3. Lüdtke, T.; Orthmann, S.; Lerch, M. Bixbyite-type phases in the system Ta-Zr-O-N. 

Z. Naturforsch. 2017, 72b(4), 305–311. DOI: 10.1515/znb-2017-0014 

Results about cation and anion substitution in TaON are presented in this article. The 

novel phases crystallizing in the bixbyite-type structure. In addition, one nitride, TaZrN3, 

was synthesized as a stable analogue to metastable Ta2N3. 

 

4. Becker, N.; Reimann, C.; Weber, D.; Lüdtke, T.; Lerch, M.; Bredow, T.; 

Dronskowski, R. A density-functional theory approach to the existence and stability 

of molybdenum and tungsten sesquioxide polymorphs. Z. Kristallogr. 2017, 232(1–

3), 69–75. DOI: 10.1515/zkri-2016-1960. 

The second part of the final reports by Nils Becker et al. is a theoretical study on 

possible metastable sesquioxides of molybdenum and tungsten. These investigations 

were supplemented by own experimental results on this topic. 

 

5. Lüdtke, T.; Wiedemann, D.; Efthimiopoulos, I.; Becker, N.; Janka, O.; Seidel, S.; 

Pöttgen, R.; Dronskowski, R.; Koch-Müller, M.; Lerch, M. HP-MoO2: A High-

Pressure Polymorph of Molybdenum Dioxide. Inorg. Chem. 2017, 56(4), 2321–

2327. DOI: 10.1021/acs.inorgchem.6b03067. 

https://doi.org/10.1515/zkri-2016-1961
https://doi.org/10.1515/znb-2017-0014
https://doi.org/10.1515/zkri-2016-1960
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.inorgchem.6b03067
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As a consequence of the results of publication 4 and other investigations, high-

pressure experiments were carried out in cooperation with Prof. Dr. Monika Koch-

Müller of the GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ), which resulted in a new meta-

stable polymorph of molybdenum dioxide. Additional magnetic measurements and 

group-theoretical investigations were made by the research group of Prof. Dr. Rainer 

Pöttgen of the Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster (WWU). 

 

The contributions of each author are listed in detail at each publication. All journal ar-

ticles have an individual introduction section; therefore some information may be re-

dundant throughout this work. It should be noted that the presentation of the articles in 

this dissertation has been slightly altered in comparison to the original versions. Follow-

ing adjustments have been made for a better reading experience and design consistency: 

 Some chapters have been rearranged. All publications have now the consistent struc-

ture: Abstract – Introduction – Experimental Section (Theoretical Methodology) – 

Results and Discussion – Conclusion. 

 All units have been standardized: e.g. °C was converted to K and g/cm3 was unified to 

g∙cm–3. Non SI-conform units determined by cooperation partners (e.g. Oe) have not 

been converted. 

 The different citation styles have been unified. Every publication has still its own ref-

erence list. No titles are included in the references of the publications. 

 Figures and tables have a numeration according to the respective chapter. 

 Graphics have been revised for a higher recognition value. A consistent color scheme 

is introduced for Rietveld refinement diagrams and crystal structure graphics to help 

the reader identify the various elements by their unique color. All modified graphics 

are marked with a star (*) at the end of the figure caption. No results have been 

changed or omitted. In fact, some figures with bond lengths (Figure 4.4 and Figure 

5.11) have been supplemented with the respective errors. Figure 4.5 and Figure 7.1 

were adapted with kind permission of Nils Becker. 

A concluding chapter (Part III) at the end summarizes the major results of all publica-

tions and gives an outlook about possible developments on this research topic. The refer-

ences for the parts I & III can be found in the Bibliography at the end of this work. 
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Abstract 

In the present cumulative work the successful synthesis of new compounds of transi-

tion metals, with focus on metastable oxides and oxide nitrides of the vanadium and 

chromium group, is reported. 

δ-TaON, a new polymorph of tantalum oxide nitride, besides the known β- and γ-

phases, was extensively characterized by means of X-ray diffraction on powder samples, 

Rietveld refinement, anion composition, etc. The maximum yield was later increased to a 

mass fraction of about 82%. The product mixture contains secondary phases of γ-TaON 

and Ta3N5. The compound, crystallizing in the anatase-type structure, was also analyzed 

in detail by quantum-chemical calculations and HRTEM images by cooperation part-

ners. 

In the system Ta-Zr-O-N, various phase-pure new oxide nitrides and the nitride 

TaZrN3 of the bixbyite type were prepared and comprehensively characterized. The vari-

able anion composition showed significant changes in the lattice parameter and one cati-

on position. The optical bandgaps of the light brown to black compounds were deter-

mined by means of UV-vis spectroscopy. 

The attempts to synthesize new binary metastable oxides of molybdenum and tung-

sten by conventional syntheses routes were not successful. Quantum-chemical investiga-

tions of these systems support these observations and indicate high-pressure polymorphs 

as the next metastable compounds. A new high-pressure polymorph of molybdenum di-

oxide, HP-MoO2, was prepared in cooperation with the GeoForschungsZentrum in 

Potsdam. A first study of X-ray powder data showed an isotypic relation to the high pres-

sure compound of WO2, which was subsequently confirmed by single-crystal diffraction. 

Furthermore, cooperation partners studied the magnetism, the relationship to the NiAs 

structure, and performed Raman measurements of the new compound. 
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Kurzfassung 

In der vorliegenden kumulativen Arbeit wird über die erfolgreiche Synthese von neu-

en Verbindungen von Übergangsmetallen, mit Schwerpunkt auf metastabilen Oxiden 

und Oxidnitriden der Vanadium- und Chromgruppe, berichtet. 

Mit δ-TaON konnte, nach der β- und der γ-Phase, eine neue Modifikation von Tan-

taloxidnitrid ausführlich charakterisiert werden (Röntgenbeugung an Pulverproben, 

Rietveld-Verfeinerung, Anionenzusammensetzung, etc.). Die Ausbeute konnte im weite-

ren Verlauf auf einen Massenanteil von ca. 82% erhöht werden. Das Produktgemenge 

enthält zusätzlich noch Nebenphasen von γ-TaON und Ta3N5. Die in der Anatasstruktur 

kristallisierende Verbindung wurde zudem umfassend durch quantenchemische Berech-

nungen und HRTEM Aufnahmen von Kooperationspartnern analysiert. 

Im System Ta-Zr-O-N konnten verschiedene neue Oxidnitride und das Nitrid 

TaZrN3 vom Bixbyit-Typ phasenrein dargestellt und umfassend charakterisiert werden. 

Durch die variable Zusammensetzung der Anionen sind messbare Veränderungen in 

dem Gitterparameter der kubischen Elementarzelle und einer Kationenposition zu be-

obachten. Die optischen Bandlücken der hellbraunen bis schwarzen Verbindungen wur-

den mittels UV-vis Spektroskopie bestimmt.  

Die Darstellung neuer binärer und metastabiler Oxide von Molybdän und Wolfram 

mittels konventioneller Synthesemethoden blieb erfolglos. Quantenchemische Untersu-

chungen der betreffenden Systeme stützen diesen Sachverhalt und weisen Hochdruckpo-

lymorphe als die nächst stabileren Formen aus. Eine neue Hochdruckmodifikation von 

Molybdändioxid HP-MoO2 konnte in Kooperation mit dem GeoForschungsZentrum in 

Potsdam dargestellt werden. Eine erste Untersuchung an Röntgenpulverdaten zeigte eine 

Isotypie zur Hochdruckverbindung von WO2, welche anschließend durch Einkristall-

Röntgenstrukturanalyse bestätigt wurde. Weiterhin wurden von Kooperationspartnern 

der Magnetismus und die Beziehung zur NiAs Struktur untersucht sowie Raman-

Messungen an der neuen Verbindung durchgeführt. 
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   3 

1 Motivation 

The priority program (Schwerpunktprogramm) SPP 1415 “Crystalline Non-

equilibrium Phases – Preparation, Characterization, and In situ-studies of the Formation 

Mechanisms” of the German Science Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) 

DFG was initiated to attain a comprehensive understanding of the processes involved in 

the formation of metastable crystalline solids.1 Up to now, the successful synthesis of 

such materials is mostly based on an aleatory trial and error process. The development of 

knowledge-based concepts for the rational synthesis of novel materials with interesting 

physical properties was one of the main intentions of this program, with participants from 

the fields of inorganic, analytical, physical, and theoretical chemistry, as well as experi-

mental physics and geology. It has been funded for two periods of three years each.  

The contributors of the cluster “Synthesis, characterization, and theoretical descrip-

tion of metastable oxides and oxide nitrides of transition metals”, with focus on the ele-

ments of the vanadium and chromium groups, were the research groups of Prof. Dr. 

Bredow and Prof. Dr. Dronskowski, both specialized in quantum-chemical calculations 

(structure proposals, band gaps, thermodynamics, magnetism, etc.), Prof. Dr. Ressler for 

investigations on catalytic properties, and Prof. Dr. Lerch for synthesis and structural 

characterization of new compounds. Major achievements in the first period were the suc-

cessful preparations of new metastable polymorphs of V2O3 and V2O5 by Dr. Dominik 

Weber3,6,7 and its wide-ranging characterization.5,8–10 Additional theoretical research on 

the sesquioxides of Nb, Ta,9,11 and Cr9,12 were also published.  

1.1 Polymorphism and Metastability  

Polymorphism is the existence of several different crystal structures of a compound 

and was probably first described by the German chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth in the 

year 1788.13 He discovered that both calcite and aragonite are forms of calcium car-

bonate. Such polymorphs (the term polymorph always relates to different crystal struc-

tures of a compound; allotrope describes different modifications of an element)14–16 po-

tentially exist for every crystalline compound. From a theoretical point of view, the num-
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ber of possible polymorphs is very high. The author Walter C. McCrone assumed that: 

“the number of forms known for a given compound is proportional to the time and mon-

ey spent in research on that compound.”13, p 727 But only a small part of the existence range 

has been scientifically investigated. A computer software that analyzes the Cambridge 

Structural Database (CSD) of the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CDCC) 

showed that ca. 0.77% of the registered compounds in the year 2006 have one additional 

and only ca. 0.06% two or more crystalline structures.17 A modern tool for the representa-

tion of the existence areas of a chemical system is the energy landscape.18 Minima in en-

ergy of the hypersurface indicate a stable (or metastable) polymorph, respectively. Figure 

1.1 shows a schematic representation of such a landscape for a system with one compo-

nent and fictive coordinates, which would correlate, for example, to the Gibbs free energy 

of a system depending on pressure and temperature.  

It is known for many elements and compounds that the crystal structure changes from 

the stable form at ambient conditions to other forms at elevated or lower temperatures. 

In these cases, the transformation is usually enantiotropic,14,15 which means that it is re-

versible in both directions. If a phase transition to a more stable form is irreversible and 

can only occur in a specific direction, a monotropic transformation,14–16 the starting com-

pound is a metastable polymorph or allotrope. Metastable phases can be described by the 

concepts of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, which defines an open dynamical system 

 

Figure 1.1. 
Schematic representa-
tion of an energy land-
scape for a one-
component system 
depending on two ar-
bitrary parameters x1 
and x2. The minima in 
energy (blue and vio-
let regions) indicate 
viable stable or meta-
stable polymorphs. 
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in exchange of energy and/or matter with the environment and, in addition to common 

equilibrium thermodynamics, its time-dependent change.19,20 They exist in a configura-

tion less favorable than the energetic ground-state, are therefore thermodynamically un-

stable, and are persistent because the transition is kinetically hindered or infinitely slow. 

In the example of Figure 1.1, the metastable state would correspond to the dark blue min-

imum, while the thermodynamically stable state would be represented by the violet min-

imum. The most common example of a metastable compound is diamond. This (high-

pressure) allotrope of carbon exists besides graphite and is stable at ambient conditions, 

although the transformation reaction from diamond to graphite shows a negative change 

in Gibbs free energy and is therefore thermodynamically favorable. Other examples are 

amorphous substances (including glassy substances), supercooled liquids, and supersatu-

rated solutions. Short-living intermediates of chemical reactions are not regarded as met-

astable, but as a transient species.14–16  

The crystal structure of a solid has a significant influence on its properties. Many phys-

ical and chemical properties, such as the electronic structure, density, magnetism, ther-

mal stability, conductivity, and optical properties are closely related to the arrangement 

of the atoms or ions. This phenomenon is easily illustrated by the above-mentioned ex-

ample. Diamond is a colorless semiconductor with a high hardness, while the thermody-

namically stable graphite is black, electrically conductive, and used as a soft 

lubricant.1,13,19 An useful application of compounds with metastable polymorphs is, for 

example, the phase change memory (PCM). This type of a non-volatile random-access 

memory is based on the enantiotropic transition between a metastable amorphous and a 

metastable crystalline form by heating, irradiating of laser light or another excitation pro-

cess.21–23 These semiconducting materials based on Ge, Sb, and Te (GST, e.g. 

Ge2Sb2Te5) are mainly used in data storage mediums, such as CDs and DVDs.  

Not many rules or laws are established for the formation of metastable compounds. 

The Ostwald's step rule by the German chemist Friedrich Wilhelm Ostwald is the most 

frequently used rule. Based on his investigations on supersaturated solutions and sub-

cooled melts, he found out that: “leaving any state and transitioning to a more stable one, 

it is not the state that is most stable under the existing conditions, but the closest 

one.”24, p 306 For example, in a crystallization process from a supersaturated solution, 

which is a highly metastable condition, the first formed solid is the least stable polymorph 

with the largest Gibbs free energy. The rule can be explained by irreversible thermody-

namics or structural effects, but some examples show exceptions of this rule.25,26 Ostwald 

also recommended the use of the term metastable as a more precise substitute for the 
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common word labile.24 An additional interpretation of these observations is the Ost-

wald–Volmer rule which considers the densities of the various polymorphs. Often, the 

less stable polymorphs have lower densities.19  

1.2 Transition Metal Compounds 

Transition metals have characteristic features and properties with respect to their 

chemical, electrical, and magnetic behavior, which is a result of the filling of the second 

outermost d orbitals with electrons.19 Those electrons have lower influence on the prop-

erties of the atom than the electrons in the valence orbital. A possible magnetic moment 

originates from partially occupied d orbitals with unpaired electron spins. Therefore, the 

elements can show ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic be-

havior. All metals are characterized by high densities, melting and boiling points, and can 

often form colored complexes. Some elements can occur in different oxidation states and 

are able to form non-stoichiometric compounds.19  

Oxides in general are among the mostly investigated materials in the history of chem-

istry. Since ancient times they are used in the form of minerals and ores as gemstones, 

pigments, raw materials for metallurgy, etc.19 Newer fields of application are, for example, 

technical ceramics, catalysis, and nanotechnology. In contrast, oxide nitrides (sometimes 

referred to as oxidenitrides, oxynitrides, or nitride oxides) are a relatively new group of 

substances with some interesting features. The only natural occurring compound is the 

silicone oxide nitride Si2N2O in the mineral sinoite, which can be found in meteroids.27 

Semiconducting transition metal oxide nitrides are potential candidates for non-toxic 

color pigments,28,29 anode-materials for photocatalytical water splitting under sunlight,30–

35 photocatalyst for oxidation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,36 and as fast ion con-

ductors.37 Some of these properties can also be found in nitrides.31,38–41 Besides the count-

less oxides in the earth's crust, only a few natural deposits of nitrides have been discov-

ered so far (cubic-BN,42 Si3N4,43 TiN,44 CrN,45 iron nitrides,46–49 and GaN50).  

Another aspect of such compounds is the relative low structural complexity, which 

makes them predestined for the investigation of structure-property correlations. A good 

example is the polymorphism of tantalum oxide nitride, where the crystal structure has an 

influence on the optical properties, like the optical band gap and the resulting color of the 

substance (Chapters 2.1.3, 4, and 5). 
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In the previous chapter the reversible transformation of polymorphs, which are stable 

at different temperatures, has been mentioned. One key element in the preparation of 

metastable compounds can be the stabilization of such crystal structures by substitution 

with aliovalent ions. Cation substitution is a well-known tool for the stabilization of high-

temperature forms. An applicable example is the stabilization of the cubic high-

temperature form of ZrO2 by small additions of other oxides like CaO or Y2O3 (Chapter 

2.2.1). In tantalum oxide nitrides, small amounts of Mg,51,52 Sc,53–56 and Y52,57 are respon-

sible for the formation of anatase-, rutile-, bixbyite-, and fluorite-type phases, respectively. 

Oxide nitrides are prepared by anion substitution of nitrogen against oxygen or by partial 

oxidation of nitrides. Sometimes, nitrogen-poor compounds can be used as precursor for 

metastable oxides. Before the sesquioxide of vanadium with bixbyite-type structure was 

synthesized for the first time, the correspondent oxide nitride was already found.6,58 The 

same approach was successfully applied to the vanadium oxide with anosovite-type struc-

ture.7,59  

1.3 Intentions of the Thesis 

The investigations in the present work concentrate on the development and progress 

on the preparative side, with focus on the synthesis and the comprehensive characteriza-

tion of novel oxides and oxide nitrides. The aim of the research is, in cooperation with 

external partners, to gain a deeper insight into the formation of the metastable poly-

morphs and their transformation into thermodynamically stable forms. 

A starting point is the comprehensive characterization of δ-TaON, a new polymorph 

of tantalum oxide nitride. The first synthesis of bulk material was described in my diplo-

ma thesis “Synthese und Charakterisierung neuer Verbindungen mit Anatasstruktur“.2 

Increasing the phase purity of this compound is essential for the next step in a wide-

ranging study. Additional cation substitutions experiments were planned for a further 

exploration of the existence range of other proposed TaON polymorphs.  

The efforts to synthesize new oxides of molybdenum and tungsten are part of a further 

research area, which also includes the precursor preparation for high-pressure experi-

ments and the investigation of the final results by means of powder X-ray diffraction. 

High-pressure polymorphs demand high standards on the synthesis apparatus and often 

show interesting chemical and physical properties, like an increased density and a higher 

coordination of the atoms. 
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2 Theoretical Background 

This chapter provides information on the relevant transition metals and gives an over-

view of its most important binary oxides and nitrides, and ternary oxide nitrides. A de-

tailed description of the mainly occurring crystal structures is also presented. In addition, 

major principles of synthesis routes and analyses methods are discussed. 

2.1 Tantalum 

The element tantalum (Ta) with the atomic number 73 has the electron configuration 

[Xe]4f145d36s2 and is located in the 5th group of the periodic system (vanadium group: 

vanadium, niobium, tantalum, and dubnium). It is a ductile and base metal with a blue-

ish-gray color, a melting point of ca. 3273 K, a boiling point of ca. 5800 K, and a density 

of 16.68 g·cm–3.19 It crystallizes in the bcc crystal structure of the α-W-type in space group 

Im3̄m. The most important natural occurrences are minerals of the columbite group with 

the general composition AB2O6 (A = Fe2+, Mn2+ and B = Nb5+, Ta5+).60 Minerals with 

niobium as the dominant metal are called columbite (niobite) and tantalite (tapiolite) if 

tantalum is mainly located on the B-site. The prefixes ferro and mangano can be used 

according to the main element on the A-site. Ores containing both minerals columbite 

and tantalite are called coltan. Thoreaulith and mikrolith are rare minerals. Tantalum 

metal is prepared by chemical or electrochemical reduction of K2[TaF7]. The most im-

portant oxidation state is +5. It is used for medical prostheses and implants, in alloys, and 

as material for capacitors with very high capacitance in microelectronics.19  

The discovery of tantalum is closely related to that of niobium. It was first discovered 

in 1802 by the Swedish chemist Anders Gustaf Ekeberg.61,62 One year earlier, the English 

chemist Charles Hatchett found the element niobium which he originally named colum-

bium.63 For some time both elements were considered identical,64 but the German chem-

ist Heinrich Rose could prove that they were indeed two different elements.65 The name 

derives from the Greek-mythological figure of Tantalus. 
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2.1.1 Oxides 

Table 2.1 shows an overview of selected binary oxide compounds. According to a first 

characterization, the different oxides of tantalum can be divided in groups of α–ζ 

phases.66 While the α- and β-phases are metallic and non-stoichiometric (solid solutions 

of oxygen in tantalum), the γ-phase is the monoxide of the rock salt type. Tantalum diox-

ide (δ-phase) crystallizes in the rutile-type structure.66–69 The ε-phase is an intermediate 

TaO2–Ta2O5 with no identifiable structure.66 

The most important oxide is tantalum(V) oxide Ta2O5 (ζ-phase, according to the first 

characterization).66 Due to its high refractive-index it is used as material for coatings and 

in the production of lithium tantalate single crystals, which are required for capacitors in 

mobile devices.19 Hitherto, many different polymorphs or structure determinations of 

tantalum pentoxide can be found in literature.70–74 In general, β-Ta2O5 is a colorless com-

pound crystallizing in the orthorhombic crystal system. A natural occurrence is the min-

eral tantite.75 In addition to the several reports on β-Ta2O5, a high number of low-

temperature and high-temperature polymorphs are also known. All low-temperature pol-

ymorphs exhibit a hexagonal crystal structure and are stable at ambient conditions.74,76,77 

The numerous high-temperature polymorphs with tetragonal, orthorhombic, monoclin-

ic, and triclinic crystal structure are not simply categorizable.78–83 

Two different polymorphs are the outcome of high-pressure experiments.84,85 The ex-

istence of a possible sesquioxide has only been discussed theoretically.11 It should adopt 

the β-Ga2O3-type structure at pressures of 9 GPa with the dioxide and the metal as start-

ing materials.  

Table 2.1.  Binary oxides of tantalum (sorted by ascending oxidation state of Ta). 

Phase Composition Crystal structure References 

α Ta–TaO0.05 Bcc 66 
β Ta4O Orthorhombic 66 

γ TaO NaCl (cubic) 66 

δ TaO2 Rutile (tetragonal) 66–69 

β-Ta2O5
a (with L- and T-Ta2O5) Ta2O5 Orthorhombic 70–74 

Low-temperature polymorphsb Ta2O5 Hexagonal 74,76,77 

High-temperature polymorphsb Ta2O5 Various 78–83 

HP-Ta2O5
b Ta2O5 Monoclinic 84,85 

a Different polymorphs and/or structure determinations. 
b Group of different polymorphs. 
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2.1.2 Nitrides 

An overview of selected binary nitrides can be found in Table 2.2. Like the oxides, ni-

trides of tantalum can be divided into different categories. The α- and β-phases are metal-

lic solid solutions with a maximum of 10 mol % nitrogen.86–88 A phase transformation to 

the γ-phase (β-Ta2N) can be observed at approximately 33 mol % nitrogen. Phases with 

an 1:1 composition crystallizing in the cubic rock salt type (δ) or in the hexagonal CoSn-

type structure (ε).89–92 The latter transforms at higher pressures to the θ-phase of the 

WC-type. 93,94 

A series of nitrogen-rich compounds are also known: Ta2N3 crystallizes in the bixby-

ite-type structure (Chapter 2.5.2) and has only been obtained as thin film.95–98 η-Ta2N3 is 

a high-pressure polymorph of the sesquinitride.99,100 Ta3N5, the most important tantalum 

nitride, is a red colored compound and crystallizes in the orthorhombic anosovite-type 

structure of Ti3O5 in space group Cmcm.91,101,102 Tantalum is coordinated by six nitrogen 

atoms and the distorted octahedra are linked three-dimensionally via edges and corners. 

It can be prepared by the reaction of TaCl5 with NH4Cl or by ammonolysis of 

Ta2O5.101,102 It is used as color pigment, since it is toxicologically harmless, as photocata-

lyst for the oxidative water splitting, and as dielectric in microelectronics due to its large 

dielectric constant.31,38,103 Ta5N6 and Ta4N5 are obtainable by heating Ta3N5 under am-

monia.91,104,105 High-pressure experiments on Ta3N5 can yield in a mixture of two poly-

morphs with U3Se5 and U3Te5 structure types, respectively.106  

Table 2.2.  Binary nitrides of tantalum (sorted by ascending oxidation state of Ta). 

Phase Composition Crystal structure References 

α Ta–TaN0.04 Bcc 86–88,100 
β TaN0.05 3 × 3 × 3 superstructure of α phase 86,91,100 

γ (β-Ta2N) Ta2N V2N (trigonal) 86,91,100,107 

δ TaN NaCl (cubic) 89–91 

ε TaN CoSn (hexagonal) 91,92 

(HP)θ  TaN WC (hexagonal) 93,94 

Ta5N6 Ta5N6 Hexagonal 91,104,105 

Ta4N5 Ta4N5 Tetragonal 91,104,105 

Ta2N3 Ta2N3 Bixbyite (cubic) 95–98 

η-Ta2N3 
(HP) 

Ta2N3 U2S3 (orthorhombic) 99,100 

Ta3N5 Ta3N5 Anosovite (orthorhombic) 91,101,102 

HP-Ta3N5 Ta3N5 U3Se5, U3Te5 (orthorhombic) 106 
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2.1.3 Oxide Nitrides 

An overview of the different TaON polymorphs can be found in Table 2.3 at the end 

of this chapter. Already in 1954, an investigation on non-stoichiometric metallic oxide 

nitrides of tantalum was presented.108 A decade later, reports on the two phases α- and 

β-TaON, with tantalum in the oxidation state +5, were published.109–111 Ionic-covalent 

oxide nitrides of tantalum can be considered as phases in the quasi-binary system of 

Ta2O5 and Ta3N5. 

The α-TaON polymorph is allegedly formed by hydrolysis of Ta2N3Cl and is said to 

have a hexagonal crystal structure.109,112 The existence of this polymorph was, however, 

clearly disproved by quantum-chemical investigations.113 

The second polymorph, dubbed β-TaON, is prepared by ammonolysis of Ta2O5 at 

1073 K.110,111 It crystallizes in the monoclinic crystal system in space group P 21/c isotypi-

cally to the baddeleyite structure and can therefore be considered as a nitrogen-rich ana-

logue to monoclinic ZrO2 (Chapter 2.2.1). The crystal structure was initially determined 

by X-ray powder diffraction measurements and afterwards by neutron diffraction.114 The 

results of the second method included the determination of an ordered anion arrange-

ment. Tantalum is surrounded by three oxygen and four nitrogen ions in the first coordi-

nation sphere. This is consistent with the second rule of Pauling, which states that an an-

ion in an ionic structure attempts to compensate the electrostatic binding strengths of the 

surrounding cations.115 The three oxygen ions form a triangle and the four nitrogen ions 

form a square parallel to each other on opposing sides of tantalum.114,116 Figure 2.1 shows 

the coordination polyhedra and the baddeleyite-type crystal structure of β-TaON ac-

cording to neutron diffraction data.114 The (TaN4O3) polyhedra have a zigzag-shaped 

arrangement parallel to (010).117 Single-crystal investigations are also reported.102,116 

Quantum-chemical computations show a good agreement between experiment and the-

ory.113 Recent investigations indicate that β-TaON can form non-stoichiometric com-

pounds with a variable N/O ratio.118 

Sometimes, an olive colored product can be observed, which presumably results from 

impurities with the chemically related niobium or reduced tantalum.52,56,119 A transfor-

mation into the yellow product occurs by brief heating in air at 1073 K.  

Experimental investigations resulted in a range of 2.25–2.40 eV for the indirect band 

gap,56,120 which classifies β-TaON as semiconductor.121 The band gap decrease compared 

with Ta2O5 can be explained by the exchange of the O2p orbitals in the oxide against N2p 

orbitals with a higher potential energy, which leads to new orbitals with a higher-bound 
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state energy.30,31,120,122 According to the theory of Phillips and van Vechten, the optical 

and electronic properties of a compound depend on the difference between the electro-

negativities of cations and anions.123–125 Hence, the band gap of a semiconductor is influ-

enced by the degree of the covalent bond and can be modified by altering the ratio of 

oxygen and nitrogen. 

Quantum-chemical investigations on the structure and stability of β-TaON and other 

possible polymorphs with a AX2 structure were carried out.126 These calculations have 

confirmed the baddeleyite-type structure as the thermodynamically stable polymorph of 

tantalum oxide nitride and predicted possible polymorphs, in order of decreasing stabil-

ity, with anatase, rutile, and fluorite-type structure. Later, this series was extended by the 

VO2(B)-type structure with the discovery of the first metastable polymorph γ-TaON (ca. 

17 kJ·mol–1 less stable than β-TaON),52,127,128 which is located in the sequence between 

the baddeleyite- and the anatase-type structure.128 Orange colored γ-TaON crystallizes in 

the monoclinic space group C 2/m and was initially obtained with impurities of 

β-Ta2O5.52,127 Phase-pure products of a modified urea route129,130 and phases with hollow 

urchin-like nanostructures131 were presented later. A summary of an successful approach 

via a conventional synthesis route with a graphical representation of the crystal structure 

can be found in this thesis as a result of the work by Dr. Dominik Weber (Chapter 

5.4.2).3 In this structure, tantalum is 6-fold coordinated by anions and forms two differ-

ent types of distorted octahedra. The Ta(O,N)6 polyhedra around Ta1 are connected to 

 

Figure 2.1.  Coordination polyhedra (left) and unit cell (right) of the baddeleyite-type 
structure of β-TaON 
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further polyhedra via four corners and five edges, while the Ta2 polyhedra are linked by 

only four corners and four edges to other polyhedra. On the basis of the X-ray powder 

diffraction, no statement could be made about the distribution of N and O over the four 

anion sites of the VO2(B) structure. Quantum-chemical calculations for all possible oc-

cupancy variants revealed an ordered arrangement (see Chapter 6.4.2 for details).128 This 

is also in agreement to the Pauling’s second rule.115 The coordination polyhedra form 

edge-intersected layers parallel to (001), which are linked by vertices. Cavities are trav-

ersing the three-dimensional structure. An irreversible phase transformation to β-TaON 

can be observed under an inert gas atmosphere at temperatures of ca. 1173 K.127 In com-

parison with β-TaON and in agreement with the Ostwald–Volmer rule,19 the density and 

the cell volume is larger due to the 6-fold coordination of tantalum. γ-TaON is also a 

semiconductor with an experimentally determined indirect band gap of 2.03 eV.56  

Anatase-type δ-TaON was synthesized for the first time as thin film with a determined 

indirect band gap of 2.37 eV.132,133 The synthesis and characterization of bulk material is 

one major scope of this work (Chapters 5 and 6). Another oxide nitride (Ta3O6N) is said 

to be obtainable by the ammonolysis of 1T-TaS2 and crystallizing in the monoclinic 

TiNb2O7-type structure in space group C 2/m.134,135 Ta5.00N5.99O0.01 and Ta5.00N4.79O1.81 

can be prepared using an iron catalyst.136 Studies on a possible high-pressure polymorph 

with AX2 composition were carried out independently by two research groups137,138. This 

polymorph, exhibiting the cotunnite type, was later synthesized at pressures of 33 GPa.139  

Table 2.3.  Ternary oxide nitrides of tantalum (sorted by ascending oxidation state of 
Ta). 

Phase Composition Crystal structure References 

TaO0.50N0.50 – TaO0.50N0.50 – 
Superstructure of δ-TaN, ε-TaN 108 

TaO0.10N0.90 TaO0.10N0.90 

Ta5.00N5.99O0.01 – Ta5.00N5.99O0.01 – 
Hexagonal 136 

Ta5.00N4.79O1.81 Ta5.00N4.79O1.81 

(α-TaON)a TaON Hexagonal 109,112,113 

β-TaON TaON Baddeleyite (monoclinic) 110 

γ-TaON TaON VO2(B) (monoclinic) 3,52,127,129,131 

δ-TaON TaON Anatase (tetragonal) 132,133,this work 

HP-TaON TaON Cotunnite (orthorhombic) 139 

Ta3O6N Ta3O6N TiNb2O7 (monoclinic) 134,135 
a Existence disproved. 
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2.2 Zirconium 

The element zirconium (Zr) with the atomic number 40 has the electron configura-

tion [Kr]4d25s2 and is located in the 4th group of the periodic system (titanium group: 

titanium, zirconium, hafnium, and rutherfordium). It is a ductile and base metal with a 

greyish-white color, a melting point of ca. 2130 K, a boiling point of ca. 4570 K, and a 

density of 6.51 g·cm–3.19 It crystallizes in the hcp crystal structure of the α-Mg-type in 

space group P63/mmc. The most important occurrences of the metal are the silicate zir-

con (Zr[SiO4]) and the dioxide zirconia (ZrO2, see Chapter 2.2.1). Zirconium minerals 

generally contain 1–5 wt % hafnium as impurities. The oxidation state +4 is the most sta-

ble occurrence in chemical compounds. Zirconium metal is nowadays produced on an 

industrial scale by the Kroll process and purified by the van Arkel-de Boer process.19,140,141 

Zirconium is corrosion-resistant and therefore used as material for devices in chemical 

engineering. Furthermore, it is an excellent cladding material for nuclear reactors and fuel 

elements.19  

The German chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth succeeded in isolating the dioxide 

from zircon for the first time in 1789. He named it, in reference to the mineral, zirconia 

(Zirkonerde). Klaproth was also the discoverer of the elements Ce and U and could veri-

fy the discovery of Sr, Ti, and Te. Elementary zirconium metal was first obtained in 1824 

by Swedish chemist Jöns Jacob Berzelius.  

2.2.1 Oxides 

Table 2.4 gives an overview of the binary oxide compounds. A solid solution of oxygen 

in zirconium can be formed within the compositional range ZrOx (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.4).142,143 The 

most important oxide compound of Zr is the dioxide with the mineral baddeleyite as the 

main natural occurrence. At ambient pressure, the dioxide (zirconia) forms three poly-

morphs. A monoclinic (α-, m-) form at room temperature, designated as baddeleyite 

structure, is the thermodynamically stable form, which converts to a tetragonal (β-, t-) 

variant at temperatures above ca. 1373 K. Finally, cubic ZrO2 (γ-, c-) with a fluorite-type 

structure is formed in a temperature range of ca. 2673 K and ca. 3073 K of the melting 

point.19 

It is possible to stabilize the cubic high-temperature polymorph at ambient tempera-

ture by substituting the dioxide with aliovalent oxides like MgO2, CaO2, or Y2O3.144–150 

The substitution with Y2O3 can be described according to the Kröger–Vink 

notation:151,152 
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 2 ZrZr
×  + OO

×  + Y2O3 = 2 YZr
 '  +VO

  ••  + 2 ZrO2 (sf) 

 

(2.1) 

    

As a result, vacancies in the anion substructure are generated, which are responsible 

for the oxygen conducting properties of the material. Such phases, like this yttria-

stabilized zirconia (YSZ), have found a wide range of possible applications over the years 

and are used as membranes in oxygen sensors and fuel cells, as material for fire-resistant 

applications (crucibles and furnaces), and as gemstones in jewelry.19 

 At least two different high-pressure polymorphs have been discovered, namely brook-

ite-type oI-ZrO2
153–156 and cotunnite-type oII-ZrO2.157–160  

Table 2.4.  Binary oxides of zirconium (sorted by ascending oxidation state of Zr). 

Phase Composition Crystal structure References 

ZrOx ZrOx (x ≤ 0.4) Hexagonal 142,143 
m-ZrO2 ZrO2 Baddeleyite (monoclinic) 144–150 

t-ZrO2 ZrO2 Tetragonal 144–150 

c-ZrO2 ZrO2
 Fluorite (cubic) 144–150 

(HP) oI-ZrO2  ZrO2 Brookite (tetragonal) 153–156 

(HP) oII-ZrO2  ZrO2 Cotunnite (orthorhombic) 157–160 

 

2.2.2 Nitrides 

Interestingly, there are not many different phases of zirconium nitrides (Table 2.5). 

Cubic ZrN crystallizes isotypically to δ-TaN in the rock salt type.161–163 The exact space 

group of orthorhombic Zr3N4 (Pnam or Pna21) cannot be determined by powder diffrac-

tion methods.164,165 A high-pressure polymorph of Zr3N4 adapting the cubic Th3P4-type 

has been successfully prepared at pressures greater than 18 GPa and temperatures greater 

than 3000 K in a laser-heated diamond anvil cell.166 

Table 2.5.  Binary nitrides of zirconium (sorted by ascending oxidation state of Zr). 

Phase Composition Crystal structure References 

ZrN ZrN NaCl (cubic) 161–163 
Zr3N4 Zr3N4 Eu3O4 (orthorhombic) 164,165 

(HP) c-Zr3N4  Zr3N4
 Th3P4 (cubic) 166 
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2.2.3 Oxide Nitrides 

The most important ternary oxide nitride compounds are summarized in Table 2.6. 

Ionic-covalent zirconium oxide nitrides are generally described by the formula  

ZrO2–2xN4x/3 and belong to the quasi-binary system ZrO2–Zr3N4. They are structurally 

derived from fluorite-type ZrO2 (see Chapter 2.2.1). The three oxygen-rich phases are 

Zr7O8N4 (β), Zr7O11N2 (β’), and Zr7.0O9.5N3.0 (β”).167–172 The nitrogen-rich 

Zr2ON2 (γ)167–169,173–175 exhibits the cubic bixbyite-type structure. Another oxide nitride, 

the defect fluorite Zr4O5N2, is formed by an intergrowth of ZrO2 and Zr2ON2.176  

Table 2.6.  Ternary oxide nitrides of zirconium. 

Phase Composition Crystal structure References 

β Zr7O8N4 Pr7O12 (rhombohedral) 167–171 
β’ Zr7O11N2 Sc2Zr5O13 (rhombohedral) 167–171 

β’’ Zr7O9.5N3.0 Combination of β-phase and ZrO2 167–171 

γ Zr2ON2 Bixbyite (cubic) 167–169,173–175 

Zr4O5N2 Zr4O5N2 Defect fluorite (cubic) 176 

2.3 The System Ta-Zr-O-N 

The metallic solid solution of nitrogen and oxygen in the TaZr alloy of the general 

formula TaZrON crystallizes in the hexagonal crystal system.163  

Hitherto, two phase-pure ionic-covalent oxide nitrides have been identified.177–180 The 

first phase corresponds to a continuous transition of baddeleyite m-ZrO2 to the homeo-

typic β-TaON with the general sum formula of Ta1–xZrxO1+xN1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1).177–180 The 

yellow color intensifies with increasing tantalum content. Similar results were obtained 

by incorporation of small amounts of Ta2O5 into zirconium oxide nitrides.181 The for-

mation of m-ZrO2/β-TaON solid solutions has a positive influence on the photocatalytic 

activity,182 but depends on the preparation method.183 As a side note, a high-pressure pol-

ymorph of this compositional series with an even cation ratio (TaZrO3N) has been pos-

tulated.138 The second phase can be considered as a homeotype to anosovite-Ta3N5 with 

the general formula Ta3–xZrxOxN5–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.66).177–180 Due to the brilliant coloristic 

properties, these phases might be non-toxic replacements for orange pigments containing 

cadmium.178 
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Two additional side phases have been observed during the characterization of the sys-

tem Ta-Zr-O-N.177 The first phase in biphasic samples was indexed with an orthorhom-

bic unit cell. Unfortunately, it was not possible to determine the exact crystal structure, 

but it was proposed that this phase has structural relationship to either the α-PbO2-type 

or to a partially stabilized orthorhombic ZrO2.184 The second oxide nitride side phase was 

indexed with a cubic unit cell similar to the fluorite type. In some cases, weak superstruc-

ture reflections were observed and structural relationships to bixbyite-type Zr2ON2
167–

169,173–175 or Tb16O36
185 were considered.  

Surprisingly, ternary compounds with just one anion are not investigated in detail or 

are difficult to classify. Pure nitrides of Ta/Zr have only been realized as thin layers, e.g. 

as TaxZr1−xN films186 or sputter-deposited nanocrystalline coatings.187 The main interest 

for a mixed oxide is also the application as thin films.188  

Bulk material oxides are reported rarely. The powder diffraction pattern of TaZr2.75O8 

can be found in the ICDD filed as private communication (ICDD, PDF 00-042-0060)189 

with no space group provided. The classification in the orthorhombic crystal system and 

the cell parameters are the only information in this dataset. Another oxide with the sum 

formula Ta2Zr8O21 is mentioned, too.181,190
 Additional literature about this topic does not 

provide further information about structural properties.191–193 Supplementary data can be 

found by expanding the system to Hf-Ta194,195 and especially to Nb-Zr oxides. The first 

report on an orthorhombic mixed Nb-Zr oxide is an investigation on solid solutions of 

the type Nb2O5∙nZrO2 (5 ≤ n ≤ 9).196 The structure was identified as a homeotype to 

α-PbO2,196,197 although the most referred compound Nb2Zr6O17 and all other examples in 

the series are not trivially describable with a AX2 structure type. Srilankit (TiZrO4),198 on 

the other hand, is a known Zr-containing substance exhibiting this structure type. A first 

theory described the crystal structure as a superstructure of a fluorite-type,199 which itself 

has structural relationships to α-PbO2.200 It was proposed, that the compounds crystalliz-

ing in the orthorhombic crystal system with 6-, 7-, and 8-fold coordinated cations.201 This 

model was described in more detail by defect structures.202 An oxide nitride based on 

Nb2Zr6O17 was synthesized successfully.203 Although not all structural properties can be 

described adequate with this theory, an incommensurate modulated structure with a 

metal and an oxygen substructure was suggested.204–207 An addition to this description is a 

frustrated two-dimensional XY model with chiral domains.208,209 
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2.4 Molybdenum 

The element molybdenum (Mo) with the atomic number 42 has the electron configu-

ration [Kr]4d55s1 and is located in the 6th group of the periodic system (chromium 

group: chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, and seaborgium). It is a ductile and hard met-

al with a silvery-grey color, a melting point of ca. 2890 K, a boiling point of ca. 5100 K, 

and a density of 10.28 g·cm–3.19 It crystallizes in the bcc crystal structure of the α-W-type 

in space group Im3̄m.The most important natural occurrence is the disulfide molybde-

nite (MoS2). Other minerals are wulfenite (PbMoO4) and powellite (CaMoO4). The 

most stable compounds are those of hexavalent molybdenum (+6), but it also forms 

compounds in the oxidations state of +5, +4, +3, and +2. Molybdenum metal is produced 

by reduction of the trioxides with hydrogen at 1273 K. It is mainly used as electrode ma-

terial, as catalyst in petrochemical processes, and mainly as ferromolybdenum for the 

production of hardened steel. Moreover, it is an essential element for humans and ani-

mals.19 

The name molybdenum originates form the Greek word mólybdos (Μόλυβδος) 

meaning lead. Molybdenite has long been confused with galena (PbS) and graphite.19 

After the German-Swedish chemist Carl Wilhelm Scheele had succeeded in making mo-

lybdenum trioxide (MoO3) from molybdenite with nitric acid in 1778,210 it was the Swe-

dish chemist Peter Jacob Hjelm who first reduced the oxide to elementary molybdenum 

with coal in 1782.211 

2.4.1 Oxides 

The binary oxides of molybdenum show a wide compositional range. An overview of 

selected phases can be found in Table 2.7. A metallic phase with a maximum of 20–

30 mol % oxygen crystallizes in the same structure type as the pure metal.212 Despite the 

high number of possible oxidation states of molybdenum, only the tri- and dioxide are 

known with Mo solely in one oxidation state. A theoretical investigation on a possible 

sesquioxide by Becker et al. is part of this work (Chapter 8). A first step to a MoV oxide 

might be the synthesis of an oxide nitride with the sum formula Mo2(N,O,☐)5.3,213 

Colorless molybdenum trioxide (α-MoO3) crystallizes in the orthorhombic crystal 

system.214–217 It has a melting point of 1068 K and forms a yellow liquid in the molten 

state. A vapor of Mo3O9, Mo4O12, and Mo5O15 amongst other oxides results from subli-

mation in vacuum at 1073 K. At 1273 K it decomposes under oxygen release.19 A high-

pressure polymorph is formed at 6 GPa.218 Monoclinic β-219,220 and β’-MoO3
221,222 are 
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metastable polymorphs of the trioxide. The brownish-violet dioxide MoO2 crystallizes in 

a distorted rutile-type structure in the monoclinic space group P 21/c.223–227 It is a metallic 

conducting and diamagnetic substance.19 The existence of a tetragonal rutile-type variant 

is contradictory.223,228,229  

Besides these two oxides, a series of suboxides with mixed cation valences exist. The 

γ-Mo4O11 phase crystallizes in the orthorhombic crystal system.224,230,231 The original 

proposed space group Pnma was later corrected to Pn21a.232,233 Furthermore, a mono-

cline variant derived from the ReO3-type is reported.231,234 This derivation can also be 

applied to the monoclinic oxides Mo8O23 and Mo9O26.235,236 The described Mo5O14,237–240 

Mo17O47,238,239,241–243 and hexagonal MoO3
244–247

 can only be stabilized by other cations 

and are no archetypally binary oxides.  

Table 2.7.  Binary oxides of molybdenum (sorted by ascending oxidation state of Mo). 

Phase Composition Crystal structure References 

Mo3O Mo3O Bcc 212 
MoO2 MoO2 Distorted rutile (monoclinic) 223–227 

γ-Mo4O11 Mo4O11 Orthorhombic 224,230–233 

η- Mo4O11 Mo4O11 Monoclinic 231,234 

Mo8O23 (β) Mo8O23 Monoclinic 235,236 

Mo9O26 (β’) Mo9O26 Monoclinic 235,236 

α-MoO3 MoO3 Orthorhombic 214–217 

β-, β’-MoO3 MoO3 Monoclinic 219–222 

HP-MoO3
 MoO3 Monoclinic 218 

2.5 Crystal Structures 

This chapter offers more detailed information of the various structure types of the 

prepared compounds and its relations to existing basic types. Although this chapter can-

not give a comprehensive introduction into crystallography and group theory, some ma-

jor concepts are briefly elucidated.  

A high-symmetric basis structure, the aristotype (Greek: ἄριστος, aristos “excellent”), 

can be transformed by symmetry reduction or expansion of the unit cell to less ordered 

arrangements within the same or in a different crystal system.248,249 The affiliation of the 

resulting derivate structure, the hettotype, to its origin is sometimes barely recognizable. 

A formalism for these transformations was developed by the German chemist Hartmut 
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Bärnighausen by introducing genealogical-like trees for crystal structures.250 In general, 

these Bärnighausen-trees take account of all intermediate steps, relevant types of trans-

formations, and changes in the atomic positions. 

Crystallographic transitions lead to maximal subgroups of lower symmetry, which are 

subdivided into three classes.251,252 The translationengleiche non-isomorphic subgroups 

(t) still have the same translation lattice and the reduction of symmetry arises by elimina-

tion of symmetry elements or by symmetry reduction of the rotation, rotoinversion, and 

screw axes. This results in a transition to another crystal class. The index of the transfor-

mation is the quotient of the number of symmetry elements of the group and the sub-

group. In contrast, a klassengleiche subgroup (k) is part of the same crystal class and the 

symmetry reduction corresponds to the loss of translation symmetry, caused by the 

omission of the centering (IIa, not possible for primitive cells), or an enlargement of the 

unit cell (IIb, non-isomorphic subgroups). The third option is the isomorphic subgroup 

(IIc), which belongs to the original space group type with the same Hermann–Mauguin 

symbol, but with an enlarged unit cell.  

The different atoms are located on positions inside the unit cell, which are separated 

in general and special positions. Each of the 230 space groups has one general position 

were only the identity is the characteristic symmetry element. With exception of the low-

est symmetric space group, 229 of them have additional higher symmetric special posi-

tions with coordinates related to the space group symmetry. The number of equivalent 

points for each position per unit cell is expressed by the multiplicity. Only one repre-

sentative of the position is selected and the other positions arise by the oriented site-

symmetry. Those Wyckoff positions are named after the American scientist Ralph Walter 

Graystone Wyckoff, who published a book with lists of all positional coordinates.253 

Modern and more advanced variants are the International Tables for Crystallography, 

Vol. A254 and the Bilbao crystallographic server,255–257 an online platform with several use-

ful tools on crystallographic topics.  

In the following, the representations of the final structure types are illustrated (as an 

anticipation of the results from Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 8) on the basis of the newly synthe-

sized compounds. 

2.5.1 Anatase Structure 

In addition to the thermodynamically stable rutile and the rare brookite, the mineral 

anatase is a naturally occurring polymorph of titanium(IV) oxide TiO2.19 Metastable ana-
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tase transforms irreversibly to rutile as a function of the crystallite size and impurities at 

about 873 K. All three crystal structures, named after the respective minerals, are con-

structed of (TiO6) polyhedra and are distinguishable by the linkage. In rutile, the polyhe-

dra are linked with two, in brookite with three, and in anatase with four other 

polyhedra.19,258–260 

Anatase crystallizes in the tetragonal crystal system in space group I 41/amd and origi-

nates from the cubic rock salt structure (Fm3̄m). The complete group-subgroup rela-

tionship between these two space groups is depicted in Figure 2.2.261 Although the rela-

tions might get very complex, the complete transformation takes place in a total of only 

three steps. Two other possible three step routes (Fm3̄m – Pn3̄m – Fd 3̄m or P 42/nnm – 

 

Figure 2.2.  Group-subgroup relation of Fm3̄m and I 41/amd with possible transfor-
mation pathways.261 The relevant transition steps are marked gray. 
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I 41/amd) do not result in the correct setup. The complete Bärnighausen-tree for the 

transition with a graphical development of the unit cell to the homeotype δ-TaON 

(Chapters 4 & 5) can be found in Figure 2.3.250,252,254–256,262–264 Starting from the NaCl 

aristotype, which can be considered as two ccp lattices displaced relative to each other by 

½ ½ ½, the first transition of index 3 to the tetragonal space group I 4/mmm is transla-

tionengleich. An alternative description of the newly formed space group is F 4/mmm, 

but all tetragonal face-centered Bravais lattices can be converted under shrinkage of the 

unit cell to body-centered structures (see addition in Figure 2.3). The following sym-

metry reduction is a klassengleiche transition of index 2 and causes a decentering of the 

lattice, resulting in space group P42/nnm. Two of four possible conjugacy classes allow 

the correct splitting of the Wyckoff positions for the final klassengleiche transition of in-

dex 2. It includes a doubling of the c axis, a reinstatement of the body-centered lattice, 

and a splitting of the cation site to the special positions 4a and 4b. Nonetheless, only the 

4b site is occupied by cations in the anatase structure, which can therefore be considered 

as a variant of the tetragonal LiFeO2-type with vacancies on the 4a cation site.262 The cat-

ion vacancies are included for demonstration purposes in the crystal structure in Figure 

2.3. The other image shows the arrangement of the coordination polyhedra. The distor-

tion of the octahedra is caused by the introduction of a z anion position not fixed by 

space group symmetry on the 8e site during the last transition. A characteristic property 

are the channels traversing the structure along the a and b axes.  

Additional illustrations of δ-TaON can be found in Figure 4.4 and Figure 5.11. The 

first tantalum oxide nitride exhibiting the anatase type are olive green quaternary ti-

tanium-containing compounds with the general composition TixTa1–xO1+xN1–x 

(0.52 ≤ x ≤ 0.87), which are formed by ammonolysis of Ti-Ta xerogels at temperatures 

between 873 and 973 K.265 In the systems Mg-Ta-O-N and Sc-Ta-O-N, compounds with 

anatase structure can be isolated. A doping rate of 5 cation % Mg or 15 cation % Sc are 

required for phase pure results, respectively.51–53,266 These are the first reported com-

pounds exhibiting this structure type without the element titanium. The Mg-doped tan-

talum oxide nitride Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85 (general formula: MgxTa1–xO1+3xN1–3x) is a met-

astable compound, which irreversibly converts into the baddeleyite-type in a temperature 

range between 1173–1273 K.51,52 The thin films of anatase-type δ-TaON are the first ter-

nary compounds without titanium.132 
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Type No. Space Group  Cations  Anions 

Rock salt 225 F 4/m 3̄ 2/m   A: 4a    X: 4b  

Aristotype  F m 3̄ m   m3̄m    m3̄m  

   
 

 0    
1
/2  

 22 
a

a'  

22 
b

b'  

cc'   

 

(
1 2⁄ 1 2⁄ 0
-1 2⁄ 1 2⁄ 0
0 0 1

) (
0
0
0

) 

0    
1
/2  

 t3 (I) 0    
1
/2  

        

    
 

    

 139 I 4/m 2/m 2/m   A: 2a    X: 2b  

  I 4/m m m   4/mmm    4/mmm  

   

k2 (IIa) 

  0    0  

   

(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

) (
1 4⁄

3 4⁄

1 4⁄
) 

0    0  

  k2 (IIa) 0    
1
/2  

         

         

 134 P 42/n 2/n 2/m 
 origin choice: 2

  A: 2a    X: 2b 

 

 

 
P 42/n n m   4̄2m    4̄2m  

     1
/4    

1
/4  

   
(

1 1 0
-1 1 0
0 0 2

) (
1 2⁄

0
0

) 

3
/4    

3
/4  

  k2 (IIb) 
1
/4    

3
/4  

   
 

     

    
 

   

Anatase 141 I 41/a 2/m 2/d 
 origin choice: 2

 Vac: 4a Ta: 4b   N/O: 8e  

δ-TaON  
I 41/a m d  4̄m2 4̄m2   2mm.  

Hettotype 

 

 
 

 0 0   0  

   3
/4 

1
/4   

1
/4  

    1
/8 

3
/8   ~0.625  

Figure 2.3.  Group-subgroup scheme (Bärnighausen formalism) and graphical devel-
opment of the unit cell for the group-theoretical relationship between rock 
salt (aristotype) and anatase-type δ-TaON (hettotype).250,252,254–256,262–264 
See Figure A.1 or Figure A.2 for legend. 
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Figure 2.4.  Maximal non-isomorphic subgroups (all translationengleich) of space group 
I 41/amd. All subgroups allowing an ordered anion arrangement are marked 
gray.261 

Several investigations regarding a possible anion ordering within this structure type 

have already been carried out. All seven maximal non-isomorphic translationengleiche 

subgroups of space group I 41/amd are represented in Figure 2.4.254–257,261 Only the space 

groups Imma (No. 74), I 41md (No. 109), and I 4̄m2 (No. 119) tolerate an ordering of 

the anions with an index of 2.51,52,262,266 In all variants, the cations are coordinated by the 

anions in a distorted octahedral configuration (see Figure 2.5 for all possible arrange-

ments for δ-TaON). In case of Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85, Rietveld refinements on neutron 

diffraction measurements were investigated. The best accordance between theoretical 

model and experimental results was obtained for space group I 41md.51,266 The ordered 

anion sites result from the splitting of the 8e Wyckoff position of the space group 

I 41/amd into two distinct 4a positions. This transformation, starting from origin choice 

2, is described according to the Bärnighausen formalism in Figure 2.6.250,254–257,261 The 

other transformations to Imma and I 4̄m2 are listed in the Appendices in Figure A.1.  

 

 

Figure 2.5.  Coordination polyhedra and anion arrangement for δ-TaON in different 
space groups. Two different polyhedra are created during the transfor-
mation to space group I 4̄m2.51,52,262,266 
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Figure 2.6.  Group-subgroup scheme (Bärnighausen formalism) for the group-
theoretical relationship between the anatase structure and the subgroup 
I 41md.51,52,250,252,254–256,263,267 See Figure A.1 or Figure A.2 for legend. 

Quantum-chemical calculations on the model of undoped δ-TaON confirmed the ex-

perimental results. Compared w the statistical arrangement, a ca. 25 kJ·mol–1 more stable 

arrangement can be expected for space group I 41md.266 Additional quantum-chemical 

investigations are part of Chapter 4. By contrast, no ordering could be found in TiNF.268 

2.5.2 Bixbyite Structure 

This structure type was named after the mineral bixbyite269 with the chemical formula 

(Mn,Fe)2O3,223,270,271 which itself was named in honor after the American mineralogist 

Maynard Bixby.272 It must not be confused with bixbite, a labeling for a red beryl, and also 

named after the mineralogist. Sometimes, the structure is also referred to as the cubic 

lanthanide sesquioxide type (C-Ln2O3),97 C-type rare-earth-metal structure177 or similar. 

Sesquioxides of Sc, Y, In, La, Tl, and many of the rare-earth elements exhibit this struc-

ture type. In bixbyite, at least 1.7 cation % Fe3+ are needed to stabilize the structure.273  

The aristotype of the bixbyite structure (Ia3̄) is the fluorite type (Fm3̄m). The com-

plete group-subgroup scheme between the two space groups is presented in Figure 2.7. 

There are at least two possible transformations with three steps, distinguishable by the 

sequence of transitions in the first two steps. In the following, one route is described in 

detail. The corresponding Bärnighausen-tree with a graphical evolution of the structure 

Type No. Space Group  Cations  Anions 
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X2: 4a 

   I 41 m d   2mm.   2mm. 2mm. 

     0   0 0 

     0   0 0 

     ~0.375   ~0.125 ~0.625 
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to the new tantalum zirconium oxide nitride (Chapter 7) is depicted in Figure 2.8. The 

other variant can be found in the Appendices in Figure A.2. 

Starting from space group Fm3̄m of the AX2 fluorite type, the first symmetry reduc-

tion, including a decentering of the lattice, goes to space group Pm3̄m via a klas-

sengleiche transition of index 4 (k4). The cation sites are splitted into the 1a site on the 

cell corners and the 3c site on the centers of the cell faces. The smaller ideal anion cube 

with half edge length inside the unit cell is getting slightly distorted by loosening the fixed 

¼ position. A translationengleiche transition of index 2 (t2) to Pm3̄ is the second step. 

This progression does not have any consequences for the structure itself, but implies the 

loss of glide planes and the mirror planes perpendicular to the plane diagonals. The dif-

ferent symmetry elements are included in both interstages in Figure 2.8. For the final 

klassengleiche transition of index 4 to space group Ia3̄, two different conjugacy classes are 

available, but only the class without an origin shift can be used for the correct splitting of 

the Wyckoff positions. After the conversion, the unit cell is doubled along all three axes, 

forming a 2 × 2 × 2 superstructure of the fluorite type with an 8-fold volume. By linking 

 

Figure 2.7. 
Group-subgroup rela-
tion of Fm3̄m and Ia3̄ 
with possible transfor-
mation pathways.261 
The relevant transition 
steps are marked gray. 
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eight formerly primitive cubes, a new body-centering is created at the central connection 

point.  

Cations are finally located on the 8a and 24d sites, the latter one with a variable x pa-

rameter.274 Anions are located on two crystallographically independent sites. In the ideal 

bixbyite structure, only the general site 48e is fully occupied and the empty special site 

16c forms ordered vacancy positions. While the anions are coordinated tetrahedrally by 

cations, the cations at the 8a site are coordinated octahedrally by anions. The polyhedra 

around the 24d cations are distorted octahedra, caused by three different cation-anion 

distances. A picture of the different polyhedra and the corresponding bond length can be 

found in the discussion of the bixbyite-type vanadium sesquioxide in Figure 5.2 (Chapter 

5.4.1). Graphics of this structure type can be found in Figure 2.8 and Figure 6.1, on the 

example of the new oxide nitrides of tantalum and zirconium. 

With a total of 16 vacancies inside the unit cell, two of each original fluorite cube, the 

resulting composition for the ideal structure is A 2X3. The positions, from which the va-

cancies arise, have been marked in the structure of space group Pm3̄ in Figure 2.8. A spe-

cial feature of the bixbyite type is the variable phase composition caused by a partially or 

fully occupation of the vacancies, forming compounds with a A2X3+δ (δ ≤ 1) composi-

tion. Nitrides of uranium with the composition U2N3+δ are known to cover the entire 

phase range up to the transition to fluorite-type UN2.275–277 Another example with a more 

limited compositional range is Zr2ON2.173 In bixbyite-type V2O3, oxygen excess is theo-

retically possible, but hardly obtainable due to synthetic conditions.6,10 Vanadium can 

occur in different oxidation states and the incorporation of excess oxygen on the 16c site 

could therefore be described according to the Kröger–Vink notation:151,152 

 2 VV
 × + 1/2 O2 +Vi = 2 VV

 • + Oi
'' 

 

(2.2) 

 

 

   

Excess nitrogen in V2(O,N)3+δ is presumably located on the 16c site.10,58 If a pure nitride 

compound with cations in just one oxidation state is oxidized, an occupation of the 16c 

site is inevitable: 

 2 NN
×  + 3/2 O2 +Vi = 2 ON

•  + Oi
'' + N2 (sf) 

 

 (2.3) 

    

A complete cation ordering can be realized theoretically in space group Ia3̄ for a cati-

on ratio of 3:1 (there are 3 times as many cations on 24d compared with 8a) and is as-

sumed for Cu3TeO6. 
278,279 If other cation ratios show evidences for an ordering, they have 

to be analyzed in a non-isomorphic subgroup of the bixbyite-type structure. No evidence

http://dict.leo.org/englisch-deutsch/inevitable
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Type No. Space Group  Cations  Anions 

Fluorite 225 F 4/m 3̄ 2/m 
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   X: 8c 
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) 
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/2   ~0.250  

  t2 (I) 0 
1
/2   ~0.250  

   
 

    
 

      
 

 200 P 2/m 3̄  A1: 1a A2: 3c   X: 8i 
 

  P m 3̄  m3̄. mmm..   .3.  

   

k4 (IIb) 

a‘ = 2a; 

b‘ = 2b;  

c‘ = 2c 

 0 0   ~0.250  

   

(
2 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2

) (
0
0
0

) 

0 
1
/2   ~0.250  

  k4 (IIb) 0 
1
/2   ~0.250  

   
 

   

      

Bixbyite 206 I 21/a 3̄  Ta/Zr1: 8a Ta/Zr2: 24d  N/O: 48e Vac: 16c 

(Ta,Zr)2(O,N)3+δ I a 3̄  .3̄. 2..  1 .3. 

Hettotype    0 ~0.250  ~0.375 ~0.125 

    0 0  ~0.125 ~0.125 

    0 
1
/4  ~0.125 ~0.125 

Figure 2.8.  First variant of the group-subgroup scheme (Bärnighausen formalism) and 
graphical development of the unit cell for the group-theoretical relationship 
between fluorite (aristotype) and bixbyite-type (Ta,Zr)2(O,N)3+δ (hetto-
type).250,252,254–256,263 See Figure A.1 or Figure A.2 for legend. 
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No. Space Group  Cations  Anions 

206 I 21/a 3̄  A1: 8a  A2: 24d    X1: 48e  X2: 16c 

 I a 3̄  .3̄.  2..    1  .3. 

  

k4 (IIb) 

a‘ = 2a; b‘ = 2b;  

c‘ = 2c 

 0  ~0.250    ~0.375  ~0.125 

  

(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

) (
0
0
0

) 

0  0    ~0.125  ~0.125 

 t3 (I) 0  1/4    ~0.125  ~0.125 

       

    

73 I 21/b 21/a 21/c  A1: 8a A2: 8c A3: 8d A4: 8e  X1: 16f X2: 16f X3: 16f X4: 16f 

 I b c a  
A1̄E 2.. .2. ..2  1 1 1 1 

   0 ~0.250 
1/4 0  ~0.375 ~0.125 ~0.125 ~0.125 

   0 0 ~0.250 1/4  ~0.125 ~0.375 ~0.125 ~0.125 

   0 1/4 0 ~0.250  ~0.125 ~0.125 ~0.375 ~0.125 

Figure 2.9.  Group-subgroup scheme (Bärnighausen formalism) for the group-
theoretical relationship between the bixbyite structure and the subgroup 
Ibca.173,250,252,254–256,263 See Figure A.1 or Figure A.2 for legend. 

for an ordering has been found for the mineral bixbyite (FeMnO3).280 An ordered ar-

rangement of the anions is not possible for the ideal bixbyite type. Only the transla-

tionengleiche non-isomorphic subgroup Ibca offers four equivalent anion sites, in which 

a cation ordering is also possible.173 The corresponding Bärnighausen-tree can be found 

in Figure 2.9. An ordered anion arrangement was first assumed for Zr2ON2,173 but neu-

tron diffraction experiments and quantum-chemical calculations favor a statistical distri-

bution.174,175  

A combination of a fully occupied 16c site and a cation ordering are compounds crys-

tallizing in the anti-bixbyite-type, as a subgroup variant of the anti-fluorite-type, namely 

Li3AlN2,281,282
 Li3GaN2,281–283 and Li3ScN2.284 

2.5.3 HP-WO2 Structure 

Thus far, the now discussed structure type occurred only once in a high-pressure pol-

ymorph of tungsten dioxide.285 HP-WO2 crystallizes in the tetragonal crystal system in 

space group Pnma. Although the monoclinic space group P 21/c of the thermodynamic 

stable α-WO2 is a direct subgroup of Pnma, both structures cannot be transformed into 

each other. The aristotype of the high-pressure polymorph is the NiAs structure (space 
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group P63/mmc) with an ideal hcp arrangement of arsenic and nickel occupying all octa-

hedral sites. The complete structural relationship between aristotype and hettotype is 

depicted in Figure 2.10. The fastest transition route (P63/mmc – Cmcm – Pnma) con-

sists of two steps, but does not result in the final structure type. An additional step to 

space group Pmmn has to be inserted for the accurate setup. 

A complete derivation of this structure type by the research group of Prof. Dr. Rainer 

Pöttgen is part of the characterization of the newly synthesized HP-MoO2 in Chapter 8.4, 

including Figure 8.6. For a better understanding of the transformation process, this Bär-

nighausen-tree is depicted again in Figure 2.11 side by side with the development of the 

unit cell. It should be noted, that the final representatives for the atomic parameters of 

HP-MoO2 in this overview do not match those listed in Figure 8.6. The values chosen 

here are the same representative coordinates as listed in Table 8.2. 

 The first transition (translationengleich of index 3) to space group Cmcm implicates 

an orthohexagonal setup of the unit cell by the changeover from the hexagonal to the 

orthorhombic crystal system.254 A schematic representation of both alternative systems 

based on the hcp arrangement is embedded in picture Figure 2.11.  

 

 

Figure 2.10.  Group-subgroup relation of space groups P63/mmc (NiAs, hcp) and Pnma 
(HP-WO2) with possible transformation pathways.261 The relevant transi-
tion steps are marked gray. 
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Type No. Space Group    Cations      Anions   

NiAs 194 P 63/m 2/m 2/c    A: 2a 

 

     X: 2c 

 

  

Aristotype  P 63/m m c    3̄m.      6̄m2   

      0      
1
/3   

 
b’ = b 3  t3 (I) (

1 1 0
0 2 0
0 0 1

) (
0
0
0

) 
 0      

2
/3   

  0 

 

     
1
/4   

 
 

            

 63 C 2/m 2/c 21/m    A: 4a 

 

     X: 4c 

 

  

  C m c m    2/m..      m2m   

      0      0   

  
k2 (IIa) (

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

) (
1/4
1/4
0

) 
 0      ~0.333   

   0 

 

     
1
/4   

           

 59 P 21/m 21/m 2/n 
origin choice: 2

  A: 4f    X1: 2a X2: 2b 

 
 P m m n    .m.    mm2 mm2 

    
  ~0.000    

1
/4 

1
/4 

  
k2 (IIb) (

0 0 -1
0 1 0
2 0 0

) (
0
0
0

) 
  

1
/4    

1
/4 

3
/4 

    ~0.250    ~0.583 ~0.083 

 
 

  

 

    

 62 P 21/n 21/m 21/a  A1: 4c A2: 4c  X1: 4c X2: 4c 

  P n m a  .m. .m.  .m. .m. 

    ~0.125 ~0.125  ~0.292 ~0.458 

  
k2 (IIc) (

1 0 0
0 3 0
0 0 1

) (
0
0
0

) 

1
/4 

1
/4  

1
/4 

1
/4 

  ~0.000 ~0.500  ~0.750 ~0.250 

             

HP-WO2 62 P 21/n 21/m 21/a  Vac: 4c Mo2: 8d Mo1:
 
4c Vac:8d  O4: 4c O1:

 
8d O3: 4c O2:

 
8d 

HP-MoO2  P n m a  .m. 1 .m. 1  .m. 1 .m. 1 

Hettotype    ~0.375 ~0.125 ~0.375 ~0.125  ~0.208 ~0.208 ~0.042 ~0.458 

    
1/4 ~0.083 1/4 ~0.083  1/4 ~0.583 

1/4 ~0.083 

    ~0.500 ~0.000 ~0.000 ~0.500  ~0.250 ~0.250 ~0.750 ~0.250 

Figure 2.11.  Group-subgroup scheme (Bärnighausen formalism) and graphical devel-
opment of the unit cell for the group-theoretical relationship between NiAs 
(aristotype) and HP-WO2-type HP-MoO2 (hettotype).250,252,254–256,263 See 
Figure A.1 or Figure A.2 for legend. 
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The new orthorhombic cell has a C-centering with axes of the relation b’/a’ = 3 , 

while the c axis remains unaltered. As a consequence, the cell volume doubles in compar-

ison to the primitive cell. A total of six right-handed systems can be defined; three of 

them are depicted in Figure 2.11 (the matching system to the provided transformation 

matrix is marked violet). Another set of three systems can be obtained by inversion of the 

a’ and b’ axes. All different options are part of one conjugacy class of transformations. 

The advantage of an orthorhombic setup is the presence of an orthogonal axis system at 

the expense of the loss of symmetry operations. 

Four different conjugacy classes are available for the third transition. Two of them al-

low the accurate splitting of the Wyckoff positions to a diaspore-like structure and can be 

used adequately. The class selected here avoids an origin shift.  

The setup of the structure with the special arrangement of the polyhedra is discussed 

in detail in Chapter 8.4. A similar polyhedral arrangement can be found in Mg2Mo3O8.234 

In addition to the explanations given there, a simplified representation (without the dis-

tinguishable positions) of a view on the layers along the c-axis of the hcp and hcp-like 

structures of NiAs and HP-MoO2, which shows the ordered cation arrangement of the 

hettotype compared with the ideal NiAs aristotype, is embedded in Figure 2.11. 

2.6 Experimental Principles 

The new tantalum based compounds were generally synthesized via an ammonolysis 

reaction of X-ray amorphous precursors obtained by a sol-gel route. The principles of 

these preparation methods are described in the following chapters. 

2.6.1 Precursor 

Dispersions of finely divided particles in solution are called sols.286 Sol-gel processes 

are used in the production of ceramic or organoceramic materials. In general, educts are 

metal or non-metal alcoholates, which polymerize in a condensation reaction to oligo-

mers. Further condensation reactions increase the viscosity of the solution and the ag-

glomeration of the particles. These processes continue until a network has formed be-

tween the particles and the solution solidified into a gel. The gels can be further pro-

cessed into powders, shaped bodies, fibers, or layers. 

The Pechini method is a variant of the sol-gel process and was developed in 1967 by 

the American chemist Maggio Pechini.287 It is used for the production of metal oxides 
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whose metals are not suitable for a conventional sol-gel process due to unsuitable hydrol-

ysis properties. Hydroxycarboxylic acids are used as complexing agents for the metal. In 

combination with a suitable polyalcohol, they also functions as gelling agent. The hy-

droxycarboxylic acid acts as a chelate ligand, which makes the complexes highly resistant 

to oxidation and hydrolysis and stable over a wide pH range. 

A suitable combination, particularly in terms of handling, workload, and toxicity, is the 

use of citric acid as the complexing agent and the dihydric alcohol ethylene glycol as the 

polymerization agent. A carboxyl group of the citric acid can react with a hydroxyl group 

of the ethylene glycol via an esterification reaction. Due to the multiplicity of functional 

groups, several molecules can polymerize to form a gel by polyesterification reactions.288 

The remaining organic constituents of the polymer are removed by a calcination process. 

The products are metal oxides powders. Through the use of different metal citrate solu-

tions in the corresponding quantitative ratio, mixed oxides having a defined stoichio-

metric composition can thus be produced. Another consequence is a homogeneous 

phase formation during the synthesis, which is hardly achievable with classical solid-state 

reactions. Regulation of the calcination temperature also allows the degree of crystalliza-

tion of the products. Metastable X-ray-amorphous powders can be prepared at low tem-

peratures and used as precursors for subsequent reactions.  

2.6.2 Ammonolysis Reaction 

The reaction of a solid with gaseous ammonia is called ammonolysis. The grade of the 

ammonolysis can be controlled by various factors, such as reaction temperature, heating 

rate, reaction time, and gas composition. In contrast to the Mg- and Sc-doped tantalum 

oxide nitrides, which have been prepared with the aid of water-saturated ammonia 

gas,51,53 a small amount of oxygen can be added to dry ammonia in order to control the 

equilibrium between the nitriding and reoxidation reactions. Without this balance, the 

educts would react completely to Ta3N5.119 

As mentioned in the introduction, anion substitution is an useful tool for the synthesis 

of metastable compounds, as seen by the bixbyite- and anosovite-type vanadium oxide 

nitrides and matching oxides.6,7,58,59 Only small amounts of nitrogen are required for the 

stabilization of the crystal structure in V2O3.08N0.02
58 and V3O4.61N0.27,59 respectively. The 

incorporation of higher valent anions must be compensated with a corresponding re-

moval of lower valence anions. In the present case, the insertion of two nitrogen ions has 

to be counterbalanced with three oxygen ions leaving the system. As a consequence, va-
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cancies on formerly oxygen positions are generated. The whole process can be formulat-

ed according to the Kröger–Vink notation:151,152 

 3 OO
×  + 2 NH3 = 2 NO

'  + VO
  •• + 3 H2O (sf) (2.4) 

    

Those artificially generated defects can be, compared to the original material, respon-

sible for new physical properties, such as ionic conductivity.  

2.7 Powder X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray (and neutron) diffraction is one of the most important analytical methods in 

solid-state chemistry. X-rays are suitable because of the comparable ratios between the 

wavelength and the distances of atoms in crystals. The photons interact with the electron 

shells of the crystal atoms and are diffracted, such as light on an optical grate. The rele-

vant physical equation is the Bragg’s law, which defines the requirements for constructive 

interference:289 

 2dhkl ∙ sin θ = n ∙ λ   (2.5) 

   d : Distance between atomic layers (hkl) 

θ : Diffraction angle 

n : Integer 

λ : Wavelength of incident X-ray beam 

  

Constructive interference occurs when the path length difference is an integer multi-

ple of the wavelength. The crystal consists of various layers, indexed by the Miller indices 

(hkl), on which the radiation is reflected. The positions of these reflections in a diffracto-

gram define the metrics of the various layers and the unit cell, while the intensities de-

pend on the specific atomic positions and the space group. Another property, the crystal-

linity and the strain of a sample, can be extracted from the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of the reflections.  

A disadvantage, compared with neutron diffraction experiments, is the problematic 

distinguishability of isoelectronic ions, like O2–/N3– or Hf4+/Ta5+. On the other hand, 

only a relatively small amount of substance and short measuring times are required for 

good results.  
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2.7.1 Rietveld Refinement  

A technique for the evaluation of X-ray and neutron powder diffraction data is provid-

ed by the Rietveld refinement method.290–292 In a first step of the general procedure, the 

data of an isotypically compound to the investigating substance is searched with the help 

of a database. The structural parameters adapted from the dataset are the starting point 

for calculated reflection positions and intensities, which are refined to the experimental 

data in an iterative mathematic process based on the least squares method. The refined 

parameters generally include the unit cell parameters (a, b, c, α, β, γ), the atomic posi-

tions (x, y, z) with temperature displacement factors (Debye-Waller factors), the profile 

parameters of the used mathematical function, asymmetry of the reflections, multiple 

background points, and parameters depending of the measuring device and method (e.g. 

displacement and transparency). All these parameters can be refined for multiple phases 

simultaneously. Overlapping reflexes of different phases can also be examined to a certain 

degree. 

Numerical quality criteria of the refinement are the residual values (R-values) which 

specify the accordance of the calculated intensities with the measured diffractogram.293,294 

Low R-values indicate a good accordance. Due to the signal-to-noise ratio, the residual 

values are always greater than zero and can only converge to an expected value (Rexp).  
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The statistically weighted Rwp-value is the most straightforward residual and indicates 

the mean deviation of the calculated intensities to the observed diffraction pattern. 
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The quotient of Rwp and Rexp gives the goodness of fit S, which should be below 2 for a 

good refinement. 

 

exp

wp

R

R
S   (2.8) 

 

In addition to the above-mentioned parameters, the discrepancy index RBragg specifies 

the ratio from the observed and calculated integral intensities of the reflections. 
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   obs

kI : Measured integral intensity of the k reflection 
calc

kI : Calculated integral intensity of the k reflection 

  

Sometimes, an unambiguous interpretation of the collected data is not possible with 

the Rietveld method. This might be the case if, for example, a wrong structure model was 

chosen or the sample does not fulfill the requirements for powder diffraction analyses. 

The whole powder pattern decomposition method (WPPD), or the so called Le Bail 

method, allows a phase analyses without a distinct structure model.295,296 The intensities 

of the reflections are based on the scaling, structure factors (depending on atomic posi-

tions), preferred orientation, and microstructure. The WPPD method fits these intensi-

ties by arbitrary values while the profile and cell parameters are still refined by the least 

squares process.  

The raw data processing and the basic phase analysis were carried out with the soft-

ware X'PERT HIGHSCORE PLUS from PANalytical, Almelo (NL). The software package 

FULLPROF was used for the Rietveld refinements and Le Bail decompositions.297,298  

2.8 Diffuse Reflectance UV-vis Spectroscopy 

The ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (spectrophotometry) is a common tool for band 

gap determination of solids and is based on the interaction between matter and electro-

magnetic radiation of the ultraviolet and visible region. By excitation of electrons, the 

irradiated light is absorbed by the material. Unlike liquids, opaque solids cannot be ana-

lyzed with transmission experiments. An alternative technique is the measurement of the 
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diffuse reflected light spectra of the powder sample. These reflectance spectra can be 

converted by the Kubelka–Munk function to absorbance spectra.299 In this case, the re-

flectance of a sample depends on an absorption component K and an abstract scattering 

component S. However, the function is only valid for low-absorbing and optically infi-

nitely thick samples. 
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   F(R∞): Kubelka–Munk function 

R∞ : Reflectance of an infinitely thick color layer 

K : Absorption coefficient 

S : Scattering coefficient 

  

The Tauc plot method can be used for the determination of the direct and indirect opti-

cal band gaps. For this, the product of the Kubelka–Munk function and photon energy, 

modified with an exponent depending on the transition type, is plotted against the pho-

ton energy. A linear function is adjusted to this plot and its intersection point with the 

abscissa (x-axis) relates to the band gap energy.  

   )()( BG

1

EνhAνhRF n 
  (2.11) 

   hν : Photon energy 

n: n = ½: direct band transition; n = 2: indirect band transition 

A: Proportionality constant 

EBG : Band gap energy 

  

In the case of a direct transition, the minimum of the conduction band corresponds to 

the same wave vector as the maximum of the valence band. On the other hand, the mini-

mum of the conduction band relates to a change in the wave vector compared to the max-

imum of the valence band in the case of an indirect transition. 
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3 Methodology 

General experimental proceedings and specifications of different synthesis and analy-

sis devices used for this work are described in this chapter.  

3.1 Preparative Methods 

A successful synthesis depends on suitable educts and adequate equipment. All new 

tantalum compounds were prepared by ammonolysis reactions of amorphous oxide pre-

cursors in a tube furnace with direct gas feed. The MoO2 precursor for high pressure syn-

thesis was also prepared in such a furnace. 

3.1.1 Precursor Preparation 

Amorphous mixed oxides were prepared according to the modified Pechini method. 

The applied preparation procedure for the transition metal oxides was developed by Dr. 

Heikko Schilling.52 The following example outlines the general technique for the prepara-

tion of a stock solution (500 mL): The precisely weighed metal salts (nitrates, chlorides, 

or oxides) are dissolved in a small amount of water or dilute HNO3. For hydrolysis sensi-

tive metals (e.g. tantalum), the corresponding chloride, enclosed in an ampoule, is trans-

ferred inside a glove box with inert gas atmosphere into a flask. The citric acid is dissolved 

in a 12-fold molar excess to the metal under heating in ca. 400 mL of absolute dry etha-

nol. Subsequently, this citric acid-ethanol solution is gently dripped into the flask (even-

tually under nitrogen atmosphere). The solvation process is supported by gentle stirring. 

The citrate solution is quantitatively transferred to a volumetric flask and filled to the 

mark with absolute ethanol. The metal content can be determined gravimetrically.  

Most citrate solutions are resistant to moisture, light, and air. Some metals, e.g. tung-

sten, can form stable complexes with citric acid. A precipitate of this complex can be 

formed if the citric acid concentration of the solution is too high. The precipitate can 

sometimes be resolved in boiling ethylene glycol. 
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The amorphous mixed oxides were prepared according to the following procedure: 

For the required mixed oxides, the various citrate solutions are mixed in the appropriate 

volume ratio in a corundum crucible. Ethylene glycol in a 17-fold molar excess to the 

metal ions is added. First, ethanol is removed by heating the mixture to temperatures of 

ca. 373 K. Remaining water is evaporated at ca. 423 K and the polymerization process 

finalized at ca. 498 K. The resulting viscous gel is evaporated to dryness at temperatures 

of up to ca. 573 K. The final calcination is carried out in a batch furnace at 623–723 K for 

72–168 h. X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy is used to verify the required cation ratio. 

A slightly modified preparation method of the mixed oxides skips the production of 

the citrate stock solutions. The salts of the corresponding metals are appropriate 

weighed, mixed, and filled into the flask inside the argon glove box. The above men-

tioned method can now be applied in a smaller scale to the mixed metals without the 

gravimetric analyses and the storage difficulties. 

3.1.2 Tube Furnace 

Ammonolysis and reductions reactions were carried out in a tube furnace from Gero, 

Neuhausen (Germany), type SR-A-60-300/12 (Figure 3.1). The temperature is con-

trolled by the external heating controller RES-E 230/3 from Gero, which is connected to 

a Ni/Cr-Ni thermocouple. A gas mixing system upstream of the furnace uses several 

mass flow controllers (MFC) of the type DeltaSmart MassFlow from Brooks Instrument, 

Ede (Netherlands), which are regulated via the LABVIEW program from National In-

struments, Austin (USA). Controllers are available for reductive gases (NH3 or H2; max-

imum flow rate 25 L∙h–1), for protective gases (N2 or Ar; maximum flow rate 30 L∙h–1), 

and for oxygen (maximum flow rate 1.2 L∙h–1), respectively.  

A washing bottle filled with polyol is connected to the end of the reaction tube. This 

device regulates the overall pressure and prevents the ingress of air into the reaction 

chamber. Additionally, it can be used as a bubble counter for a visual check of the gas 

flow. The precursors are placed in a corundum boat just below the outlet of the direct gas 

feed tube. 

The reaction tube of amorphous silica glass is a custom-built fabrication. Its originate 

design was developed by Dr. Manop Huber213 and it consists of two individual tubes 

fused together (Figure 3.2). A tube with a smaller diameter is connected directly to the 

gas mixing system and leads the gas directly onto the sample, which is usually placed in a 

corundum boat in the center of a larger tube. Due to the smaller radius of the tube, the 
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gas flows into the reaction tube at a higher rate, thereby minimizing possible dissociation 

of the reaction gases. A similar version of the reaction tube made of corundum was devel-

oped by Dr. Dominik Weber and allows the chemical reaction of fluoride-containing pre-

cursors.3 

 

 

Figure 3.2.  Schematic representation of the used reaction tube with direct gas feed. 

 

 

Figure 3.1.  Synthesis apparatus with the gas mixing unit (right) and the tube furnace 
with the control unit (left). 
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3.2 X-ray Diffraction 

Powder X-ray diffraction analyses were carried out on a X'Pert MPD Pro diffractome-

ter from PANalytical, Almelo (Netherlands). It operates in Bragg-Brentano geometry 

with a θ/θ arrangement and generates the radiation in a X-ray tube with Cu anode. The 

Bremsstrahlung (braking radiation) and Cu-Kβ radiation is filtered out by a nickel foil. 

No monochromator is mounted in the device. The characteristic radiations Cu-Kα1 

(λ = 154.060 pm) and Cu-Kα2 (λ = 154.443 pm) are emitted with an intensity ratio of ca. 

2:1. The sample holder consists of a Si single-crystal wafer. A PIXcel solid state sensor 

(Si-Li-semiconductor) is used for signal detection. The device is controlled via the soft-

ware DATA COLLECTOR from PANalytical. 

3.3 X-ray Fluorescence Analysis 

A wave-dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF) spectrometer Axios from PANalyti-

cal, Almelo (Netherlands), was used for qualitative element analysis. The radiation is 

generated in a ceramic end-window SST X-ray tube (exit window made of Be) with a 

rhodium anode (Rh-Kα; λ = 61.4 pm) and a maximum power of 4 kW. After the X-ray 

radiation hits the sample, it passes through a collimator mask to filter out possible fluo-

rescence radiation emitted from the sample holder. Subsequently, the primary collimator 

directs the fluorescence radiation from the sample in a planar-parallel beam onto the ana-

lyzer crystal (monochromator), of which several are installed in the device. The θ/2θ-

goniometer aligns the crystals and the detector according to the Bragg condition (Equa-

tion 2.5). The radiation is detected by two different detectors (flow counter and scintilla-

tion). Light elements, in particular those of the first two periods, cannot be detected 

evaluable by the device. The spectrometer is controlled via the software SUPERQ (Ver-

sion 5) with IQ PLUS from PANalytical. Measurements within the scope of this work 

were done by Dr. Rafael Zubrzycki and Maika Stöbe, M.Sc. (research group Prof. Ressler, 

TUB). 

3.4 UV-vis Spectroscopy 

UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was carried out on a CARY 300 Scan spectro-

photometer from VARIAN, Palo Alto (USA), (now AGILENT Technologies, Santa 

Clara (USA)) with a wavelength range of 190–900 nm. Visible light is emitted by a tung-
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sten-halogen source and ultraviolet light by a deuterium-arc lamp, respectively. Mono-

chromatic light is realized by a pre-monochromator and a Czerny-Turner monochroma-

tor. The monochromatic light is splitted into a primary and a reference beam by a chop-

per. The powder sample is mounted to a solid-state sample holder, which can be ex-

changed for a test arrangement for liquids. Barium sulfate was used as reference sub-

stance. A R928 photomultiplier tube detects the diffuse reflectance spectra. The CARY 

WINUV software converts the recorded spectra into absorbance spectra according to the 

Kubelka–Munk-function (Equation 2.10). The spectrometer was kindly provided by the 

research group of Prof. Thomas (TUB). 

3.5 N/O-Analysis 

Quantitative determination of the nitrogen and oxygen contents was carried out on a 

nitrogen/oxygen analyzer TC-300/EF-300 from LECO Corporation, St. Joseph (USA). 

The analyzer has the designation TC 300, the electrode furnace EF 300, respectively. A 

small amount (2–5 mg) of the sample is filled into a tin capsule, which itself is placed into 

a nickel capsule. The nickel serves as fluxing agent during the analysis. The nickel capsule 

and graphite powder is placed in a graphite crucible, which serves as a heating element for 

the furnace. The crucible is heated in a stream of helium over two electrodes to ca. 

2973 K for less than one minute. This temperature is sufficient enough to set free ele-

mentary oxygen and nitrogen. Oxygen reacts with graphite to carbon monoxide and is 

further oxidized to carbon dioxide via a copper(II) oxide catalyst. CO2 is detected by 

absorption spectroscopy in an infrared measuring cell. A thermal conductivity detector 

(Wheatstone bridge) is used to determine the nitrogen content, which is proportional to 

the change in electric resistance. Various substances with known nitrogen and oxygen 

contents are used for calibration. Nitrogen can be calibrated with steel (0.532 wt % N) or 

Si3N4 (40 wt % N). ZrO2 (25.8 wt % O) or Ta2O5 (18.1 wt % O) are common standards 

for oxygen. The measuring accuracy of the method is ca. 2% of the presented values. All 

measurements were done by Dipl.-Chem. Steven Orthmann and Brigitte Hahn (both 

research group Prof. Lerch, TUB). 
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4.1 Abstract 

δ-TaON was prepared by reaction of gaseous ammonia with an amorphous tantalum 

oxide precursor. As a representative of the anatase structure (aristotype) it crystallizes in 

the tetragonal crystal system with lattice parameters a = 391.954(16) pm and 

c = 1011.32(5) pm. At temperatures between 1073 and 1123 K an irreversible phase 

transformation to baddeleyite-type β-TaON is observed. While quantum-chemical calcu-

lations confirm the metastable character of δ-TaON, its transformation to β-TaON is 

kinetically controlled. The anion distribution of the anatase-type phase was studied theo-

retically. In agreement with previous studies, it was found that a configuration with max-

imal N–N distances is most stable. The calculated band edge energies indicate that 

δ-TaON is a promising photocatalytic material for redox reactions, e.g., water splitting. 

4.2 Introduction 

Transition metal oxide nitrides are a group of materials which attracted a lot of atten-

tion in recent years. In particular, tantalum-based compounds are, for example, suitable 

as nontoxic color pigments,1,2 can be considered as fast ion conductors,3 and are used as 

materials for photocatalytical water splitting under sunlight.4,5 From a thermodynamical 

point of view, the most stable polymorph of tantalum oxide nitride is the so-called 

β-phase, reported first by Brauer and Weidlein.6 It crystallizes in the well-known mono-

clinic baddeleyite-type structure also reported for ZrO2 and exhibits a bright yellow color 

(optical band gap of ca. 2.6 eV). A metastable polymorph (γ-TaON) was reported by 

Schilling et al.7 It shows an orange color (optical band gap of ca. 2.15 eV) and crystallizes 

similar to VO2(B) in the monoclinic crystal system. For both β- and γ-TaON, an ordered 

distribution of oxygen and nitrogen was found. Another polymorph, α-TaON, was sug-

gested by Buslaev et al.8 but disproved by quantum-chemical calculations.9 A possible 

high-pressure modification was predicted independently by two different groups.10,11 

Pressures of more than ca. 31 GPa should induce a phase transformation from β-TaON 

(7-fold coordination of Ta) to a cotunnite-type structure with 9-fold coordinated cations. 

In fact, this cotunnite phase has recently been found by high-pressure studies,12 just as 

predicted. In addition, the relative stabilities of various structure types (including the 

anatase, rutile, and fluorite type) were calculated by quantum-chemical methods a couple 

of years ago.13 Interestingly, and in clear contrast to TiO2, the anatase type is energetically 

favored compared to the rutile type. With the small calculated stability difference of only 
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ca. 20 kJ·mol–1 between baddeleyite (most stable) and anatase type,13 it is worth the effort 

trying to synthesize anatase-type TaON.  

It should be mentioned that anatase-type phases have previously been prepared by in-

corporating lower-valent cations such as Mg2+ 14 or Sc3+ 15 into TaON. In particular, sub-

stitution of 5% tantalum by magnesium leads to a phase-pure material with the composi-

tion Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85. This was the first example of an anatase-type structure not 

containing the element titanium. Interestingly, the preparation of 30–45 nm thin films of 

undoped anatase-type TaON on (LaAlO3)0.3(SrAl0.5Ta0.5O3)0.7 (LSAT) single crystals 

using nitrogen plasma-assisted pulsed laser deposition (NPA-PLD) was recently report-

ed by Suzuki et al.16 Epitaxial stress from the substrate stabilizes the anatase-type struc-

ture without additional elements such as magnesium or scandium. From a photocatalyti-

cal point of view, this material is of great interest due to its optical band gap of ca. 2.4 eV 

and its high charge carrier mobility which is comparable to that of anatase-type TiO2.16 

Unfortunately, the quality of the X-ray diffraction patterns of the films is insufficient for a 

real structural refinement including atomic positions, bond lengths, etc. In the present 

Article we report, for the first time, the synthesis and crystal structure of tantalum oxide 

nitride powder with anatase-type structure without any additional cations. From now on 

we call this the δ-TaON phase. 

4.3 Experimental Section 

Synthesis. Amorphous tantalum oxide precursors were prepared via a modified Pechi-

ni route.17 Tantalum chloride (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) was solved in an ethanol–citric acid 

solution. Citric acid was used in a molar excess of 12 times the TaCl5. Ethylene glycol in a 

molar excess of 17 times the tantalum chloride was added for the gelling process. Etha-

nol, HCl, and water, the latter formed during the esterification, are evaporated at ca. 

423 K. The polymerization can be finalized by heating the mixture to 473 K. The material 

was calcined at 673 K for 40 h. The products were colorless X-ray amorphous powders. 

The maximum yield of 43 wt % of anatase-type tantalum oxide nitride was obtained by 

ammonolysis of these amorphous precursors at 1033 K, a reaction time of 1 h, and flow 

rates of 12.50 L∙h–1 ammonia and 0.02 L∙h–1 oxygen. Additional phases were β-TaON, 

γ-TaON, and Ta3N5. Samples without γ-phase could be obtained using an increased 

ammonia flow rate of 23.75 L∙h–1, while the other parameters were unaltered. For the 

investigation of the high-temperature behavior in inert atmosphere the samples were 

heated at different temperatures for 1 h in closed copper capsules (nitrogen atmosphere). 
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After cooling down to ambient temperature the phase fractions were determined by 

X-ray diffraction. 

 

Characterization. A PANalytical X’Pert Pro powder diffractometer (Cu-Kα radiation) 

was used for XRD measurements. Rietveld refinements including quantitative phase 

analyses were carried out using the program FULLPROF 2000.18 Profiles were fitted with a 

pseudo-Voigt function. 

The contents of nitrogen and oxygen were determined by hot gas extraction using a 

LECO TC-300/EF-300 N/O analyzer. ZrO2 and steel were used as standard materials. 

The accuracy is ca. 2% of the N/O contents present. X-ray fluorescence spectrometry 

(XRF) was performed using a PANalytical Axios spectrometer with an Rh-tube. Crystal-

linity, phase composition (identification of δ-TaON, β-TaON, Ta3N5), and morphology 

of the particles were investigated by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(HRTEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED), and energy dispersive X-ray spec-

troscopy (EDX) analysis. For TEM analysis, powder samples were deposited on a holey 

carbon coated nickel grid. TEM and HRTEM measurements were performed at the De-

partment of Electron Microscopy of the TU Berlin (ZELMI) on a Tecnai G2 S-Twin 

transmission electron microscope (FEI Company, Eindhoven, Netherlands) equipped 

with a LaB6-source operated at 200 kV. Images were recorded with a GATAN MS794 P 

CCD-camera. EDX-analysis were carried out with an r-TEM SUTW Detector from 

EDAX (Si (Li)-detector). 

 

Quantum-Chemical Calculations. In order to investigate the thermodynamic proper-

ties of the TaON phases, periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations were 

performed as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).19,20 Pro-

jectoraugmented waves (PAW)21 were used to separate the core and valence electrons. 

Exchange and correlation contributions were treated within the generalized-gradient-

approximation as described by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE).22 An energy-

cutoff of 500 eV and a Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh of 20 × 20 × 8 were used for struc-

ture optimization, and ensured convergence. 

Quasiharmonic phonon calculations were performed using the program PHONOPY.23 

In a first step, a supercell was constructed on the basis of the optimized crystal structure. 

All symmetry-inequivalent atoms of the previously created supercell were then slightly 
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shifted out of their equilibrium position to calculate the Hellman–Feynman forces. Sub-

sequently, the force constants and then the dynamical matrix were computed. With a 

combination of its eigenvalues (phonon frequencies) with Bose–Einstein statistics, the 

free phonon energy was obtained.24 Thermodynamic properties at finite temperatures are 

straightforwardly accessible from these data.  

For the investigation of the high-pressure behavior, the cell volume was varied by scal-

ing the cell parameters between 0.94 and 1.04 (with a fixed a:b:c ratio and rectangular 

cell angles). The resulting energy versus volume data were fitted to the Birch–

Murnaghan equation of state.25 Thus, the pressure and, eventually, reaction enthalpies as 

a function of the pressure were calculated. 

In order to investigate the dependence of the calculated properties on the basis set and 

functional, additional periodic calculations employing the PBE functional as well as the 

PBE026 DFT-Hartree–Fock hybrid method were conducted with the CRYSTAL program 

package (C09).27 We used atom-centered Gaussian basis sets of valence double-ζ quality 

that have been optimized especially for the use in solid-state calculations (exponents and 

coefficients are listed in the Supporting Information, Chapter 4.8). For tantalum an effec-

tive core potential was employed (SD60MWB28) so that a total number of 13 electrons 

were kept in the semicore and valence region of each Ta atom, while all-electron basis 

sets were used for oxygen and nitrogen. The default values for the integral accuracy in 

CRYSTAL 09 have been increased by a factor of 10, and Monkhorst–Pack and Gilat grids 

have been generated using the shrinking factors (8,8). In order to obtain the Gibbs ener-

gies of the TaON polymorphs we performed frequency calculations at the Γ point.29,30 

Furthermore, we calculated the bulk modulus for the new phase by fitting the results of 

constant volume optimizations against the third-order isothermal Birch–Murnaghan’s 

equation of state. 

For the determination of the absolute electronic band edge positions with respect to 

the vacuum we performed periodic slab calculations with the PBE as well as the PBE0 

functional. Since the Kohn–Sham gap as obtained from the PBE calculations is not a 

good approximation to the optical gap in solids,31 we will follow the approach of Caspary 

Toroker et al. and merely calculate the band gap center from the hybrid calculations.32 It 

has been shown that the band gap center is reproduced more reliably within the Kohn–

Sham approach than the valence band maximum.33  

In order to calculate the optical excitations, we employed the Bethe–Salpeter ap-

proach.34 Therefore, we first calculated the quasiparticle gap with the GW0 method using 
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the VASP code.35-38 The computational setup for these surface calculations has been de-

scribed in detail elsewhere.39 For these calculations, we used small-core PAWs developed 

for GW calculations as supplied with the VASP program package. In order to reduce the 

computational demands, a smaller Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid (6 × 6 × 6) has been 

chosen as well as a lower energy cutoff (400 eV) compared to the structure relaxations. 

Increasing these values in test calculations did not alter the results significantly. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

 The synthetic conditions, described in the Experimental Section, had to be respected 

carefully. Slightly increased reaction temperatures (e.g., 1043 K instead of 1033 K) 

strongly preferred the formation of Ta3N5, while at lower temperatures (for example 

1023 K) large parts of the amorphous tantalum oxide precursor did not react with am-

monia but partially crystallized to β-Ta2O5. As mentioned above, we were successful in 

obtaining samples with a yield up to 43 wt % of the new δ-TaON polymorph as best re-

sult. With respect to the difficulties in refining the crystal structure of the disordered 

γ-phase,7 we decided to choose a sample with a slightly smaller fraction of δ-TaON but 

without any γ-TaON for the Rietveld refinement. The red color of all prepared samples is 

likely dominated by the presence of dark-red Ta3N5. The red color also points to the ab-

sence of significant amounts of reduced tantalum resulting in black samples. XRF analysis 

proved the absence of other elements than tantalum, oxygen, and nitrogen. 

Figure 4.1 presents the experimental powder XRD pattern with the results of the 

Rietveld refinement. Details are given in Table 4.1. The sample consists of three crystal-

line phases: anatase-type δ-TaON (35 wt %), Ta3N5 (45 wt %), and baddeleyite-type 

β-TaON (20 wt %). This is in good agreement with the results of chemical analysis 

(N = 7.6 wt %, O = 6.1 wt %), taking into account an additional content of amorphous 

tantalum oxide (assuming an overall content of 13 wt % amorphous Ta2O5 for the calcu-

lation gives the values from chemical analysis). 

Additional TEM-investigations revealed that the sample consists of agglomerated 

crystalline nanoparticles assembled in sponge-like structures (Figure 4.2). Electron dif-

fraction at those agglomerates as well as HRTEM analysis (see filtered images and corre-

sponding FFT) of single nanoparticles revealed the presence of homogeneously inter-

grown δ-TaON, Ta3N5, and β-TaON particles on the nanometer scale (20–50 nm parti-

cle size, Figure 4.3). While δ-TaON and Ta3N5 are present as rounded “sintered” parti-
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cles, β-TaON tends also to form angular aggregates. Unfortunately EDX analysis of single 

particles of identified phases could not be performed, due to intergrowth/overlapping of 

the nanoparticles. The observed overall ratio N/O of 1.23 is in very good agreement with 

the above-presented results of the chemical analysis (N/O = 1.24).  

In comparison to Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85, the lattice parameters determined for δ-TaON 

have very similar values (see Table 4.1). This can be easily explained by the similar ionic 

radii and the small amount of Mg2+ in the doped phase. In contrast, the calculated density 

of the undoped material is significantly larger due to the low mass of magnesium. It is 

remarkable that the density of the more stable γ-TaON phase (8.64 g∙cm–3) is clearly 

smaller which comes from the special structural features of the VO2(B) type (huge tun-

nels, etc., ref. 7). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.  X-ray powder diffraction pattern (Cu-Kα radiation) with results of the 
Rietveld refinement (red: measured; black: calculated; blue: measured – 
calculated). The vertical bars indicate the reflection positions of anatase-
type δ-TaON (top, blue), Ta3N5 (middle, red), and β-TaON (bottom, 
green).* 
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Table 4.1.  Results of the Rietveld refinement for δ-TaON in comparison with selected 
results for Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85. 

 δ-TaON Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85
13 

Structure type Anatase Anatase 
Space group I 41/amd (No. 141) I 41/amd (No. 141) 
Crystal system Tetragonal Tetragonal 

a / pm 391.954(16) 391.986(6) 

c / pm 1011.32(5) 1011.19(3) 

c / a 2.58 2.58 

V / 106 pm3 155.367(12)  155.373(6)  

Z 4 4 

ρcalc / g∙cm–3 9.02 g∙cm–3 8.71 g∙cm–3 

Diffractometer PANalytical X’Pert Pro  
2θ / ° 10–120  
λ / pm 154.060, 154.443  
 I(λ2)/I(λ1) = 0.5  

Profile points 8839  
Rwp 0.0202  
Rexp 0.0115  
RBragg 0.0141  
S 1.75  

 

 

Figure 4.2.  TEM-images of the as synthesized sample containing δ-TaON, β-TaON 
and Ta3N5: a), b) porous sponge-like structure. SAED pattern given as inset, 
demonstrate the presence of multiple crystal phases. 
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Figure 4.3.  HRTEM-images (a,e) from the marked region in Figure 5.2 with corre-
sponding FFT patterns (b,f). Filtered HRTEM-images of (a) evidencing the 
presence of δ-TaON (c) and β-TaON (d) and filtered HRTEM-images of 
(e) evidencing the presence of δ-TaON (g) and Ta3N5 (h). 

The refined atomic parameters are presented in Table 4.2. The isotropic Debye-

Waller factors were fixed to the results acquired from neutron diffraction experiments on 

the Mg containing phase.14 Anatase-type TiO2, which is structurally characterized by 

TiO6-octahedra sharing four edges with neighboring octahedra and channels along the a- 

and b-axes, crystallizes in the tetragonal crystal system in space group I 41/amd 

(No. 141). Using this space group for the refinement of δ-TaON does not give the op-

portunity to respect an ordered arrangement of nitrogen and oxygen. In our case this is 

not a real problem because X-ray diffraction experiments do not allow distinguishing be-

tween these elements (ions with the same number of electrons).  

Table 4.2.  Refined atomic parameters for anatase-type TaON. 

Atom Wyckoff x y z S.O.F.a B iso / 104 pm2 

Ta 4b 0 ¼ ⅜ 1 1.3b 
O / Nc 8e 0 ¼ 0.5789(7) 0.5/0.5 1.4b 
a Site occupation factor.  
b Fixed to the results from neutron diffraction, ref. 14. 
c Not refined independently. 
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Figure 4.4.  Crystal structure of anatase-type TaON. Left: unit cell with coordination 
octahedra. Right: Ta–O/N bond lengths in pm.* 

Figure 4.4 depicts the crystal structure of anatase-type TaON with the above-

mentioned aristotype setting with just one kind of anion position. The calculated bond 

lengths of the octahedra are also presented in Figure 4.4 and are in good agreement with 

the ionic radii expected from the corresponding ions40 and that of Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85.14 

Possible anion arrangements have already been studied theoretically on a quantum-

chemical level13 and experimentally using Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85
14,41 with consistent re-

sults. There are three maximal non-isomorphic subgroups (all translationengleich) 

providing two nonequivalent anion sites: I 4̄m2 (No. 119), I 41md (No. 109), and Imma 

(No. 74). It was shown that space group I 41md is the most preferred for tantalum oxide 

nitrides with anatase-type structure. Unfortunately, the amount of material (ca. 100 mg) 

is hitherto not sufficient for a neutron diffraction investigation which is the method of 

choice for the experimental determination of the N/O distribution. Larger amounts of 

material and an increase of the fraction of the δ-phase are in the focus of our work in the 

near future. 

The effect of different N/O configurations in the conventional unit cell of δ-TaON 

has already been investigated using periodic quantum-chemical calculations.13 Since we 

used different density functionals in this work, we nevertheless performed structure re-
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laxations at the GGA (PBE) and DFT-HF hybrid (PBE0) level for different distributions 

of N and O atoms over the 8e Wyckoff position. With both functionals, almost identical 

results were obtained that confirm the previously found structure. In the most stable con-

figuration, N–Ta–N and O–Ta–O chains in a or b direction alter along the c direction 

(see Figure 4.5). This crystal structure can be described in the space group I 41md 

(No. 109) with all atoms residing on the Wyckoff position 4a (VASP/PBE: Ta: 0,0,0.5; 

O: 0,0,0.299; N: 0,0,0.701). 

The relative stability of the different anatase-type phases with respect to each other is 

linked to the N–N distance. In the most stable phase with I 41md symmetry, two N3– ions 

are separated by at least 323 pm. In all other configurations under consideration the 

smallest N–N distance was reduced by more than 8% compared to this value, which leads 

to energy differences up to 24 kJ∙mol–1 per TaON formula unit due to the larger Cou-

lomb repulsion between the N3– anions. Nevertheless a large number of anion configura-

tions were higher in energy by only 5–10 kJ∙mol–1 and might thus be accessible at the 

 

Figure 4.5. 
Supercell of δ-TaON with 
the most stable N/O dis-
tribution.* 
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applied conditions during the synthesis. The theoretical Ta–O/N bond lengths differ 

from the experimentally assigned values as the octahedral coordination is more strongly 

distorted due to the reduced symmetry. At the PBE0 level we found a single short Ta–N 

(d = 195 pm) and two Ta–O bond lengths (d = 197 pm), two N atoms (d = 205 pm) at 

intermediate distances, and one O atom with a greater displacement (d = 232 pm). The 

slightly shorter Ta–N bond lengths as compared to Ta–O nicely reflect the larger cova-

lency in the Ta–N combination, as also found in other studies.42  

In order to compare δ-TaON with the well-known β- and γ-phases, the energy per 

formula unit was plotted against the cell volume (Figure 4.6, VASP/PBE). Anatase-type 

TaON is energetically less favored than the thermodynamically stable baddeleyite-type 

by about 0.18 eV whereas the VO2(B)-type is less stable by only 0.07 eV. 

 

Figure 4.6. 
Energy per formula unit 
versus volume of the 
three known phases of 
TaON at ambient pres-
sure (top), and relative 
Gibbs energy versus 
temperature for the dif-
ferent TaON phases 
(VASP/PBE) (bottom). 
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From the constant volume optimizations, we calculated the bulk moduli for the three 

phases from the Birch–Murnaghan equation of state. The value for β-TaON 

(B PBE = 259 GPa, B PBE0 = 286 GPa) is in good agreement with the results from earlier 

theoretical work (G LDA = 280 GPa,43 B PW91 = 278 GPa44), whereas the previously calcu-

lated bulk modulus for the more open γ-TaON (B VASP-PBE = 181 GPa) is less well-

reproduced using atom-centered basis functions (B PBE = 210 GPa, B PBE0 = 227 GPa). For 

δ-TaON we find a lower value compared to the other TaON phases (B PBE = 186 GPa, 

B PBE0 = 216 GPa).  

 Metastable polymorphs, according to the Ostwald−Volmer rule, are usually charac-

terized by low densities and transform to stable modifications at elevated temperatures.45 

These empirical findings are apparent in Figure 4.6 where δ-TaON phase has a larger 

volume per formula unit than β-TaON. At the same time, γ-TaON which is more stable 

than the δ-phase has a slightly smaller density [C09/PBE0: ρ (γ-TaON) = 8.6 g∙cm–3, 

ρ (δ-TaON) = 8.9 g∙cm–3]. Both values are in good agreement with the experimental re-

sults [ρ (γ-TaON) = 8.6 g∙cm–3, ρ (δ-TaON) = 9.0 g∙cm–3].  

In air, all nitrogen-containing phases reacted to tantalum oxide at 773 K. In contrast, 

in nitrogen atmosphere anatase-type TaON undergoes a phase transition between 1073 

and 1123 K to the baddeleyite-type β-TaON with a density of 11.0 g∙cm–3. This phase is 

preserved after cooling to room temperature, indicating an irreversible phase transfor-

mation. No formation of γ-TaON was observed during these experiments.  

The calculated relative Gibbs energies as a function of the temperature (Figure 4.6, 

right, VASP/PBE results) clearly show that δ-TaON is thermodynamically unstable up 

to about 1600 K, and a phase transition to β-TaON should occur at lower temperatures. 

Experimentally, however, the δ to β phase transition is found between 1073 and 1123 K 

although ΔG is then much smaller compared to room temperature. Hence, kinetics is 

controlling the transition from δ to β. 

In order to investigate the dynamic stability of δ-TaON we calculated the phonon 

density of states (PDOS) at ambient pressure. As can be seen in Figure 4.7 the PDOS 

does not exhibit any imaginary modes. Hence, the dynamic stability of the phase is as-

sured, and anatase-type TaON is classified as a metastable solid-state material.  

For the calculation of absolute band positions with respect to the vacuum, it is neces-

sary to perform two-dimensional calculations of the TaON surface in order to circum-

vent the self-interaction problem in the Ewald summation. Therefore, several low-index 

surfaces have been investigated by performing periodic slab calculations (C09/PBE0) 
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which are treated as truly two-dimensional systems in CRYSTAL. By calculating the sur-

face energies ES it was found that the (100) surface is most stable (ES
PBE = 1.1 J∙m–2, 

ES
PBE0 = 1.2 J∙m–2). The surface energies were converged for slab models consisting of 

eight or more stoichiometric layers. In order to obtain a value for the optical gap, we first 

calculated the quasiparticle gap using the GW0 approach for the δ-TaON bulk system 

(VASP/PBE). After five iterations where only the single particle Green’s function was 

updated whereas the Coulomb interaction was kept fixed, we obtained a value of 

Eg = 3.2 eV for the quasiparticle gap which agrees very well with the PBE0 result for the 

bulk. The subsequent BSE calculation gave an excitation energy for the first optical tran-

sition of 2.7 eV which is in good agreement with the experimentally determined value for 

thin films of anatase-type TaON (2.4 eV). 

To predict the applicability of δ-TaON as a photocatalyst in redox reactions it is nec-

essary to determine whether tabulated redox potentials lie in between the material’s va-

lence and conduction band edges.32 Therefore, we calculated the absolute values for the 

valence band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) according 

to 

 

Figure 4.7. 
Phonon density of 
states of δ-TaON at 
ambient pressure cal-
culated via density-
functional theory. 
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 Here Eg
BSE is the optical band gap in contrast to ref. 32 where the quasiparticle gap 

was used. This way we obtained the band edge energies E VBM = –6.6 eV and  

E CBM = –3.9 eV with respect to the vacuum level. Thus, in a photocatalytical setup 

δ-TaON can possibly support redox reactions like the H2O/O2 couple (E = –5.7 eV, 

pH = 0) that have potentials in this range. 

4.5 Conclusions 

We were successful in synthesizing a new polymorph of tantalum oxide nitride with 

anatase-type structure by an ammonolysis reaction. The measured density is higher than 

the one of the thermodynamically more stable γ-TaON phase exhibiting the VO2(B) 

structure. δ-TaON is metastable and undergoes a phase transformation to baddeleyite-

type β-TaON between 1073 and 1123 K. The absolute band edge positions were calcu-

lated by combining the results from periodic slab calculations with the lowest optical ex-

citation energy for the bulk crystal, obtained with the BSE method. The resulting band 

edge energies (E VBM = –6.6 eV, E CBM = –3.9 eV) indicate that δ-TaON is a promising 

photocatalytic material for redox reactions, e.g., water splitting. With the enormous inter-

est in tantalum oxide nitride phases for solar fuel production via photo- or photoelectro-

chemical water splitting, additional work to prepare a phase-pure material is planned. 

Moreover, also the synthesis of a rutile-type metastable TaON phase, which is calculated 

to be at most 13 kJ·mol–1 (C09/PBE0, T = 0 K) less stable than the here presented ana-

tase-type phase, is ongoing work. 
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4.8 Supporting Information  

Table 4.3.  Gaussian-type basis sets for Ta, O, and N. 

Element Shell type Exponent Coefficient 

Ta (SD60MWB) 5s 13.92894522 -0.65530133 

  11.99334000 0.99999851 

  5.13783577 -0.75340391 

 6s 0.81369698 1.00000000 

 7s 0.20617834 1.00000000 

 5p 7.39668050 0.58299598 

  5.71622490 -0.99750066 

 6p 1.11480608 0.53922059 

  0.48684871 0.43278257 

 7p 0.20000020 1.00000000 

 5d 3.89501783 -0.07125693 

  1.54623255 0.18750222 

  0.78972687 0.33933435 

  0.39161871 0.46423064 

 6d 0.20001481 1.00000000 

 4f 0.69700000 1.00000000 

O 1s 17236.81829238 0.00074182 

  2751.75465497 0.00535982 

  644.13976274 0.02693106 

  186.54606980 0.10368114 

  62.05370174 0.30631113 

  22.40522705 0.63919506 

  8.63211071 0.69861249 

  3.43665812 0.23444923 

 2s 31.23086387 -0.03031382 

  8.75022651 -0.16427606 

  0.99708039 0.97908082 

 3s 0.29679220 1.00000000 

 2p 37.97017643 0.01498951 

  8.81023497 0.09235816 

  2.57513767 0.29875716 

  0.80224337 0.49916591 

 3p 0.23077580 1.00000000 
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Element Shell type Exponent Coefficient 

O 3d 0.28447631 1.00000000 

N 1s 19610.14142999 0.00067103 

  2918.28119664 0.00524937 

  662.82669961 0.02721870 

  188.48972830 0.10851369 

  61.86476194 0.33759047 

  22.40189484 0.75710716 

  8.70806179 1.04888702 

  3.43054032 0.59027045 

 2s 19.83643370 0.75107092 

  5.74154083 3.14684949 

  0.85051883 -14.22933913 

 3s 0.26704755 1.00000000 

 2p 40.95912588 0.01123324 

  9.12783302 0.08265355 

  2.53467765 0.31399797 

  0.78249957 0.62944112 

 3p 0.20016341 1.00000000 

  3d 0.51431751 1.00000000 
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5.1 Abstract 

New routes to vanadium sesquioxide and tantalum oxide nitride (γ- and δ-phase) are 

presented. Phase pure V2O3 with bixbyite-type structure, a metastable polymorph, was 

obtained from vanadium fluoride hydrates at ca. 750 K. It crystallizes in the cubic crystal 

system in space group Ia3̄ with lattice parameter a = 939.30(5) pm. The catalytical 

properties of the corresponding oxide nitride phases and their oxidation and reduction 

solid-state kinetics were investigated. The preparation of γ-TaON as a phase pure sample 

can be realized by ammonolysis of X-ray amorphous tantalum oxide precursors at 

1073 K. This metastable tantalum oxide nitride crystallizes in the monoclinic VO2(B)-

type structure in space group C 2/m. The same precursors can be used to synthesize the 

δ-modification with an anatase-type structure at 1023 K. It crystallizes in the tetragonal 

crystal system in space group I 41/amd. A maximum yield of 82 wt % could be obtained. 

The fundamental band gaps of the synthesized and of other metastable TaON 

polymorphs were calculated from first principles using the GW method. The present 

results are compared to experimental data and to previous calculations at hybrid DFT 

level. 

5.2 Introduction 

The physical properties of solids strongly depend on the arrangement of the atoms. 

For a deeper understanding of the correlations between crystal structure and physical 

properties investigations using simple compounds such as binary oxides or ternary oxide 

nitrides are most promising. In particular the syntheses of metastable polymorphs of such 

compounds pave the way to deeper insights into these nexuses. In the frame of the 

‘priority program’ SPP 1415, funded by the German Science Foundation (DFG), 

synthesis routes to novel polymorphs of vanadium sesquioxide and tantalum oxide 

nitride were developed, backed by quantum-chemical calculations. In most cases it is very 

difficult to obtain phase pure materials important for an unambiguous interpretation of 

the data from the properties measurements. During the last years we published on 

synthesis and characterization of four new metastable phases: bixbyite-type V2O3,1 

anosovite-type V3O5,2 VO2(B)-type TaON,3 and anatase-type TaON.4 Unfortunately, 

only anosovite-type V3O5 can be synthesized as single phase.2 All other samples 

contained large amounts of side phases leading to severe problems concerning the 

investigation of physical properties. However, the crystal structures could be determined, 
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also in combination with quantum-chemical methods.1–4 Recently, we optimized the 

preparation techniques and in this contribution we present simple routes to phase pure 

bixbyite-type V2O3 and VO2(B)-type TaON (γ-TaON).5 The phase purity of anatase-

type TaON (δ-TaON) is now increased from 42 wt % to 82 wt %. Moreover, structure-

property relationships were studied with respect to selective oxidation of light alkenes. 

Mixed oxide catalysts containing, for instance, vanadium or molybdenum, are active 

heterogeneous oxidation catalysts. Bixbyite-type oxide nitrides and corundum-type V2O3 

were used as model catalysts for selective oxidation of propene. Therefore, oxidation of 

the materials was studied time-resolved under oxidation reaction conditions. Solid-state 

kinetics were evaluated by model-dependent and model-independent methods and the 

results correlated to structural and compositional properties. 

Transition metal oxides and oxide nitrides are considered as interesting materials for 

photocatalyis. The photocatalytic activity of the solid compounds is to a large extent 

determined by their fundamental and optical band gaps. Their experimental 

determination is not in all cases possible, in particular if the synthesized materials are not 

phase-pure. In this case theoretical calculations of band gaps have proven to be an 

indispensable tool to analyse the electronic structure of solid compounds. Furthermore, 

quantum-chemical methods allow predictions of structural, thermodynamic and 

electronic properties for metastable phases that have not yet been synthesized. In 

previous studies4,6,7 we have calculated fundamental band gaps of TaON polymorphs 

with hybrid functionals in order to account for the self-interaction error of standard 

density-functional theory (DFT) using the semilocal generalized gradient approximation 

(GGA). The advantages and limitations of hybrid functionals for the study of the 

electronic properties of solid catalysts have been discussed recently.8 In principle they are 

semi-empirical methods because the amount of Hartree–Fock exchange that is used in 

the exchange functional is not strictly determined from first principles. Additionally, the 

interpretation of Kohn–Sham single-particle energies as ionization potentials and 

electron affinities has been questioned.9 A nonempirical and physically correct 

description of fundamental band gaps is provided by the GW methodology which 

combines a Green function approach with a screened Coulomb potential (W) to 

calculate the quasi-particle energies. Polarization effects in the environment of holes and 

electrons are taken into account. It has been shown that the GW method provides an 

accurate description of band gaps for a large variety of solids.10 Several approximations of 

GW theory exist, e.g. non-self-consistent G0W0, GW0, or self-consistent GW. In the 

present study we apply the plasmon-pole approximation to GW as implemented in the 
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GPAW program11–13 to calculate the fundamental band gaps of those TaON polymorphs 

that have been studied here and in our previous works. 

5.3 Experimental Section 

X-ray diffraction. A PANalytical X’Pert MPD Pro (Cu-Kα radiation) and a Siemens 

D5000 (Cu-Kα1 radiation) powder diffractometer were used for XRD measurements at 

room temperature. Rietveld refinements including quantitative phase analyses were 

carried out using the program FULLPROF 2000.14,15 Profiles were fitted with a pseudo-

Voigt function. 

In situ XRD experiments were carried out in a θ-θ scattering geometry on a STOE 

diffractometer equipped with a PAAR reaction chamber using Cu-Kα radiation 

(40 kV, 40 mA). Isothermal experiments were performed from 613 K through 653 K. 

Prior to isothermal measurements under reaction conditions the samples was heated to 

the corresponding temperature in helium (25 ml·min–1). Subsequently, flow conditions 

were changed to 25 ml·min–1 propene (10 vol % propene in helium) and 2.5 ml·min–1 

oxygen. The gas-phase composition at the in situ cell outlet was analyzed online with a 

mass spectrometer (Pfeifer Omnistar). The VO2(R) (110) main peak was measured 

between 26.6° and 28.8° (2θ) in steps of 0.012° (2θ) and at a sampling time of 9 s·step–1. 

For a solid-state kinetic analysis, the program package WINXAS v3.216 was used. 

Quantitative analysis of the phase composition was performed with the Rietveld program 

package FULLPROF 2000.14,15 

 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy. In situ transmission X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XAS) was measured at the V K edge (5.465 keV, Si(111), beam line C, measuring time 

ca. 3.5 min/scan), at the Hamburg Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, HASYLAB. In 

situ XAS measurements were performed in an in situ measuring cell. Samples were mixed 

with boron nitride (Alfa Aesar, 99.5%) and pressed to a self-stabilized 5 mm diameter 

pallet.17 The sample mass was calculated to obtain an edge jump of Δµ(d) ≈ 0.4.17 XAS 

data analysis was performed using the software WINXAS v3.2.16 

 

Elemental analyses. The contents of nitrogen and oxygen were determined by hot gas 

extraction using a LECO TC-300/EF-300 N/O analyzer. ZrO2 and steel were used as 
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standard materials. The accuracy is ~2% of the N/O contents present. Hydrogen and 

carbon contents were measured using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Flash EA1112, which 

can also detect nitrogen and sulfur (CHNS-analysis).  

 

Quantum-chemical calculations. The fundamental band gaps of TaON polymorphs 

were calculated with GPAW.8 The Kohn–Sham wave functions were represented by real-

space grids with converged grid size parameters h = 0.12-0.15. The Monkhorst–Pack 

grids were chosen as dense as possible within the limits of the computational resources. 

For example the irreducible Brillouin zone of -TaON was sampled with a 2 × 6 × 4 grid. 

PBE wavefunctions were used as basis for GW quasi-particle energy calculations. The 

plasmon-pole GW approximation was applied in order to reduce the computational 

effort. A cut-off energy of 400 eV was used which gave converged results for the band 

gaps within 0.05 eV. The number of bands was restricted to twice the number of 

occupied bands again due to limitations of computer resources. Test calculations for 

selected compounds showed only small changes <0.1 eV if the number of bands was 

further increased. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Bixbyite-type V2O3 

Vanadium oxide-based ceramics are used versatile. Possible application areas are, for 

example, catalysis,18,19 chemical sensors,20 batteries,21 and optical and electric devices.22 At 

ambient conditions, vanadium sesquioxide usually crystallizes in the rhombohedral 

corundum-type structure.23 At 170 K, it shows a so called Mott–Hubbard transition 24,25 

to the monoclinic M1 phase, which is antiferromagnetically ordered and an electric 

insulator.26–29 In a previous publication we presented the synthesis of bixbyite-type V2O3 

with a maximum yield of about 82 wt % with corundum-type V2O3 as side phase.1 In 

addition, the electronic structure and thermodynamics have already been discussed.30 

Later on, phase pure nanocrystals with a diameter of 5–30 nm were successfully 

synthesized by Bergerud et al.31 Calculations predict Sc-, Y-, and especially Mg-doped 

bixbyite-type V2O3 to be promising p-type semiconductors.32 With the adjusted synthesis 

conditions mentioned below we were able to isolate a phase pure sample as a grayish-

black powder:5 V2F6∙4H2O and V2F6∙6H2O33 were used as precursors for an optimized 
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synthesis. Those metal fluoride hydrates can be obtained by treating vanadium powder 

with hexafluorosilic acid and heating the mixture to ca. 353 K until a dry powder is 

formed. The new vanadium oxide was prepared in a tube furnace with a corundum tube 

at temperatures between 748 and 758 K for 2 h with a heating rate of 300 K∙h–1. A flow 

rate of 10 L∙h–1 of the reaction gas (40–60 vol % H2 in Ar, gas stream piped through a 

water-filled washing flask) was used. The samples were cooled down in dry argon 

atmosphere.  

The bixbyite-type polymorph of vanadium sesquioxide crystallizes in the cubic space 

group Ia3̄ with the lattice parameter a = 939.30(5) pm. The X-ray diffraction pattern with 

the results of the Rietveld refinement is shown in Figure 5.1. Details and refined 

parameters are presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. 

Description of crystal structure: vanadium is coordinated by oxygen in two different 

ways. Both octahedra-derived arrangements with the corresponding V–O-bond lengths 

are depicted in Figure 5.2 The perfect octahedron around V1 shows bond lengths of 

200.8 pm, while for the (V2)O6-polyhedra bond lengths between 197.7 and 210.4 pm 

(average 203.3 pm) are observed. All these values are in good agreement with the ionic 

radii of vanadium and oxygen.34 

 

Figure 5.1.  X-ray powder diffraction pattern (Cu-Kα radiation) of bixbyite-type V2O3 
with results of the Rietveld refinement (red: measured; black: calculated; 
green: Bragg-reflection positions; blue: measured – calculated).* 
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Table 5.1.  Results of the Rietveld refinement for bixbyite-type V2O3. 

 V2O3 

Structure type Bixbyite 
Space group Ia3̄ (No. 206) 

Crystal system Cubic 

a / pm 939.30(5) 

V / 106 pm3 828.72(7) 

Z 16 

ρcalc / g∙cm–3 4.805 

Diffractometer PANalytical X’Pert MPD Pro 

2θ / ° 5–120 

λ / pm 154.060, 154.443 

 I(λ2)/I(λ1) = 0.5 

Profile points 8845 

Refined parameters 47 

Rwp 0.022 

Rexp 0.019 

RBragg 0.038 

S 1.15 

Table 5.2.  Refined atomic parameters of bixbyite-type V2O3. 

Atom Wyckoff x y z B iso / 104 pm2 

V1 8a 0 0 0 0.70(4) 
V2 24d 0.28174(5) 0 ¼ 0.77(3) 

O 48e 0.1422(2) 0.1281(2) -0.0954(2) 0.77(3) 

 

The ideal bixbyite-type structure can be described as a 2 × 2 × 2 superstructure of the 

fluorite-type by removing ¼ of the anions. This new unit cell has doubled cell parameters 

and ordered anion vacancies. One of the remarkable characteristics of this structure type 

is the possible partially occupation of these vacancies by additional anions leading to 

compositions with an oxygen excess: A2X3+x. This is described for the sesquinitride of 

uranium U2N3
35,36 and the corresponding oxide nitrides of zirconium37 and vanadium.38 

The oxygen content of vanadium sesquioxides prepared by our new route was deter-

mined by hot gas extraction: 31.8–32.2 wt %. Taking into account the error range (the 

accuracy is ca. 2% of the N/O contents present), these results are in good agreement with 

the ideal V2O3 composition for the sesquioxide (32.0 wt % oxygen). Calculations on 
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DFT level show that a formation of nonstoichiometric V2O3+x phases by incorporation of 

excess oxygen is possible, depending on the oxygen activity during synthesis.39 No hy-

drogen was detectable using combustion analysis. The absence of remaining precursor-

fluoride was proved by EDX, WDX, and XFA. The new vanadium oxide is metastable 

(about 9 kJ·mol–1 less stable than the thermodynamically stable polymorph1 and largely 

independent from the quantum-mechanical method) and transforms to corundum-type 

V2O3 at ca. 823 K in argon atmosphere. An oxidation to V2O5 can be observed in air at ca. 

523 K. At ambient conditions it oxidizes to VO2 in a period of 3 weeks.  

Additionally, the synthesis of phase pure bulk material allows the investigation of the 

physical properties. Neutron diffraction experiments and the determination of magnetic 

properties have already been carried out.5 

Moreover, vanadium oxides are active and selective heterogeneous catalysts for partial 

oxidation of light alkanes and alkenes with gas-phase oxygen. Structure-function correla-

tions of bixbyite-type vanadium sesquioxide were studied for the heterogeneous selective 

oxidation of propene to acrolein. Here, bixbyite-type vanadium oxide nitrides were em-

ployed permitting an additional variation of electronic and structural properties as a func-

tion of nitrogen content. Preparation conditions and materials characterization are de-

scribed in ref. 38. 

Corresponding vanadium oxide nitrides and corundum-type V2O3 oxidized under cat-

alytic conditions to rutile-type VO2. Hence, oxidation behavior under catalytic condi-

tions was investigated by in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements at 

 

Figure 5.2.  Coordination polyhedra of bixbyite-type V2O3. Bond lengths are presented 
in pm. 
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the V K edge. Evolution of V K edge XANES spectra of corundum-type V2O3 during iso-

thermal treatment under catalytic conditions at 633 K is shown in Figure 5.3. The dis-

tinct XANES features of the various vanadium oxides permitted a quantitative analysis of 

the evolution of the phase composition during oxidation. Thus, the amount of VO2(R) 

was extracted from a linear combination analysis (LCA) using reference spectra of co-

rundum-type V2O3 and VO2(B). Principal component analysis indicated these two refer-

ences spectra to be sufficient to describe the experimental spectra excluding the for-

mation of significant amounts of crystalline or amorphous intermediates or by-products. 

This makes the studied oxide nitrides and oxides suitable model systems for investigating 

solid-state kinetics under reaction conditions. 

In situ X-ray diffraction experiments under catalytic condition (5 vol % propene, 

5 vol % oxygen in helium) were performed for oxide nitrides with the composition 

V2O3.03N0.02, V2O3.08N0.06 and V2O3.04N0.07 and for corundum-type V2O3. Figure 5.4 shows 

the oxidation degree α traces for the isothermal treatment of oxide nitride with the com-

position V2O3.08N0.06 under catalytic conditions (5 vol % propene, 5 vol % oxygen in heli-

um) measured by isothermal in situ X-ray diffraction. Isothermal measurements were 

performed at temperatures of 623 K, 633 K, 643 K, and 653 K. Similar to the oxidation 

degree α traces of V2O3.03N0.02, the shape of the oxidation degree α traces of V2O3.08N0.06 

was characterized by an exponentially limited increase with reaction times. An induction 

period for the early stage of oxidation was not observed. 

 

Figure 5.3. 
In situ V K edge 
XANES spectra 
measured dur-
ing isothermal 
treatment of 
corundum-type 
V2O3 under 
catalytic condi-
tions (5 vol % 
propene, 
5 vol % oxygen 
in helium) at 
633 K. 
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Oxidation degree α traces were evaluated by several solid-state kinetic reaction mod-

els. The model-dependent analysis suggested that oxidation of V2O3.08N0.06 to VO2(R) 

under catalytic conditions (5 vol % propene, 5 vol % oxygen in helium) was governed by 

three-dimensional diffusion. Figure 5.5 shows the linearized oxidation degree α traces 

using the Jander40 and Ginstling–Brounshtein41 solid-state reaction models that assume 

three-dimensional diffusion as rate-determining step. Apparently, the α traces can be suf-

ficiently described by a single rate-determining step. Schematically, three-dimensional 

Jander and Ginstling–Brounshtein diffusion solid-state reaction models assume a spheri-

 

Figure 5.4. 
Evolution of oxidation degree 
during isothermal oxidation as a 
function of time during 
isothermal oxidation of oxide 
nitride with bixbyite structure 
with the stoichiometry 
V2O3.08N0.06 in 5 vol % propene, 
5 vol % oxygen in helium at 
623 K, 633 K, 643 K, and 653 K. 
Traces were extracted from in situ 
X-ray diffraction measurements. 

 

Figure 5.5. 
Linearization of oxidation degree 
α traces for isothermal oxidation 
of V2O3.08N0.06 with bixbyite to 
VO2(R) using three-dimensional 
diffusion models (D3, Jander; 
D4, Ginstling-Brounshtein). Iso-
thermal measurements were per-
formed under catalytic conditions 
(5 vol % propene, 5 vol % oxygen 
in helium) at 623 K, 633 K, 
643 K, and 653 K. 
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cal particle consisting of a V2O3 core and a VO2(R) shell. With ongoing oxidation, the 

shell is growing until the initial reactant in the core is consumed. The reaction rate is lim-

ited by diffusion of O2- species through the product shell to the core-shell interface and 

conduction of electrons from the interface to the particle surface. Similar results were 

obtained from a model-dependent kinetic analysis of data measured during isothermal 

oxidation of V2O3.08N0.02 and corundum-type V2O3. Hence, various amounts of nitrogen 

did not induce a change in the rate determining step g(α) for the oxidation reaction. Ap-

parent activation energies for the rate-determining step in the oxidation of V2O3.08N0.02, 

V2O3.08N0.06, and corundum-type V2O3 amounted to 150 kJ·mol–1, 122 kJ·mol–1, and 

87 kJ·mol–1, respectively. 

Model-independent (isoconversional) analysis of solid-state kinetic data measured for 

oxidation of oxide nitrides with bixbyite structure and corundum-type V2O3 yielded the 

evolution of the apparent activation energy with oxidation degree α (Figure 5.6). The 

obtained traces showed an increase of the apparent activation energy Eaα at α values be-

low 0.4. The increase of the apparent activation energy Eaα for the oxidation of 

V2O3.08N0.06 shifted to lower oxidation degree α values compared to V2O3.03N0.02 and co-

rundum-type V2O3 (Figure 5.6). In contrast to V2O3.03N0.02 and corundum-type V2O3, an 

initial decrease of the apparent activation energy Eaα was not observed for V2O3.08N0.06. 

The maximum value for the apparent activation energies Eaα for both, oxide nitrides and 

corundum-type V2O3, were similar (Figure 5.6). For the oxide nitrides, the apparent acti-

vation energy at higher α values agreed well with the results of the model-dependent 

analysis. Conversely, the lower apparent activation energy obtained for corundum-type 

V2O3 appeared to correspond to an average over the entire α range. 

 

Figure 5.6. 
Evolution of apparent activa-
tion energies Eaα of the rate 
determining step g(α) for the 
oxidation of oxide nitrides 
V2O3.03N0.02, V2O3.08N0.06, and 
corundum-type V2O3 under 
catalytic conditions (5 vol % 
propene, 5 vol % oxygen in 
helium). 
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Mechanistically, the increasing apparent activation energy Eaα may correspond to the 

generation of VO2(R) nuclei in the early stage of oxidation under catalytic conditions. 

This was followed by a transition into a diffusion-controlled stage according to the three-

dimensional diffusion models identified by the model-dependent analysis. With increas-

ing amount of nitrogen in the samples, the change in regimes was shifted to lower α val-

ues (Figure 5.6). Apparently, nucleation, formation of a VO2(R) product layer, and tran-

sition into a diffusion-controlled stage were facilitated by incorporation of nitrogen. With 

respect to catalytic properties and according to the mechanism of selective oxidation of 

light hydrocarbons on metal oxide catalysts, oxygen vacancies were generated at the sur-

face of the catalysts and subsequently diffused into the bulk during the catalytic cycle. 

Formation of VO2(R) during oxidation depended on the density of oxygen vacancies in 

the bulk of oxide nitrides and corundum-type V2O3. For oxide nitrides, the refinement of 

V K edge FT(χ(k)·k3) revealed an increasing V–O disorder parameter σ2 with an increas-

ing amount of nitrogen. Because σ2 scales with the density of oxygen vacancies in the sol-

id, this indicated an increased O2– mobility under catalytic conditions. The latter in turn 

resulted in facilitated oxidation and the observed shift of Eaα to lower α values for oxida-

tion of V2O3.08N0.06 compared to V2O3.03N0.02. 

5.4.2 VO2(B)-type γ-TaON 

More than 50 years ago, Brauer and Weidlein reported the first tantalum(V) oxide ni-

tride: yellow β-TaON. Crystallizing in the well-known monoclinic baddeleyit-type struc-

ture, it is the most stable phase in this system.42 Reports of a nearly simultaneous discov-

ered α-polymorph43,44 have been rebutted by quantum-chemical calculations.45 A high-

pressure modification with cotunnite-type structure and 9-fold coordinated cations was 

predicted independently by two different groups46,47 and synthesized by Woodhead et 

al.48 γ-TaON is the first metastable polymorph and was described almost a decade ago by 

Schilling et al.3 The main side phase in our previous publication was β-Ta2O5 and the 

maximum yield was determined to 85 wt %.3 Single phase material with hollow urchin-

like nanostructures have been analyzed in terms of photocatalytic activity by Wang et al.49 

Another preparation method via a modified urea route has also been reported by Gao et 

al.50 Based on the work of Schilling et al.,3 optimized synthesis conditions allow us to ob-

tain a phase pure sample of orange colored γ-TaON via a classical ammonolysis 

reaction.5 

Amorphous tantalum oxide precursors were prepared via a modified Pechini route.51 

Tantalum chloride (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich) was solved in an ethanol–citric acid solu-
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tion. Citric acid was used in a molar excess of 12 times the TaCl5. Ethylene glycol in a 

molar excess of 17 times the tantalum chloride was added for the gelling process. The 

polymerization was finalized by heating the mixture up to 473 K. The material was cal-

cined at 623–773 K until a colorless X-ray amorphous powder was formed. γ-TaON was 

synthesized by ammonolysis of these amorphous precursors in a SiO2 tube at 1073 K for 

3 h and a heat rate of 400 K·h–1. The volume flow rate of NH3 was 7 L·h–1 and of O2 

0.03 L·h–1.  

It should be mentioned that possible applications of tantalum oxide nitrides are fast 

ion conductors,52 the usage as nontoxic color pigments53 or as anode-materials for photo-

catalytical water splitting under sunlight.54 Our optical measurements on the phase pure 

samples gave an indirect optical band gap of 2.03 eV and a direct band gap of 2.59 eV, 

respectively.55 Thus also this material might be a candidate for photocatalytical water 

splitting. It crystallizes in the monoclinic VO2(B)-type structure in space group C 2/m. 

The X-ray powder diffraction pattern with results of the Rietveld refinement is shown in 

Figure 5.7. Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 summarize the refined parameters.  

 

Figure 5.7.  X-ray powder diffraction pattern (Cu-Kα1 radiation) of γ-TaON with results 
of the Rietveld refinement. The vertical bars indicate the positions of the 
Bragg reflections (red: measured; black: calculated; green: Bragg-reflection 
positions; blue: measured – calculated).* 
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Table 5.3.  Results of the Rietveld refinement for γ-TaON. 

 γ-TaON 

Structure type VO2(B) 
Space group C 2/m (No. 12) 

Crystal system Monoclinic 

a / pm 1293.1(2) 

b / pm 387.37(5) 

c / pm 669.80(10) 

β / ° 107.442(6) 

V / 106 pm3 320.08(8) 

Z 8 

ρcalc / g∙cm–3 8.756 

Diffractometer Siemens D5000 

2θ / ° 5–120 

λ / pm 154.051 

Profile points 6144 

Refined parameters 66 

Rwp 0.111 

Rexp 0.022 

RBragg 0.061 

S 5.03 

Table 5.4.  Refined atomic parameters of γ-TaON. 

Atom Wyckoff x y z B iso / 104 pm2 

Ta1 4i 0.3075(2) 0 0.2027(4) 0.94(7) 
Ta2 4i 0.6014(2) 0 0.2052(4) 1.08(7) 

O1 (X1) 4i 0.390(2) 0 0.505(4) 0.91a 

O2 (X2) 4i 0.142(2) 0 0.173(3) 0.91a 

N1 (X3) 4i 0.456(3) 0 0.127(5) 0.4(5)b 

N2 (X4) 4i 0.764(3) 0 0.199(5) 0.4(5)b 
a Manually refined parameters.  
b Not refined independently. 
 

The density of this metastable polymorph (8.756 g·cm–3) is smaller than the density of 

baddeleyite-type β-TaON (11.02 g·cm–3).56 According to the Ostwald–Volmer rule, 

metastable polymorphs are usually characterized by lower densities and transform to 
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more stable modifications at increased temperatures.57 A discrepancy of this rule will be 

discussed later.  

The crystal structure and the Ta coordination polyhedra are depicted in Figure 5.8 

and Figure 5.9. Oxygen and nitrogen are occupying four different anion sites, marked as 

X1 to X4. The corresponding coordination numbers are increasing from 2 for X1 to 3 for 

X2 and X3 up to 4 for the X4 position. Investigations regarding the precise anion order-

ing are impossible due to the fact that N and O are not distinguishable in X-ray diffrac-

tion experiments. DFT calculations using a large variety of methods not only determined 

the most probable of the six possible arrangements (oxygen occupying the X1 and X2 

positions, nitrogen the other two anion sites X3 and X4)3,6 but also provided theoretical 

standard deviations for all structural parameters.  

Besides the poor quality of the fit, the presented bond lengths in Figure 5.9 are a fur-

ther hint for insufficient structural parameters. Ta1 is coordinated by anions with an av-

erage distance of 211.2 pm, which is considerably larger than the calculated value based 

on quantum-chemical calculations (207.4 pm).6 A better agreement can be found for the 

Ta2 polyhedron: the average bond length (203.0 pm) is slightly shorter than the calcu-

lated length (203.4 pm). Especially the disproportionately large Ta1-N2 bond length of 

260.5 pm and the short Ta2-N1 length of 187.3 pm are not reasonable in respect to the 

corresponding ionic radii of tantalum and nitrogen (sum of radii: 210.0 pm).34,58  

 

Figure 5.8.  Crystal structure with eight unit cells of γ-TaON.* 
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As mentioned above, the difference plot, the residuals, and the goodness of fit S are 

indicating a not satisfying accordance between experimental data and theoretical struc-

ture model. A more detailed look at the powder diffraction diagram shows that the devia-

tions mainly come from intensity problems together with reflection shifts. All this is 

probably caused by the presence of shear planes in the layer-like VO2(B)-type crystal 

structure. There are no indications for severe anisotropic reflection broadening. These 

observations are already known from previous investigations regarding γ-TaON.3 Fur-

thermore, the determination of the anion positions is very difficult besides the heavy scat-

tering Ta atoms. The Rietveld refinement provided always negative values for B iso for the 

anion positions. Consequently, the isotropic Debye-Waller factors for oxygen were al-

tered manually until those factors for oxygen and nitrogen were positive and therefore 

reasonable under physical aspects. Interestingly, the same refinement problems can be 

observed for the single phase material with hollow urchin-like nanostructures49 pointing 

to a general problem in the structural description of γ-TaON.  

Quantitative N/O analysis resulted in 8.1 wt % oxygen and 6.2 wt % nitrogen, result-

ing in a composition of TaO1.07N0.93. Respecting the experimental accuracy of 2% this is 

in an acceptable accordance with the expected ideal stoichiometry TaON. It should be 

mentioned that investigations regarding non-stoichiometric phases of β-TaON and 

Ta3N5 have been published recently.59 From these results a deviation from the ideal anion 

composition should not be completely ruled out. In situ temperature-dependent X-ray 

 

Figure 5.9.  Coordination polyhedra of γ-TaON. Bond lengths are presented in pm.* 
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diffraction experiments show a transformation to β-TaON in nitrogen atmosphere at 

ca. 1173 K. Calculations show that this metastable polymorph is ca. 17 kJ·mol–1 less sta-

ble than β-TaON.3 

A comparison to our first publication on this phase could be misleading. The provided 

weighted residual (Rwp = 0.089)3 of the Rietveld refinement is better than the value in 

this new investigation (Rwp = 0.111). The presence of Ta2O5 as a side phase, which can be 

better refined than the oxide nitride, has impact on the overall phase analysis. Besides the 

unsatisfying refinement results, the successful preparation of phase pure bulk material is 

the first step to solve most of the discussed problems. A more detailed analysis with the 

help of neutron diffraction measurements is strongly advised and an objective for future 

studies. Besides, the anion ordering has only been discussed theoretically,3 which can be 

analyzed with this method. 

5.4.3 Anatase-type δ-TaON 

 First discoveries of an anatase-type structure in tantalum oxide nitride phases have 

been made by incorporating small amounts of Mg2+ 60 or Sc3+ 61 ions. In fact, 

Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85 was the first example for this particular structure type without the 

element titanium. Relative stabilities for pure TaON in different crystal structures have 

been determined by quantum-chemical calculations, resulting in the following order of 

structure types with decreasing stability: baddeleyite – VO2(B) – anatase.7 The latter has 

already been synthesized as thin film by Suzuki et al.62,63 The optical band gap has been 

determined to 2.37 eV. Analyses on bulk material has been published recently (indirect 

band gap: 1.73 eV, direct: 2.06 eV).55 It should be noted that those measurements have 

not been carried out on phase pure samples.  

In our previous work we were able to synthesize a sample of anatase-type δ-TaON 

with a maximum yield of 43 wt %.4 Structural refinements were performed on a sample 

(35 wt % δ-TaON) without γ-TaON as a side phase to avoid the above mentioned diffi-

culties in the structure refinement. With our new synthesis conditions (ammonolysis of 

amorphous precursors mentioned above in an SiO2 tube at 1023 K, reaction time of 

0.75 h, heat rate of 400 K·h–1, and flow rates of 12.50 L·h–1 ammonia and 0.03 L·h–1 oxy-

gen) it was possible to increase the yield of the desired phase up to 82 wt %, but it was 

unavoidable to get γ-TaON (6 wt %) as a side phase in addition to the always present 

dark red Ta3N5 (12 wt %). The latter has a significant influence on the red color of the 

product.  
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The powder diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 5.10. The Rietveld refinement was 

carried out using the tetragonal space group I 41/amd, which does not allow an ordered 

anion arrangement. This problem has already been discussed elsewhere multiple 

times.4,7,60,64 Refined parameters are listed in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6.  

The presence of two side phases with strongly overlapping reflections has a noticeable 

influence on the Rietveld refinement, which is indicated by a relatively high RBragg value of 

0.047 for the main phase. At an angular region of 2θ = ~24°, for example, the strongest 

reflections of both metastable TaON modifications and Ta3N5 are located. Additionally, 

the difficulties regarding the refinement of the γ-phase mentioned above must also be 

taken under consideration. This was the main reason to choose a sample without this side 

phase in the previous publication.4 The isotropic Debye-Waller factors have been fixed to 

values from neutron diffraction experiments on Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85.60 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10.  X-ray powder diffraction pattern (Cu-Kα radiation) of δ-TaON with results 
of the Rietveld refinement. The vertical bars indicate the positions of the 
Bragg reflections (blue: δ-TaON 82 wt %, red: Ta3N5 12 wt %, green: 
γ-TaON 6 wt %). 
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Table 5.5.  Results of the Rietveld refinement for δ-TaON. 

Table 5.6.  Refined atomic parameters of δ -TaON. 

Atom Wyckoff x y z B iso / 104 pm2 

Ta 4b 0 ¼ ⅜ 1.3a 
O / Nb 8e 0 ¼ 0.5875(6) 1.4a 
a Fixed to the results from neutron diffraction, ref. 60. 
b Not refined independently. 
 

 In contrast to the Ostwald–Volmer rule,57 this metastable polymorph of tantalum 

oxide nitride has a slightly larger density (ρ = 9.029 g·cm–3) than the more stable 

γ-TaON (ρ = 8.756 g·cm–3) with its huge tunnels. Anatase-type structures are also 

characterized by tunnels along the a- and b-axes (Figure 5.11), but the cavities are not as 

distinctive as in the VO2(B)-type structure. Just one type of coordination polyhedron can 

be found in the anatase-type structure (Figure 5.11). Tantalum marks the center of an 

elongated and slightly distorted octahedron with anions on its edges. The four nearest 

anions with a distance of 199.6 pm are tilted out of the ideal equatorial plane by an angle 

 δ-TaON 

Structure type Anatase 
Space group I 41/amd (No. 141) 

Crystal system Tetragonal 

a / pm 391.872(17) 

c / pm 1010.66(5) 

V / 106 pm3 155.201(13) 

Z 4 

ρcalc / g∙cm–3 9.028 

Diffractometer PANalytical X’Pert Pro 

2θ / ° 10–120 

λ / pm 154.060, 154.443 

 I(λ2)/I(λ1) = 0.5 

Profile points 4224 

Refined parameters 36 

Rwp 0.022 

Rexp 0.010 

RBragg 0.047 

S 2.18 
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of ±11°, whereas the bonds in the axial direction are noticeably larger (214.8 pm). In 

comparison to Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85 the bond lengths are in a good agreement with 

experimental (200.3–211.3 pm)60 and calculated (200.0–214.0 pm)64 values of the Mg-

containing compound. Such deformed octahedra are also well known from anatase-type 

TiO2 (193.4–197.9 pm).65 

A phase transition to β-TaON can be observed at temperatures between 1073 and 

1123 K. δ-TaON is a metastable polymorph and about 20 kJ·mol–1 less stable than the 

thermodynamically stable β-polymorph.7 No intermediate phase was observed during the 

experiments. It should be mentioned that thermoanalytical measurements (DTA/TG) 

were performed for all described compounds. No significant thermal effects (exo- or en-

dothermic) or mass changes were observed in the relevant temperature regions. 

A comparison of this work and formerly presented results might be difficult due to di-

versity and amount of side phases. Those problems were discussed above. The coordina-

tion polyhedra are now more conformable with experimental and theoretical data of the 

Mg-containing compound. A detailed study on physical properties, especially photocata-

lytic activity, might be difficult due the insufficient phase purity. A severe problem for 

 

Figure 5.11.  Crystal structure of anatase-type TaON. Left: unit cell with coordination 
polyhedra. Right: Ta–O/N bond lengths. Bond lengths are presented 
in pm.* 
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neutron diffraction studies, important for the experimental determination of the anion 

distribution, is the small product yield (ca. 10 mg) per reaction. 

5.4.4 Quantum-chemical Calculations 

The calculated fundamental band gaps of the synthesized TaON β-, -, and 

δ-polymorphs and the hypothetical rutile, fluorite and t-ZrO2 polymorphs are summa-

rized in Table 5.7. For the δ-polymorph the experimental structure parameters reported 

in this study were used. For all other polymorphs the lattice parameters optimized at 

DFT level in previous works were used. In all cases the smallest band gap energy corre-

sponds to an indirect transition.  

Table 5.7.  Fundamental band gaps (eV) of TaON polymorphs calculated with the plas-
mon-pole approximation to GW implemented in GPAW. All calculated gaps 
obtained in this work correspond to indirect transitions. The corresponding 
direct gaps are given in parentheses. 

Polymorph This work Previous studies Experimental 

β-TaON 2.99 (3.20) 3.2b 2.4, 2.8b 
γ-TaON 2.38 (2.59) 2.9c 2.03 (2.58)a 

δ-TaON 2.52 (3.01) 2.85b, 3.2d 1.73 (2.06)a, 2.4d 

Rutile 1.85 (2.21) 2.3b  

Fluorite 1.78 (2.50) 2.46b  

t-ZrO2 1.57 (1.77)   
a Optical band gaps, ref. 56. 
b Experimental and theoretical study using the hybrid functional PW1PW, ref. 7 
c Theoretical study using the hybrid functional PW1PW, ref. 6. 
d Combined experimental and theoretical study using the hybrid functional PBE0, ref. 4. 

 

Compared to the band gaps obtained in our previous hybrid DFT calculations, the 

GW gaps are systematically smaller, by 0.2–0.7 eV. Where comparison with experimental 

values is possible, this decrease corresponds to an improvement of the theoretical results. 

As a general trend, the band gaps decrease with decreasing stability of the polymorphs, in 

nice accord with the principle of maximum hardness66. It has to be noted that optical and 

fundamental band gaps differ by the exciton energy which is typically in the order of a few 

hundred meV for oxides. It is therefore not surprising that the calculated gaps are in all 

cases larger than the experimental values. In order to correct for the excitonic effects, so-
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lution of the Bethe–Salpeter equations is necessary, which was beyond the scope of the 

present study. Based on the present results it can be concluded that the plasmon-pole 

GW approximation is useful as a computationally efficient screening method. 

5.5 Conclusion 

After the first publications on bixbyite-type V2O3, γ-TaON, and δ-TaON powders we 

were able to improve the preparation conditions of all these metastable polymorphs. In 

the first two cases phase pure products were obtained and the yield of δ-TaON was al-

most doubled to a phase purity of 82 wt %. This clearly shows that new metastable poly-

morphs of simple compounds can be prepared by classical synthesis routes, pointing to 

additional new phases in the future. Moreover, metastable polymorphs may show struc-

ture-function correlations distinctly different from those of the corresponding stable 

phases. These features will make them suitable model systems to advance our under-

standing of the properties and the design of improved functional materials. A first-

principles quantum-chemical method was used to study the electronic structures of  

TaON polymorphs and their excitations. A semiquantitative agreement with measured 

optical spectra was obtained, so that it can be expected that this approach can be used for 

predictions of photocatalytic activity of solid compounds. 
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6.1 Abstract 

Phase-pure tantalum/zirconium oxide nitrides and nitrides were synthesized by am-

monolysis of amorphous oxide precursors. The nitrogen-rich oxide nitrides with variable 

anion composition and the nitride TaZrN3 crystallize in the cubic bixbyite-type structure 

(space group Ia3̄). The nitrogen content of these compounds has a significant influence 

on the cell parameters, the atomic positions, and the optical band gap. The results extend 

the already well-studied Ta-Zr-O-N system by new oxide nitrides in addition to the al-

ready known baddeleyite- and anosovite-type phases. TaZrN3 can be considered as a 

thermodynamically stable ternary variant of metastable Ta2N3. 

6.2 Introduction 

Ternary transition metal oxide nitrides are interesting materials with relatively low 

complexity and therefore predestinated for investigations of structure-property correla-

tions. In addition, they offer a wide range of applications. For example, tantalum- or zir-

conium-based oxide nitrides are promising photocatalysts,1,2 non-toxic color pigments,3 

and fast ion conductors.4 Consequently, the investigation of phases including both met-

als, oxygen, and nitrogen, may offer a wider range of interesting materials.  

Ionic-covalent zirconium oxide nitrides belong to the quasi-binary system ZrO2-

Zr3N4. They are generally described by the formula ZrO2-2xN4x/3 and are structurally de-

rived from fluorite-type ZrO2, the high temperature polymorph of zirconia. A series of 

oxygen-rich β-type phases (β: Zr7O8N4; β’: Zr7O11N2; β”: Zr7.0O9.5N3.0)5–9 are supple-

mented by a nitrogen-rich γ-phase (Zr2ON2),5–7 crystallizing in the cubic bixbyite-type 

structure. A more detailed overview concerning this system was conducted by Lerch (ref. 

10). An intergrowth of ZrO2 and Zr2ON2, resulting in the formation of Zr4O5N2,11 and 

the incorporation of small amounts of Ta2O5 into zirconium oxide nitrides have also been 

investigated.12 The hitherto reported nitrides of zirconium are ZrN13, 14 and Zr3N4.15,16 A 

cubic high-pressure polymorph of Zr3N4 also exists.17 

On the other hand, the ionic-covalent oxide nitride of tantalum(V), TaON, is more 

stoichiometrically restricted and crystallizes in various AX2 structure types. The thermo-

dynamically stable polymorph is called β-TaON, crystallizing in the monoclinic badde-

leyite-type structure.18 Sometimes it is referred to be a nitrogen-rich analogue to mono-

clinic ZrO2 (m-ZrO2). Two metastable polymorphs have been prepared so far: 

γ-TaON19 crystallizes in the monocline crystal system in the VO2(B)-type structure, and 
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δ-TaON, which exhibits the tetragonal anatase type.20, 21 A high-pressure polymorph with 

cotunnite-type structure has been synthesized as well.22 In addition, the existence of a 

further tantalum(V) oxide nitride, Ta3O6N,23 has been proposed. By contrast, the variety 

of the nitrides is significantly higher. The compounds Ta3N5,24 Ta4N5,25 Ta5N6,25 and 

Ta2N3
26–29 belong to the group of nitrogen-rich nitrides. Ta2N3 crystallizes, comparable 

with Zr2ON2, in the bixbyite-type structure.28,29 High-pressure polymorphs of Ta3N5 and 

Ta2N3 are also described in literature.30,31 Additional nitrides can be separated into two 

different categories: solid solutions of nitrogen in tantalum metal (α phase) with a corre-

lated superstructure of this type,32–34 the β-Ta2N phase,32–36 and three different mono-

nitrides (δ-, ε-, θ-TaN).37–39  

It is remarkable that the quaternary system Ta-Zr-O-N has also been investigated in 

detail. The first publication about this topic was presented by Schönberg in 1954, 40 and 

the most comprehensive work was presented by Grins et al.41 They reported on synthesis 

and characterization of phase-pure baddeleyite- and anosovite-type phases, which can be 

derived from m-ZrO2/β-TaON and Ta3N5, respectively. In addition, a cubic and an or-

thorhombic phase, both obtained as side phases, have also been reported. Unfortunately, 

a detailed description of those phases was not possible. Investigations regarding the opti-

cal properties of the phase-pure baddeleyite- and anosovite-type compounds were pre-

sented later.42,43 The existence of a high-pressure polymorph of TaZrO3N was studied 

theoretically.44 Literature about ternary nitrides of tantalum and zirconium is restricted 

to (Ta,Zr)N thin films or alloys with an even lower nitrogen content (for examples see 

ref. 45,46). To our knowledge, ternary ionic-covalent nitrides have not been reported so 

far.  

Obviously, a more detailed investigation of the system Ta-Zr-O-N should be worth 

the efforts. In particular, the search for new metastable compounds was one of the main 

intentions for the present work. Our synthesis of metastable δ-TaON powder was based 

on the preparation of partly cation-substituted compounds such as 

Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85
47 or Sc0.15Ta0.85O1.30N0.70

48 with a similar crystal structure type. The 

preparation of these quaternary compounds was much easier compared to the ternary 

phase because the anatase structure is stabilized by small amounts of incorporated aliova-

lent cations. The development of synthesis routes to these quaternary phases has to be 

considered as an indispensable prerequisite for the successful preparation of TaON in the 

anatase type. Results of quantum-chemical calculations suggest the existence of at least 

two more polymorphs with rutile- and fluorite-type structures, respectively.49 Rutile-type 

ScTa2O5N has already been synthesized and might be a first step to the ternary 
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analogue.50 Consequently, we expand this approach to zirconium as an additional cation, 

in a search of new ionic-covalent phases in the system Ta-Zr-O-N.  

6.3 Experimental Section 

Precursors were prepared by a modified Pechini sol-gel route.51, 52 This method allows 

the synthesis of amorphous Ta-Zr oxides by using metal-citrate solutions and ethylene 

glycol as gelling agent. TaCl5 (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich) and ZrCl4 (99.99%, Sigma Al-

drich) were mixed in the required ratios and dissolved in a citric acid-ethanol solution. 

Citric acid was used in a 12-fold molar excess to the cations. Ethylene glycol in a molar 

excess of 17 times the cations was added to the solutions. These mixtures were vaporized 

at temperatures up to 523 K. The formed gels were then calcined in a corundum crucible 

at temperatures up to 723 K, resulting in colorless X-ray amorphous powders of the 

mixed oxides. 

Nitrides and oxide nitrides were synthesized via an ammonolysis reaction of these 

precursors in a tube furnace with dry ammonia at temperatures of 1073–1223 K for 3–

12 h and ammonia flow rates of 10–20 L∙h–1.  

A PANalytical X’Pert MPD Pro instrument (Almelo, Netherlands) was used for XRD 

measurements at ambient temperature. This powder diffractometer operates with a Cu 

anode and without a monochromator (Cu-Kα radiation, λ1 = 154.060 pm, 

λ2 = 154.443 pm, I(λ2)/I(λ1) = 0.5) at 40 kV and 40 mA. Additional data were collected 

on a RIGAKU SmartLab 3 kW system equipped with a Cu anode X-ray tube (40 kV and 

30 mA) and a Kα1-unit (Johansson-type Ge crystal) monochromator (Cu-Kα1 radiation, 

λ = 154.060 pm). Rietveld refinements were carried out using the program FULLPROF 

2000.53 Profiles were fitted with a pseudo-Voigt profile shape function. The backgrounds 

were fitted with various points with refinable heights.  

A LECO TC-300/EF-300 N/O hot gas extraction analyzer (Saint Joseph, MI, USA) 

was used for the determination of nitrogen and oxygen contents of the samples. ZrO2 and 

special steel (Saint Joseph, MI, USA) were used as standard materials. The accuracy is ca. 

2% of the N/O contents present. 

UV-vis measurements were performed on a VARIAN (Palo Alto, CA, USA) Cary 300 

Scan UV-vis spectrophotometer in diffuse reflectance mode. Barium sulfate (Sigma-

Aldrich) was used as reference. The measured diffuse reflectance spectra were converted 
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by the Kubelka–Munk function to absorbance spectra. The optical band gaps were de-

termined by the Tauc plot method.54,55 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

As generally described in the experimental part, mixed amorphous Ta/Zr oxides con-

sisting of 95, 85, 66.6, 50, or 33.3 cation % Ta were prepared. The cation ratios of these 

precursors were confirmed by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. Although the ammono-

lysis of precursors with low Zr contents resulted only in the formation of already known 

baddeleyite- and anosovite-type phases, some samples with low Ta contents show crystal 

structures yet unknown for this system.  

Ammonolysis of precursors with Ta contents of 33.3, 50, or 66.6 cation %, performed 

at 1073 K, resulted in phase-pure powders of oxide nitrides or nitrides with cubic bixby-

ite-type structure (Ia3̄). Structural similarities to bixbyite-type Zr2ON2 are apparent. 

Samples synthesized at lower temperatures contain side phases with baddeleyite-type 

structure. Additional tests with 70 cation % Ta were performed as well, but an anosovite-

type phase was an unavoidable byproduct. It can be assumed that this series can be ex-

panded to Ta contents lower than 33.3 cation % with Zr2ON2 as the final member.  

The ideal bixbyite structure can be described as a 2 × 2 × 2 superstructure of the 

fluorite type where one quarter of the anions is removed.56–59 Cations are located on 8a 

and 24d sites, anions on a 48e site (and the vacancies on a 16c site). The cations are co-

ordinated octahedrally by anions and the anions are tetrahedrally surrounded by cations. 

A graphical presentation is shown in Figure 6.1. One characteristic of this structure type 

is the possible partial occupation of the vacancies by anions, leading to A2X3+δ (δ ≤ 1) 

compositions. This observation has already been made for U2N3,60,61 Zr2ON2,62 and vana-

dium oxide nitrides.63  

In the system Ta-Zr-O-N, compounds between Zr2ON2/ZrO2 and TaZrN3/TaZrO3N 

can be described with the general formula Ta1–xZr1+xOx+3y/2N3–x–y (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2). 

From a formal point of view, it should be possible to prepare 1:1 phases in the range from 

TaZrN3 (δ = 0) to TaZrO3N (δ = 1). For a Ta:Zr ratio of 1:2, the following range can be 

calculated: Ta0.67Zr1.33O0.33N2.67–Ta0.67Zr1.33O3.33N0.67. The range Ta1.33Zr0.67N3.11–

Ta1.33Zr0.67O2.67N1.33 can be expected for a ratio of 2:1, which can be generalized to the 

formula Ta1+xZr1–xO3y/2N3+x/3–y (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.33, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2–2x/3). Without the x-restriction 

(no phase-pure samples could be obtained for x > 0.33), the series could be continued for 
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x = 1 to Ta2.00N3.33 (y = 0) and the corresponding phase Ta2O2N2 (y = 1.33), or simply 

TaON. As mentioned above, quantum-chemical calculations indeed predict a metastable 

polymorph of TaON with fluorite-type structure.49 This polymorph is expected to be ca. 

80 kJ∙mol–1 less stable compared with β-TaON, making a successful synthesis unlikely. 

By variation of the synthesis parameters, it was possible to produce samples with dif-

ferent amounts of nitrogen and oxygen. For a 1:1 cation ratio, phase-pure phases in the 

range Ta1.00Zr1.00O0.00N3.00–Ta1.00Zr1.00O1.67N1.89 were found, corresponding to a y-range 

of 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.11. For the other two ratios, compounds Ta0.67Zr1.33O0.42N2.61–

Ta0.67Zr1.33O1.89N1.63 (0.06 ≤ y ≤ 1.04) and Ta1.33Zr0.67O0.12N3.03–Ta1.33Zr0.67O0.30N2.91 

(0.08 ≤ y ≤ 0.20) were obtained. For simplicity, we mainly concentrate the following 

structural discussion on the compounds with a cation ratio of 1:1. Several reasons favor 

this choice: For Ta:Zr ratios larger than 1 it is not possible to prepare phases of the ideal 

A2X3 composition. Also the formation of anosovite-type side phases, which can be de-

rived from Ta3N5, is favored by high amounts of tantalum. We do not focus on Ta-poor 

phases because exclusively the 1:1 series principally allows the synthesis of a pure nitride 

bixbyite-type compound with ideal A2X3 composition (TaZrN3). This nitride was indeed 

 

Figure 6.1. 
Crystal structure 
of the bixbyite-
type tantalum 
zirconium oxide 
nitrides. Only 
two of 16 possi-
ble vacancies 
(Vac) have been 
marked.* 
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obtained in addition to various oxide nitrides. The X-ray powder pattern of TaZrN3 to-

gether with the results of the Rietveld refinement is depicted in Figure 6.2. Refined struc-

tural parameters for the nitride and the phases with the highest nitrogen content ob-

tained for the other investigated cation ratios (Ta:Zr) of 2:1 and 1:2 are presented in 

Table 6.1. For comparison, some details for Zr2ON2 are also implemented in this table.62 

The corresponding atomic parameters for TaZrN3 are presented in Table 6.2.  

Further details of the crystal structure investigation may be obtained from FIZ Karls-

ruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany (fax: +49 7247 808-666; e-mail: crys-

data@fiz-karlsruhe.de), on quoting the deposition number CSD-432434. 

In TaZrN3, the octahedra around (Ta/Zr)1 have cation-anion bond lengths of 

217.3(8) pm. By contrast, the (Ta/Zr)2(O,N)6 polyhedra show values between 

204.9(8) and 221.4(8) pm. The average bond length of 214.2 pm agrees with the sums of 

the ionic radii of the elements (Ta5+: 64 pm; Zr4+: 72 pm; N3–: 146 pm)64 and is almost 

exactly the average of the common Ta–N (210 pm) and Zr–N bonds (218 pm). It 

should be mentioned that no indication for Ta/Zr ordering was found. Consequently, a 

statistical distribution of the cations is assumed and the site occupations factors have 

been fixed for the refinements. N/O ordering in oxide nitrides cannot be investigated 

 

Figure 6.2.  X-ray powder diffraction pattern (Cu-Kα radiation) of TaZrN3 with results 
of the Rietveld refinement (red: measured; black: calculated; green: Bragg-
reflection positions; blue: difference between measured and calculated).* 
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using X-ray diffraction. Calculations on anion-excess vanadium oxide nitrides with bixby-

ite-type structure (V2.000O3.000N0.125, V2.000O3.125N0.125, and V2.000O3.067N0.133) have shown 

that nitrogen is preferably located on the 48e and not on the 16c site.63,65 This topic has 

already been discussed for Zr2ON2 with respect to neutron diffraction investigations62,66 

and based on quantum-chemical calculations.67 The only possible maximal non-

isomorphic translationengleiche subgroup allowing an ordered arrangement of oxygen 

and nitrogen is Ibca. However, an ordered anion arrangement was not found by both 

methods.  

Table 6.1.  Results of the Rietveld refinements for selected bixbyite-type phases in com-
parison with results for Zr2ON2. 

Compound Zr2ON2
62 Ta0.67Zr1.33O0.42N2.61 TaZrN3 Ta1.33Zr0.67O0.12N3.03 

Ta:Zr  1:2 1:1 2:1 
Structure type Bixbyite 

Space group Ia3̄ (No. 206) 
Crystal system Cubic 

Z 16 

a / pm 1013.32 1001.20(4) 995.17(4) 991.50(5) 

V / 106 pm3 1040.5 1003.62(7) 985.59(6) 974.73(8) 
ρcalc / g∙cm–3 5.78 7.54 8.47 9.58 

Diffractometer P1710 PANalytical X’Pert MPD Pro 

2θ / ° 16.5–100 10–120 

λ / pm 154.060 154.060, 154.443 

  I(λ2)/I(λ1) = 0.5 

Rwp 0.073 0.0129 0.0126 0.0136 

Rexp 0.051 0.0074 0.0080 0.0078 

RBragg 0.025 0.0217 0.0146 0.0300 

S 1.43 1.73 1.59 1.75 

Table 6.2.  Refined atomic parameters for TaZrN3. 

Atom Wyckoff x y z S.O.F. B iso / 104 

pm2 Ta1 8a 0 0 0 0.5 0.89(7) 
Zr1 8a 0 0 0 0.5 0.89(7) 

Ta2 24d 0.28280(7) 0 ¼ 0.5 0.44(4) 

Zr2 24d 0.28280(7) 0 ¼ 0.5 0.44(4) 

N 48e 0.3549(8) 0.1340(9) 0.0942(7) 1 1 
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An overview of the prepared 1:1 samples is given in Table 6.3. The N/O ratio has a 

significant impact on the cell axis a and the x parameter of the 24d cation site, which is the 

only cation coordinate not fixed by space group symmetry.  

Table 6.3.  Cell parameter a and cation coordinate x of selected samples with a Ta:Zr 
ratio of 1:1. 

Sum formula Nitrogen content / anion % a / pm x (24d) 

Ta1.00Zr1.00O0.00N3.00 100 995.17(4) 0.28280(9) 

Ta1.00Zr1.00O0.00N3.00 100 995.60(4) 0.28363(8) 

Ta1.00Zr1.00O0.02N2.99 99.3 995.74(5) 0.28422(10) 

Ta1.00Zr1.00O0.24N2.84 92.2 995.96(5) 0.28380(10) 

Ta1.00Zr1.00O0.98N2.35 70.6 1000.37(6) 0.27050(16) 

Ta1.00Zr1.00O1.67N1.89 53.1 1007.93(5) 0.26324(15) 

 

Taking a look at the present results, the y value of the general formula TaZrO3y/2N3–y 

has the range of 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.11. As it can be easily understood by reasons of charge neutrali-

ty, a consequence of increasing oxygen content is the increasing deviation from the ideal 

A2X3 composition (A2X3+δ). While δ grows, more vacancies are occupied by anions and 

the crystal structure becomes more and more ‘fluorite-like’. Therefore, the x (24d) coor-

dinate is approaching ¼, which is the value for the cubic fluorite type. This is accompa-

nied by lower intensities of the superstructure reflections in the X-ray diffraction pat-

terns. With an increasing number of atoms inside the unit cell, the lattice parameter ex-

pands by ca. 12.75 pm. All this is depicted in Figure 6.3.  

Phase-pure samples are predominantly nitrogen-rich. At higher oxygen contents, the 

formation of more than one phase is likely. It was not possible to cover the whole compo-

sition range up to the ideal fluorite-type (AX2), as practiced for uranium nitride.60, 61 

Fluorite-type phases of tantalum oxide nitrides containing yttrium are known.68 In the 

present system, the baddeleyite-type is the favored crystal structure for an AX2 composi-

tion. The maximal 16c occupation in all our experiments (δ = 0.63) was found for a sam-

ple with a Ta:Zr ratio of 1:2: Ta0.67Zr1.33O2.22N1.41.  

A reamorphization of the samples can be observed at temperatures above 600 K in air. 

Under nitrogen atmosphere the sample is stable at least up to 1273 K.  
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It can be expected that the nitrogen content should have an influence on the optical 

band gap. Products with an Ta:Zr ratio of 1:2 and a high oxygen content have a yellowish 

light-brown color and become darker with increasing nitrogen content. Five different 

samples were analyzed by UV-vis spectroscopy (diffuse reflectance geometry) in order to 

determine the optical band gaps. As an example, the Tauc plot of the absorbance spectra 

for the direct optical band gap of Ta0.67Zr1.33O1.89N1.63 (lowest nitrogen content) is de-

picted in Figure 6.4. The results for all investigated samples are summarized in Table 6.4.  

Table 6.4.  Optical band gaps of different bixbyite-type compounds. 

Sum formula Color Direct band gap Indirect band gap 

Ta0.67Zr1.33O1.89N1.63 Light-brown 2.48 eV 1.87 eV 
Ta0.67Zr1.33O1.38N1.97 Brown 2.31 eV 1.65 eV 

Ta0.67Zr1.33O0.42N2.61 Red-black 1.93 eV 1.32 eV 

Ta1.00Zr1.00O0.00N3.00 Black 1.72 eV 1.30 eV 

Ta1.33Zr0.67O0.12N3.03 Black 1.71 eV 1.27 eV 

 

A band gap of E = 2.48 eV should correspond to a yellowish colored product. There-

fore, the direct band gaps are probably the most reliable values. Higher contents of nitro-

gen reduce the gap between valence and conduction band, which nicely corresponds to 

the theory of Phillips and Van Vechten.69, 70 

 

Figure 6.3.  Dependency of unit cell parameter a and cation position x (24d) from the 
nitrogen content of the new bixbyite-type phases with an even cation ratio. 
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These bixbyite-type phases are most likely the cubic side phases which have been re-

ported by Grins et al.41 No or only small superstructure reflections were observed in their 

powder XRD measurements. They excluded the bixbyite type as the adequate crystal 

structure. However, those superstructure reflections are clearly observable in the diffrac-

tograms presented here (see Figure 6.1).  

Bixbyite-type phases containing tantalum are already known. Quaternary tantalum ox-

ide nitrides with scandium also exhibit a dependency of the a and x (24d) parameters on 

the nitrogen content.48 Because of the lower-valent scandium, the nitrogen content was 

far smaller (30–59 anion %) than in the Ta-Zr compounds presented here.48,71 

The corresponding mixed-valent binary tantalum nitride Ta2N3 can only be realized 

by plasma-enhanced CVD at temperatures of 873–973 K28 or sputter deposition29 and 

has probably been synthesized several times before a definite phase identification was 

successful.26,27,72 The cell parameter of a = 982.05(4) pm28 is consistent with our result of 

a = 995.16(4) pm for the nitride compound, taking into account the smaller ionic radius 

of Ta4+
 (68 pm) compared with the isovalent Zr4+ (72 pm).64 Most recent investigations 

have shown a metastable behavior of these Ta2N3 films.29 Transformation to δ-TaNx-like 

phases can be observed at temperatures higher than 1123 K.  

Sesquinitrides of lanthanides (Tb2N3, Dy2N3, Ho2N3, Tm2N3, and Lu2N3
73) and acti-

nides (U2N3
60, Np2N3

74) are listed in databases. It should be noted that the final composi-

tions of the lanthanide nitrides were not determined in the publication. Nitrides of other 

 

Figure 6.4. 
UV-vis spectrum/Tauc plot 
(black) of Ta0.67Zr1.33O1.89N1.63 
with Tauc plot determination of 
the direct optical band gap 
(blue). 
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metals, for example Be3N2,75
 Mg3N2,76–78 Ca3N2,79 Zn3N2,76,78 and Cd3N2

80 exhibit the an-

ti-bixbyite structure.  

6.5 Conclusion 

It was possible to complement the already well-studied system Ta-Zr-O-N by bixby-

ite-type compounds. The N/O ratio has a significant influence on the deviation δ from 

the ideal A2X3 bixbyite composition (A2X3+δ), the cell parameter a, and the x coordinate 

of the 24d cation position. For a Ta:Zr ratio of 1:1, the ternary nitride TaZrN3 could be 

prepared. Contrary to the main intention of this work, the search for metastable com-

pounds, this new nitride phase can be considered as a stable analogue of the already 

known metastable Ta2N3. Experiments with lower Zr contents did not result in new 

phases.  
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7.1 Abstract 

The sesquioxides of molybdenum and tungsten have been reported as thin films or on 

surfaces as early as 1971, but the preparation of bulk materials and their crystal structures 

are still unknown up to the present day. We present a systematic ab initio approach to 

their possible syntheses and crystal structures applying complementary methods and 

basis-set types. For both compounds, the corundum structure is the most stable and does 

not display any imaginary frequencies. Calculations targeted at a high-pressure synthesis 

starting from the stable oxides and metals predict a reaction pressure of 15 GPa for 

Mo2O3 and over 60 GPa for W2O3. 

7.2 Introduction 

The distinct behavior of the d-block elements also applies within the chromium group. 

Accordingly, molybdenum and tungsten are the heavier atoms of this group and show 

similar atomic and ionic radii which also leads to an alike chemical behavior and is the 

result (at least in part) of the lanthanide contraction. Chromium as the lighter atom has a 

smaller radius and behaves differently, not too surprisingly. The difference between 

chromium and its heavier homologues molybdenum and tungsten, however, is not as 

significant as it is in the adjacent vanadium group.  

It is quite puzzling to note that the inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD) does 

not list any sesquioxides of molybdenum or tungsten. Nonetheless, there is a first report 

on a cubic polymorph of both molybdenum and tungsten sesquioxide by Palatnik et al.,1 

which, however, only provides the lattice parameters for the proposed cubic structures, 

namely a = 6.84 Å for Mo2O3 and a = 6.86 Å for W2O3. Second, a composition dubbed 

Mo2O3 and W2O3 was also reportedly obtained on the surface of oxygen-implanted single 

crystals of molybdenum and tungsten.2 The observed surface layers, however, were 

amorphous as a result of oxygen-ion bombardment. Third, the synthesis of tungsten(III) 

oxide was again claimed as a thin film via atomic layer deposition in 20063 but no details 

on the crystal structure could be given as the X-ray diffraction data indicated that the 

samples were amorphous. 

As a first experimental attempt, a conventional synthetic approach inspired by the suc-

cessful synthesis of the metastable sesquioxides of vanadium was used.4 Different oxide 

(crystalline and amorphous) and oxide fluoride precursors were reduced with altered 

H2/Ar flow rates. The usage of hexafluorides is difficult due to their liquid (Mo) and gas-
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eous (W) aggregate state at ambient conditions. Additionally, experiments with oxide 

hydrates and oxide nitrides were performed as well. All results were more than under-

whelming. Well-known phases such as MoO2 and WO2 were predominantly formed 

throughout all experiments. Other typical results were highly amorphous samples. Moti-

vated by the lack of experimentally confirmed crystal structures, we used density-

functional theory to present a first-principles approach to the crystal structures and pos-

sible synthetic routes to molybdenum and tungsten sesquioxide. 

7.3 Theoretical Methodology 

Periodic density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed as implement-

ed in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).5 Core and valence electrons were 

separated using projector-augmented waves (PAW),6 and the generalized-gradient-

approximation as described by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE)7,8 was used to 

treat contributions of exchange and correlation. An energy-cutoff of 500 eV and an 

adapted k-point sampling ensured well-converged structures. The k-point grid was in-

creased until the number of k-points multiplied with the number of atoms was >5000, a 

sufficient criterion in the past; numerical values are given in the Supporting Information 

(Chapter 7.8). All lattice parameters and atomic positions were allowed to relax until the 

ionic convergence criterion of 10–6 eV was reached. For selected cases (i.e. Al2O3 as the 

reference structure, La2O3 and Sb2O3) additional corrections for van der Waals forces 

were included, namely Grimme’s “D3(BJ)” dispersion correction with Becke-Johnson 

damping9,10 as implemented in VASP 5.3.5.  

To investigate the unknown crystal structures of the hypothetical compounds Mo2O3 

and W2O3, a set of 13 well-known A2X3 structures was chosen as starting structures, 

namely the same used in our previous studies on the sesquioxides of Cr, Nb and Ta. A full 

relaxation of the structures including atomic positions and cell parameters was performed 

to ensure the lowest-energy structure to be found. To speed up the calculations, sym-

metry was applied while iterating but no explicit symmetry reduction or change to sub-

groups was introduced, unless automatically occurring during optimization. To predict 

high-pressure polymorphs, the volume of the optimized structures at ambient pressure 

was varied by scaling the cell parameters from 94% to 104%, and the resulting energy vs. 

volume data were fitted to the Birch–Murnaghan equation of state.11 Thus, the pressure 

and, eventually, the reaction enthalpies as a function of the pressure were calculated.  
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The dynamic stability of selected M2O3 candidates was investigated by calculating the 

phonon density of states (PDOS) using the program PHONOPY.12 As a first step, super-

cells of the optimized structures were constructed. All symmetry-inequivalent atoms 

were then slightly shifted out of their equilibrium positions to numerically calculate the 

Hellmann–Feynman forces. Subsequently, the force constants and then the dynamical 

matrices were computed. Phonon frequencies and eigenvectors were calculated from the 

dynamical matrices. The PDOS can then be assessed by summing up over all phonon 

frequencies.13 

As a complementary approach and in order to investigate the influence of exact ex-

change on the electronic ground states and the relative stabilities of the polymorphs, we 

also calculated the same set of 13 structures with the crystalline-orbital program CRYS-

TAL14.14 Here, the Bloch functions are represented by atom-centered basis functions. 

The localized nature of the basis functions leads to an efficient calculation of exact ex-

change. For comparison with the VASP-PBE results, we employed the hybrid functional 

PW1PW which has been previously used in similar studies of thermodynamic and elec-

tronic properties of transition-metal oxides.15,16 The Hartree–Fock contribution of this 

functional is 20%, and it was optimized towards the band gaps of MgO, NiO, and CoO.17 

The basis sets remained unmodified. Atomic basis sets of standard quality were selected 

for Mo,18 W,19 and O.20 We then considered closed-shell diamagnetic (DM), open-shell 

ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) states. Full optimizations within the 

symmetry restrictions of the space groups and their magnetic subgroups were performed. 

In what follows in tabular form, only the relative energies of the lowest magnetic states of 

the polymorphs are given. Magnetic calculations with FM and AFM ordering resulted in 

zero magnetic moments and identical energy values for the stable corundum type struc-

ture when using VASP. 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

As said before, a set of 13 well-known A2X3 starting structures was first fully optimized 

for both compositions Mo2O3 and W2O3 with VASP-PBE and CRYSTAL-PW1PW. The 

resulting energies and volumes are listed in Table 7.1 for the molybdenum and Table 7.2 

for the tungsten case. The corundum-type [Al2O3] starting structure resulted in the low-

est total energy for both elements. The fully relaxed structure resembles the corundum 

starting structure quite well but with one significant difference: the previously slightly 

distorted hexagonal close packing (hcp) of the oxygen atoms becomes perfectly ordered 
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Table 7.1.  Molar volumes and relative energies per formula unit for hypothetical molyb-
denum sesquioxide Mo2O3 polymorphs as a function of computational meth-
odology and magnetic state (DM = diamagnetic, FM = ferromagnetic, AFM = 
antiferromagnetic). The listed structures represent the starting structures. 

Structure V(PBE) / Å3 E(PBE) / eV E(PBE-D3) / eV E(PW1PW) / eV 
Al2O3

21 54.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 (AFM) 
V2O3

22 54.02 0.00  0.00 (DM) 

Ga2O3
23 55.22 0.30  0.61 (DM) 

Rh2O3
24 53.51 0.51  0.51 (AFM) 

Sm2O3
25 57.15 0.69  1.21 (FM) 

Sb2O3
26 61.75 0.70 0.90 0.80 (AFM) 

Au2O3
27 53.54 0.95  2.12 (AFM) 

Fe2O3
28,29 57.56 1.04  1.93 (AFM) 

Sb2S3
30 58.08 1.39  1.01 (AFM) 

GdFeO3
31 53.07 1.94  1.45 (AFM) 

La2O3
32 60.99 1.98 2.11 1.59 (AFM) 

Bixbyite33 56.47 2.07  1.34 (AFM) 

Ag2O3
34 57.65 2.84  1.77 (AFM) 

Table 7.2.  Molar volumes and relative energies per formula unit for hypothetical tung-
sten sesquioxide W2O3 polymorphs as a function of computational methodol-
ogy and magnetic state (DM = diamagnetic, FM = ferromagnetic, AFM = an-
tiferromagnetic). The listed structures represent the starting structures. 

Structure V(PBE) / Å3 E(PBE) / eV E(PBE-D3) / eV E(PW1PW) / eV 
Al2O3

21 54.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 (AFM) 
V2O3

22 54.50 0.00  0.00 (AFM) 

Rh2O3
24 54.01 0.50  1.04 (AFM) 

Sm2O3
25 58.00 0.66  2.04 (AFM) 

Ga2O3
23 58.79 0.91  1.38 (AFM) 

Fe2O3
28,29 59.56 0.98  1.12 (AFM) 

Au2O3
27 53.98 1.23  0.49 (AFM) 

Sb2S3
30 59.47 1.66  0.42 (AFM) 

Sb2O3
26 57.37 1.77 0.14 0.34 (AFM) 

GdFeO3
31 52.73 2.20  0.82 (AFM) 

La2O3
32 62.03 2.28 2.42 1.18 (AFM) 

Bixbyite33 56.75 2.49  0.76 (AFM) 

Ag2O3
34 57.62 2.89  1.04 (AFM) 
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in the relaxed structure. The origin of this effect could not be determined yet, but a mag-

netic effect is unlikely, as a magnetic moment was unstable in the calculations. When per-

forming the identical relaxation with Al2O3 in the corundum structure, the ordering phe-

nomenon was not observed. Therefore, a temperature effect also seems unlikely. Fur-

thermore, the monoclinic [V2O3] starting structure (Figure 7.1, right) transforms into 

the corundum structure upon structural optimization and, thus, arrives at the same total 

energy. 

Once again, this applies to both sesquioxides of molybdenum and tungsten which is 

why we only depict the structure of Mo2O3 in Figure 7.1. We also note that this behavior 

(V2O3 → Al2O3) has previously been observed in a similar DFT investigation for chromi-

um sesquioxide, in which the [V2O3] starting structure also transformed into the corun-

dum structure upon structural optimization. No starting structure type seems to be with-

in a reasonable energetic range of about 0.2 eV (≈ 20 kJ∙mol–1 per formula unit) to the 

corundum structure type which is the energetically preferred structure for both investi-

gated sesquioxides. This is also true when the CRYSTAL-PW1PW results are considered. 

Despite the fact that the magnetic ground states derived from VASP-PBE and CRYS 

CRYSTAL-PW1PW are different in many cases, which then leads to a different ordering of 

the less stable polymorphs, the corundum and [V2O3]-derived structures are clearly pre-

ferred over all the others. The stability differences between these structures and other 

 

Figure 7.1.  Relaxed crystal structure of Mo2O3 (and W2O3) in the corundum structure 
(left) displaying the lowest energy. The [V2O3] starting structure (right) 
transforms into the corundum structure (left) upon structural relaxation.* 
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phases increases even more whenever London dispersion interactions (needed in partic-

ular for layered structures) are taken into account. Therefore, and for reasons of compu-

tational efficiency, we will continue our investigation only with the corundum structure 

type. The calculated cell parameters and atomic positions for Mo2O3 and W2O3 are listed 

in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3.  Structural details and molar volumes of molybdenum and tungsten sesquiox-
ide in the corundum structure based on VASP-PBE calculations. 

Mo2O3 R3̄c (No. 167) Atom x y z 
a 4.710 Å Mo 0 0 0.163 
c 16.874 Å O ⅓ 0 ¼ 

Z 6     

V 54.01 Å3     

W2O3 R3̄c (No. 167) Atom x y z 
a 4.663 Å W 0 0 0.163 
c 17.366 Å O ⅓ 0 ¼ 

Z 6     

V 54.50 Å3     

 

For the most stable corundum polymorphs of both Mo2O3 and W2O3 the electronic 

density of states was calculated with CRYSTAL-PW1PW. This is because, quite generally, 

hybrid methods provide a more accurate description of the electronic structure com-

pared to semilocal GGA functionals. In Figure 7.2, the projected density of states of the 

highest valence and lowest conduction bands are shown for the AFM ground states. 

The electronic structures of the two compounds are rather similar. In both cases, the 

valence band and the conduction band predominantly consist of metal 4d (5d) orbitals, 

respectively, but with significant contributions from the O 2p states, indicating a partially 

covalent bonding. The upper part of the valence band of W2O3 (right frame) is split into 

two domains from 0 to −2 eV and between −2 and −4 eV below the Fermi energy. Mo2O3 

(left frame) only shows one domain between 0 and −2 eV. This is possibly due to a 

smaller distortion from octahedral site symmetry of the metal ions in Mo2O3 so that the 

splitting of the t2g orbitals is smaller in this compound. The fundamental band gap of 

Mo2O3 (2.39 eV) is slightly larger than that of W2O3 (1.84 eV) at PW1PW level of theo-

ry. If the calculated electronic band gaps are a reasonable approximation to the optical 

band gaps, i.e. if the excitonic effects are small, then molybdenum sesquioxide could be a 
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promising candidate for photocatalytical applications since the gap is in the optimal re-

gion, e.g. for water splitting.  

Prior to an investigation of possible synthetic routes, we performed phonon calcula-

tions on the sesquioxides of molybdenum and tungsten with VASP-PBE taking the co-

rundum structure. The calculated phonon densities of states (PDOS) depicted in Figure 

7.3 show no imaginary modes for both sesquioxides and thereby verify their dynamic 

stability.  

Having identified the corundum structure as the most likely one for Mo2O3 and W2O3, 

we then considered various reaction routes to estimate the feasibility of their syntheses. 

The selected pathways are limited to solid-state materials and only include the metals 

and their different oxides. Molybdenum and tungsten both only form two oxides with an 

integer oxidation state, namely the dioxide and the trioxide, and therefore allowing only 

two simple reaction routes to be computationally explored: 

 

(I) M + MO3  → M2O3 

(II) 1/2  M + 3/2  MO2 → M2O3 

 

Figure 7.2. 
Projected density 
of states for both 
sesquioxides in 
the corundum 
structure accord-
ing to CRYSTAL-
PW1PW. The 
orbital energy is 
given relative to 
the Fermi energy. 
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Figure 7.3.  Calculated phonon DOS of both sesquioxides in the corundum structure 
based on VASP-PBE results. 

The corresponding reaction enthalpies and volumes relative to the reactants are listed 

in Table 7.4.  

Table 7.4.  Relative theoretical reaction enthalpies and volumes of M2O3 for the hypo-
thetical reaction routes I and II based on VASP-PBE results. 

Synthesis Mo2O3 W2O3 

ΔV / Å3 ΔHR / kJ∙mol–1 ΔV / Å3 ΔHR / kJ∙mol–1 

(I) M +MO3 → M2O3 −20.30 −89.26 −19.38 105.91 

(II) 1/2 M + 3/2 MO2 → M2O3 −4.56 37.06 −4.16 104.62 

 

When investigating such reaction enthalpies, one has to be aware of two key issues: 

first, the reactions are always equilibrium reactions and, second, they compete with each 

other. For example: if reaction (I) is exothermic, the reactants will yield the product of 

route (I). This product, however, will decay into the reactants of reaction (II) in case the 

latter is endothermic. As a consequence, all possible reaction routes must show exother-

mic reaction enthalpies for the proposed synthetic conditions.  

The synthesis of Mo2O3 via the trioxide route (I) is exothermic while route II shows a 

positive reaction enthalpy of ca. 37 kJ∙mol–1. Also, the large volume loss of the product 

relative to the reactants calls for a high-pressure synthesis. For W2O3, both reaction 

routes show very similar reaction enthalpies of about 105 kJ∙mol–1and a negative relative 
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volume. Hence, only a high-pressure synthesis is a good choice for the tungsten sesquiox-

ides, as well.  

To calculate the pressure dependence of all materials, the energy vs. volume curves 

were calculated for all reactants and products. By fitting the results to the Birch–

Murnaghan equation of state11 and subsequent differentiation, the energy dependence of 

the pressure is obtained. The pressure-dependent enthalpies can be obtained via 

H = E + pV which are depicted in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 relative to the corresponding 

reactants. According to Figure 7.4, Mo2O3 should form around 15 GPa, not necessarily a 

routine high-pressure experiment, but still manageable. As mentioned in the introduc-

tion, it is impossible to synthesize Mo2O3 via a conventional synthesis route at ambient 

pressure. Reduction of MoO3, MoO3·H2O, molybdenum oxide nitrides, and molyb-

denum oxide fluorides with various H2/Ar gas mixtures at temperatures above 548 K 

always resulted in the formation of MoO2 and more complex phases like Mo4O11 or 

Mo18O52. 

As shown in Figure 7.5, the two possible reaction routes for W2O3 require quite differ-

ent pressures. At a pressure of about 12 GPa the sesquioxide becomes more favorable 

than the reactants of route (I), while route (II) needs a pressure of more than 60 GPa to 

yield the sesquioxide. Of course, this huge difference is a direct consequence of the more 

negative relative volume of reaction (I) (Table 7.4). An attempt to prepare bulk W2O3 

therefore requires very high pressures of over 60 GPa and is experimentally quite chal-

 

Figure 7.4. 
Density-functional 
(VASP-PBE) enthal-
py-pressure diagram 
for the synthesis of 
Mo2O3 in the corun-
dum structure via 
reaction (II). 
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lenging. The role of the entropy is rather small for both sesquioxides: at 300 K the entro-

py term is only about 2 kJ∙mol–1 for the relevant dioxide route (II) and, thus, the influ-

ence on the transition pressures is tiny (under 1 GPa). All these findings are reflected by 

our unsuccessful attempts in synthesizing this phase at ambient pressure. The range of 

used precursors and reaction conditions were comparable to those of the lighter homo-

logue. Additionally, different oxide chlorides were also tested. Summarizing the results, it 

can be stated that even at the lowest possible H2 flow rate (0.01 L∙h–1), reduction of the 

precursor to tungsten metal was observed at temperatures above 873 K. At lower tem-

peratures, WO2 was the main product. 

7.5 Conclusion 

Density-functional theory calculations by means of the GGA and a hybrid level on dif-

ferent sesquioxide structures with the composition Mo2O3 and W2O3 yield the corundum 

type as the structure with the lowest energy. Upon structural optimization, the monoclin-

ic [V2O3] structure transforms into the corundum structure, as was previously also ob-

served for Cr2O3. All other investigated structures are energetically much less favorable 

and therefore are not likely to be found for the sesquioxides of molybdenum and tung-

sten. Hypothetical synthetic routes were analyzed to estimate the feasibility of the prepa-

ration. The synthesis of Mo2O3 should be possible via the dioxide at a pressure above 

 

 

Figure 7.5. 
Density-functional 
(VASP-PBE) en-
thalpy-pressure dia-
gram for the synthe-
sis of W2O3 via reac-
tion I (blue, extrapo-
lated for p > 40 GPa) 
and reaction II 
(green). 
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15 GPa, while a synthesis of W2O3 requires a transition pressure > 60 GPa and should be 

accomplished via the dioxide, as well. Such high-pressure experiments are in progress. 

Phonon calculations concerning the dynamic stability of both sesquioxides suggest that 

they are stable. 
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7.8 Supporting Information  

DFT technicalities. To ensure well-converged structures, the k-point grid was in-

creased until the number of k-points multiplied with the number of atoms was greater 

than 5000. A further increase of the k-points resulted in marginal changes in the total 

energies of only about 1 J·mol–1. Such small changes are irrelevant for our investigation, 

as the lowest observed energy difference between two structure types is about 1 kJ 

(Sm2O3 to Sb2O3) and in all other cases at least 1.4 kJ·mol–1. The final k-point grid for all 

structures is listed in Table 7.5. 

Table 7.5. Details of the k-point mesh and the number of k-points in the irreducible Bril-
louin zone for all investigated polymorphs of Mo2O3 and W2O3. 

Starting structure Atoms/cell k-point mesh k-points Atoms x k-points 
Ag2O3 10 30 × 30 × 30 816 8160 

Al2O3 30 20 × 20 × 6 242 7260 

Au2O3 40 5 × 9 × 24 195 7800 

Bixbyit 80 10 × 10 × 10 76 6080 

Fe2O3 40 16 × 9 × 7 180 7200 

Ga2O3 20 6 × 24 × 9 364 7280 

GdFeO3 20 16 × 12 × 10 378 7560 

La2O3 5 18 × 18 × 12 1037 5185 

Rh2O3 20 14 × 15 × 10 384 7680 

Sb2O3 20 19 × 8 × 17 450 9000 

Sb2S3 20 7 × 27 × 10 336 6720 

Sm2O3 30 5 × 25 × 9 299 8970 

V2O3 20 9 × 15 × 11 400 8000 
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Metal bonds in the corundum type. A bonding study of the energetically favored 

corundum-type structure was performed to analyze the nature of the metal-metal 

interaction (Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7). The DOS showed a small amount of electron 

density at the Fermi level for both compounds (Mo2O3 and W2O3). The shortest Mo‒Mo 

distances are 2.7 and 2.9 Å while the equivalent W‒W distances in the corundum 

structure are 2.7 and 3.0 Å. The calculated pCOHP (projected Crystal Orbital Hamilton 

Population) data clearly evidence that the short M‒M interactions (2.7 Å) are of bonding 

nature while the longer interactions also include antibonding contributions. 

 

  

Figure 7.6.  Calculated DOS (left) and pCOHP (right) of corundum-type Mo2O3. 
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Figure 7.7.  Calculated DOS (left) and pCOHP (right) of corundum-type W2O3.
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8.1 Abstract 

High-pressure molybdenum dioxide (HP-MoO2) was synthesized using a multianvil 

press at 18 GPa and 1073 K, as motivated by previous first-principles calculations. The 

crystal structure was determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The new polymorph 

crystallizes isotypically to HP-WO2 in the orthorhombic crystal system in space group 

Pnma and was found to be diamagnetic. Theoretical investigations using structure opti-

mization at density-functional theory (DFT) level indicate a transition pressure of 5 GPa 

at 0 K and identify the new compound as slightly metastable at ambient pressure with 

respect to the thermodynamically stable monoclinic MoO2 (α-MoO2;  

ΔEm = 2.2 kJ∙mol–1).  

8.2 Introduction 

Elements of the sixth group of the periodic table form compounds with the metal at-

om in many different oxidation states. Valence-isoelectronic molybdenum and tungsten 

have a similar chemistry in consequence of the almost identical ionic radii as one result of 

the lanthanide contraction. Many binary oxides are known for both elements, but only 

the di- and trioxides have the element in just one oxidation state (+IV / +VI). MoO2
1–5

 

and WO2
1,2,5

 (from now on, we will call those compounds α-MoO2 and α-WO2) crystal-

lize isotypically in the monoclinic space group P 21/c. MoO2 is the eponym for this struc-

ture type, which can be described as a distorted rutile type. It is built of chains of MO6 

polyhedra connected via opposite edges along the a axis with alternating distances be-

tween the metal atoms.5 All vertices are connected with neighboring chains. The distor-

tion is caused by a Peierls-type instability of the electronic structure.6 Other oxides, like 

α-ReO2 and a low-temperature form of VO2, adopt the same structure type.3 Reports on 

tetragonal rutile-type variants (space group P42/mnm) of α-MoO2 and α-WO2, one from 

1926 by Goldschmidt et al.1 and a second one regarding the molybdenum dioxide from 

2004 by Seisenbaeva et al.,7 are rare. Simulated diffraction patterns indicate that a very 

good instrumental resolution is necessary to distinguish between monoclinic and tetrag-

onal rutile variants.8 Additionally, it was proposed that a distorted rutile type, crystallizing 

in space group I 41md, was the actual product in both reported cases. According to quan-

tum-chemical computation, this variant is ca. 7 kJ·mol–1
 less stable than the monoclinic 

form of the dioxide.8 Other theoretical studies regarding α-MoO2 cover a wide range of 

various aspects.5,9–13 It can be found in the mineral tugarinovite (named after the geo-
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chemist Alexsey Ivanovich Tugarinov)14 and shows a metal-like electric conductivity be-

ing unusual for transition-metal oxides.15,16 It does not have a variety of technological 

applications such as MoO3 but there are some interesting approaches for usage as anode 

material in lithium-ion batteries,15,17–20 films for energy storage,21 soft-magnetic and opti-

cal materials,22–24 and as nanorods.22,25  

The synthesis of other oxides with metal ions in just one oxidation state probably can-

not be achieved by conventional chemical methods, like oxidation or reduction. Another 

approach to preparing new compounds is the usage of high pressure on existing binary 

oxides. High-pressure polymorphs are often characterized by a higher density and an 

increased coordination number of the atoms. For example, the cotunnite type with 9-fold 

coordinated cations is a common structure type for high-pressure polymorphs of transi-

tion-metal oxides26,27 and oxide nitrides.28 The synthesis of an orthorhombic high-

pressure polymorph of tungsten dioxide (HP-WO2) is possible at 8 GPa and 1120 K.29 

Remarkably, the crystal structure of this compound has been derived just using powder 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data with very weak reflections dominated by the cation sub-

structure. Up to now, only first-principles studies based on quantum-chemical computa-

tion at the density-functional theory (DFT) level have been published on a molybdenum 

analogue. Predicted by calculations, a metastable high-pressure polymorph with an or-

thorhombic rutile variant should be formed at around 25 GPa.8 A monoclinic high-

pressure polymorph of MoO3 has been prepared using pressures greater than 6 GPa and 

temperatures greater than 973 K.30 In the present work, we report on synthesis and char-

acterization of a new high-pressure polymorph of molybdenum dioxide. 

8.3 Experimental Section 

Synthesis. As starting material for the high-pressure synthesis, we used α-MoO2, which 

we had prepared by reduction of MoO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%) in a tube furnace with 

direct gas feed at T = 858 K for 18 h with flow rates of 15 L∙h–1 H2 and 0.7 L∙h–1 O2. The 

samples were placed in platinum capsules, which had an outer diameter of 1.4 mm (wall 

thickness of 0.2 mm) and were 2 mm long. We performed the multianvil run (MA-497) 

with a 10/5 assembly, rhenium heater, and type C thermocouple at p = 18 GPa and 

T = 1073 K for 30 h. At the end of the run, the temperature was quenched to ambient 

conditions within 2 min and the decomposition time was 43 h to avoid breakage of the 

WC cubes. For more details about the pressure calibration, we refer to Koch-Müller et 

al.31 After the experiment, the recovered capsule was filed open. 
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X-ray diffraction. A Rigaku R/AXIS200 SPIDER, a PANalytical X’Pert MPD Pro, and 

a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer were used for powder XRD measurements at ambient 

temperature. The diffractometers operate with unmonochromated Cu-Kα radiation 

(λ1 = 154.060 pm, λ2 = 154.443 pm, I(λ2)/I(λ1) = 0.500) at 40 kV and 30 mA 

(Rigaku)/40 mA (PANalytical). Powder diffraction-pattern simulations, Rietveld re-

finements,32 and Le Bail profile decompositions33 were carried out using the program 

FULLPROF 2000.34 Starting values for the refinements were the fractional atomic coordi-

nates and lattice parameters of HP-WO2.29 Profiles were fitted with a pseudo-Voigt func-

tion. The following parameters were fitted in the Le Bail decomposition process: three 

unit-cell parameters, one overall temperature displacement factor, three Gaussian half-

width (U, V, W) parameters, a mixing and one Lorentzian (η0, X) parameter, two asym-

metry parameters, displacement, and transparency. The background was fitted with 36 

points with refinable heights. 

Single-crystal diffraction data was collected at 150.0(1) K using an Agilent SuperNova 

diffractometer equipped with a goniometer in κ geometry, an “Atlas” CCD-detector, and 

a mirror-monochromated “Nova” Cu-Kα source (λ = 154.184 pm). Diffraction images 

were integrated with CRYSALISPRO.35 An analytical numeric absorption correction using 

a multifaceted crystal model was performed.36 The structure was solved with SHELXS-

2013 using Direct Methods and refined with SHELXL-2016 against Fo
2 data using the full-

matrix least-squares algorithm.37All atoms were refined anisotropically. An extinction 

correction was performed as implemented in SHELXL-2016; the corresponding parame-

ter refined to 0.0038(2). Structure graphics were produced using DIAMOND 3.2.38  

Further details of the crystal structure investigation may be obtained from FIZ Karls-

ruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany (fax: +49 7247 808-666; e-mail:  

crysdata@fiz-karlsruhe.de), on quoting the deposition number CSD-432325. 

 

Raman Spectroscopy. Raman spectra of unoriented crystallites were collected in the 

100–1200 cm–1 wavenumber range with a HORIBA Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 UV-vis 

spectrometer, equipped with a 1800 groove∙mm–1 grating and a CCD detector. The exci-

tation wavelength was the Ar+ laser line λ = 514.5 nm with an incident laser power of 

0.2 mW, whereas a 50× lens was used for focusing on the sample surface. The acquisition 

time for each spectrum was 400 s with ten accumulations. 
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Quantum-Chemical Calculations. The quantum-chemical studies were based on pre-

viously published results8 and supplemented with data acquired from the experiments 

discussed here. The Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) was used to perform 

periodic DFT calculations.39 Core and valence electrons were separated using projector-

augmented waves (PAW).40 The generalized-gradient approximation as described by 

Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE)41,42 was used to treat the exchange and corre-

lation contributions. As the initial calculations on MoO2 were carried out with dispersion 

correction, the herein presented additional calculations also include the corrections for 

van der Waals forces, namely, Grimme’s “D3(BJ)” dispersion correction with Becke–

Johnson damping43,44 as implemented in VASP 5.3.5. The energy cutoff was set to 

500 eV, and a k-point grid of 12 × 12 × 12 (α-MoO2) or 6 × 7 × 12 (HP-MoO2) ensured 

well-converged structures. All atomic positions and lattice parameters were allowed to 

relax until the ionic convergence criterion of 10–6 eV was reached. The high-pressure be-

havior was calculated by scaling the cell parameters from 94% to 104% (with fixed a:b:c 

ratio), and the resulting energy vs volume data were fitted to the Birch–Murnaghan equa-

tion of state.45 Thus, the pressure and, eventually, the reaction enthalpies as a function of 

the pressure were calculated. Additional thermodynamic properties were calculated using 

PHONOPY.46 As a first step, supercells of the optimized structures were constructed. All 

symmetry-inequivalent atoms were then slightly shifted out of their equilibrium positions 

to calculate the Hellmann–Feynman forces. Subsequently, the force constants and then 

the dynamical matrices were computed. Through combination of the eigenvalues (pho-

non wavenumbers) with Bose–Einstein statistics, the free phonon energy was obtained.47 

The thermodynamic properties at finite temperatures are straightforwardly accessible 

from these theoretical data. 

 

Magnetic Properties. Hand-picked crystals of HP-MoO2 were packed in a polyeth-

ylene (PE) capsule and attached to the sample holder rod of a vibrating sample magne-

tometer (VSM) unit for measuring the magnetization M(T) in a Quantum Design Phys-

ical Property Measurement System (PPMS). The sample was investigated in the temper-

ature range of 3–300 K with magnetic flux densities of 10 and 50 kOe. 
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8.4 Results and Discussion 

Although molybdenum and tungsten show similar behavior, it is surprising that only 

the dioxide of tungsten is reported to form a high-pressure polymorph. Quantum-

chemical calculations on the DFT level were performed to investigate the high-pressure 

behavior of MoO2 as described in the previous study on possible new polymorphs of 

MoO2.8 Additionally, the high-pressure polymorph of tungsten dioxide (HP-WO2) was 

used as a starting structure for the optimization of MoO2 and the following investiga-

tions. Our calculations reveal an isostructural high-pressure polymorph of MoO2 based 

on HP-WO2. This phase is calculated to be only 2.2 kJ∙mol–1 less stable than α-MoO2 and 

should form at pressures above 5 GPa (Figure 8.1). A second polymorph, with a struc-

ture dubbed ortho-TiO2 (for details see ref. 8), is predicted to form between 25 and 

30 GPa. The calculated phonon density of states (PDOS) of HP-MoO2 shows no imagi-

nary modes at ambient or the transition pressure (Figure 8.2) and can, therefore, be iden-

tified as a minimum on the potential energy surface. Based on these phonon calculations, 

we also provide a list of the calculated Raman-active modes in the Supporting Infor-

mation (Chapter 8.8) for comparison with the experiment. One should note that the 

calculated pressure is only valid at 0 K, so under experimental conditions with finite tem-

peratures the transition pressure is likely to be different. Based on these theoretical find-

ings, we continued with the corresponding high-pressure synthesis. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1. 
Theoretically cal-
culated enthalpy 
of HP-MoO2 and 
the other poten-
tial polymorph 
with ortho-TiO2 
structure relative 
to α-MoO2. 
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Figure 8.2.  Calculated phonon density of states (PDOS) of HP-MoO2 at ambient pres-
sure (left) and slightly above the calculated transition pressure (right). 

 The phase purity of the α-MoO2 starting material was verified using powder XRD on 

the PANalytical X’Pert MPD Pro. No detectable amounts of MoO3, suboxides, or ele-

mental molybdenum were found in the precursor for the high-pressure experiments. Op-

tical analysis of the products in reflected light revealed that they consist of a powderlike 

opaque phase (about 1–4 μm in size), in which additionally some larger crystals 50–

100 μm in size occurred; the latter were picked for the single-crystal diffraction experi-

ment, as we discuss below. Several powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the high-pressure 

product were measured using the Rigaku diffractometer from different portions of the 

specimen using different preparation strategies. The diffraction patterns taken do not 

differ in the number and the positions of the reflections, but only in the relative intensi-

ties. 

All recorded patterns are characterized by sharp reflections and a high background 

with a maximum at 2θ ≈ 22.5°. A first phase analysis revealed a close structural relation-

ship to HP-WO2.29 Although an ab initio structure solution from powder data was unsuc-

cessful, Le Bail whole pattern fitting33 results in a good accordance of experimental and 

calculated data. From the different preparation methods, the best results came from a 

portion of the sample which we had ground for 5 min, mounted on a CryoLoop (Hamp-

ton Research), and rotated during the data acquisition of 30 min at a speed of 3° s–1 over 

360°. The diffraction pattern of this portion is depicted in Figure 8.3 with the results of 

the Le Bail fit in the range 10° < 2θ < 120°.  
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Figure 8.3.  X-ray powder diffraction pattern (Cu-Kα radiation) of HP-MoO2 with the 
results of the Le Bail profile fit (red: measured; black: calculated; green: 
Bragg-reflection positions; blue: difference plot). 

The problems occurring during Rietveld refinement using a distinct structure model 

may indicate the presence of multiple preferred orientations of the crystallites. The small 

amount of substance used for powder diffraction consists of few and relatively large crys-

tallites. This does not comply with the requirements for powder XRD, where a high 

number of small crystallites with a statistical size distribution is essential. Therefore, the 

observed intensity deviations of measured and calculated patterns are significant, and the 

presented diffractogram is unbiased. A solution for this problem might be a synthesis at 

lower temperatures so that a regular powder is formed.  

However, it was possible to isolate a small violet prism with a size of 0.057 × 0.067 × 

0.086 mm3 fit for single-crystal diffraction (see Figure 8.10 in the Supporting Infor-

mation; Chapter 8.8). Crystallographic details are summarized in Table 8.1. Laue-group 

determination was unambiguous; the centrosymmetric space-group type Pnma was cho-

sen over Pn21a for reasons of intensity statistics and commonness. Structure solution 

using Direct Methods proceeded without problems and yielded the cation positions. An-

ion positions were deducted from maxima of a difference Fourier map. Refinement pro-

ceeded smoothly with an accurate absorption correction and the application of an extinc-

tion correction parameter as crucial aspects.  
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Table 8.1.  Results of the single-crystal analysis and Le Bail decomposition of HP-MoO2. 

 Single-crystal Powder (Le Bail) 

λ / pm 154.184 154.060, 154.443 
Structure type HP-WO2 

Crystal system  Orthorhombic 

Space group Pnma (No. 62) 

Z 12 
Crystal size / mm3 0.057 × 0.067 × 0.086  

a / pm 969.21(3) 971.62(7) 

b / pm 843.22(3) 845.73(6) 

c / pm 471.88(2) 475.10(4) 

V / 106 pm3 385.65(2) 390.40(5) 

ρcalc / g·cm–3 6.61 6.53 

μ / mm–1 78.4  

2θmax / ° 73.366 120.000 

hmin, hmax –11, 10 0, 10 

kmin, kmax –10, 9 0, 9 

lmin, lmax –5, 5 0, 5 

Tmin, Tmax 0.020, 0.162  

Measured reflections 1931 632 

Independent reflections (Rint) 403 (0.0276) 316 

Observeda reflections (Rσ) 393 (0.0122)  

Data, restraints, parameters 403, 0, 47 6516, 0, 45 

R1         |         RF 0.0267 0.0310 

wR2
b    |         RBragg 0.0700 0.0354 

Rwp  0.0280 

Rexp  0.0404 

ub, vb 0.0507, 0.4034  

S 1.157 0.692 

ρe(min, max) / 10–6 pm–3 –1.57, 1.29  
a I > 2σ(I). 
b w = 1/[σ2(Fo

2) + (uP)2 + vP]; P = [max(Fo
2, 0) + 2Fc

2]/3 

 

HP-MoO2 crystallizes isotypically to HP-WO2 in the orthorhombic crystal system in 

space group Pnma (No. 62) with 12 formula units per unit cell. As expected, the calculat-

ed density of the new high-pressure polymorph (6.61 g·cm–3) is slightly higher in com-
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parison to monoclinic α-MoO2 (6.46 g·cm–3).4 The crystal structure is built of layers of 

oxide and molybdenum ions alternating along the c axis (Figure 9.4, left). The oxide lay-

ers can be described as an almost hexagonal close packing with the metal atoms occupy-

ing one half of the octahedral sites. The coordination number of the metal ions is six and 

therefore not increased with respect to α-MoO2. Oxide ions are surrounded by three mo-

lybdenum ions and do not form perfectly ordered layers, thereby preventing an ideal 

packing. The distorted MoO6 octahedra are connected over two edges forming zigzag 

chains along the b axis. Those chains form alternating layers along the c axis (indicated as 

red and yellow polyhedra). Inside one layer, the chains are separated by tunnels but share 

vertices with chains of neighboring layers via O1, O2, and O3 (Figure 9.4, right). One 

characteristic element of the chains is the sequence of –Mo2–Mo1–Mo2– polyhedra 

with Mo1 polyhedra as the turning point of the zigzag chains (Figure 9.5). This is possi-

ble because the polyhedra around Mo1 are linked over cis-positioned edges, while the 

Mo2 polyhedra are linked via edges in trans position. All three polyhedra in one sequence 

are connected via O4. This connection extends into the tunnel, which leads to a toothing 

of the layers. Additionally, the Mo2 polyhedra are connected to the Mo1 polyhedra via 

O1 and to the other Mo2 polyhedra via O3. The –Mo2–Mo1–Mo2– chains are linked to 

each other via the O2 ions of the Mo2 polyhedra. 

 

 

Figure 8.4.  Crystal structure of HP-MoO2. Left: layer-like structure along the c axis with 
unit cell; right: arrangement of the zigzag chains of two layers. Red and yel-
low polyhedra indicate different layers. Unbound oxide ions indicate the 
toothing of the layers. 
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According to the atomic parameters in Table 9.2, all oxide ions are located very close 

to a glide plane. Additionally, O3 and O4 are located on a mirror plane. The seemingly 

differing atomic positions in the original HP-WO2 publication can be resolved by invert-

ing the c axis (i.e., mirroring the atoms at the basal ab plane).29 Figure 9.5 also depicts the 

corresponding Mo–O bond lengths. The average bond length of 203.3 pm for the 

(Mo1)O6 polyhedron and 201.4 pm for the (Mo2)O6 polyhedron are in a good agree-

ment with the ionic radii (65 pm for Mo4+ in a 6-fold coordination and 136 pm for O2– in 

a 3-fold coordination).48 Molybdenum ions are at least 251.60(5) pm apart from each 

other. Details about distances and angles can be found in the crystallographic infor-

mation file (CIF).  

The almost regular hcp arrangement of the oxide anions in HP-MoO2 and the ordered 

molybdenum positions readily call for a close group-theoretical relationship starting from 

the NiAs structure as aristotype where the octahedral voids of the arsenic substructure 

are completely filled. 

 

Figure 8.5. 
Coordination polyhedra and con-
nectivity of the atoms inside one 
zigzag chain with bond lengths (in 
pm).  
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Table 8.2.  Experimental and computed (DFT with D3 dispersion correction) atomic 
parameters of the new high-pressure polymorph of MoO2. 

Atom Wyckoff x y z 

Mo1      
 Experimental 4c 0.36523(5) ¼ 0.02048(10) 

 DFT-D3  0.3638 ¼ 0.0201 

Mo2      
 Experimental 8d 0.13305(4) 0.10081(4) 0.00614(5) 

 DFT-D3  0.1326 0.1015 0.0077 

O1      

 Experimental 8d 0.20010(2) 0.57460(2) 0.27710(5) 

 DFT-D3  0.2001 0.5740 0.2757 

O2      

 Experimental 8d 0.45670(2) 0.08630(2) 0.27760(5) 

 DFT-D3  0.4559 0.0867 0.2764 

O3      

 Experimental 4c 0.04340(3) ¼ 0.74520(7) 

 DFT-D3  0.0418 ¼ 0.7429 

O4      

 Experimental 4c 0.20630(3) ¼ 0.30120(7) 

 DFT-D3  0.2054 ¼ 0.3034 

 

The corresponding group-subgroup scheme in the Bärnighausen formalism49–51 is pre-

sented in Figure 8.6. We start with space group P63/mmc (both hcp and NiAs), and the 

first symmetry reduction goes to space group Cmcm via a translationengleiche transition 

of index 3 (t3), leading to the orthohexagonal setting. The following decentering of the 

lattice (klassengleiche transition of index 2 (k2) to Pmmn) leads to a first splitting of the 

oxygen site. The unit cell is then enlarged by another klassengleiche transition of index 2 

(k2) to Pnma followed by an isomorphic transition to Pnma upon tripling the b parame-

ter. Of the four crystallographically independent molybdenum sites only two are occu-

pied in an ordered manner; two remain empty. Comparison of the calculated and refined 

positional parameters shows the most pronounced deviation for the z parameter of the 

O4 atoms (connecting three polyhedra). All other atoms show smaller shifts from the 

subcell sites. These are all a consequence of the molybdenum ordering. 
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Figure 8.6.  Group-subgroup scheme (Bärnighausen formalism) for the group-
theoretical relationship between the NiAs structure (aristotype) and the 
crystal structure of HP-MoO2. 
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The calculated HP-MoO2 structural parameters are in excellent agreement with the 

experimentally observed results: Table 8.3 lists the cell parameters obtained from the 

experiment compared to the calculated results. The DFT-D3 results nicely corroborate 

the experiment, while the exclusion of the dispersion correction leads to a slight overes-

timation of the cell parameters. When comparing the calculated and measured spatial 

parameters, the observation remains the same, the theory (DFT-D3) being in nice ac-

cord with the experiment. To quantify the conformity, we calculated the root mean 

square (rms)52 between the experimental and calculated atomic positions, and the abso-

lute rms = 1.2 pm confirms an excellent agreement.  

Table 8.3.  Comparison of experimental and DFT-calculated cell parameters (pm) with 
and without D3 dispersion correction. 

 Experimental DFT(D3) DFT 

a 969.2  971.2  975.5  
b 843.2  847.7  850.8  

c 471.9  476.2  482.4  

 

Even when starting with large local magnetic moments, spin-polarized electronic-

structure calculations using either ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic (AFM) or-

derings immediately converged into nonmagnetic states with identical total energies. It 

is, therefore, safe to assume either diamagnetic behavior or weak metallic paramagnetism 

without local moments. This is quite understandable comparing HP-MoO2 with the fer-

romagnetic, lighter homologue CrO2. In HP-MoO2, the two leftover 4d electrons of MoIV 

are well shielded by the filled internal 3d shell, and, because the exchange splitting, which 

is responsible for spin polarization, scales with the effective nuclear charge, the exchange 

splitting in HP-MoO2 is insufficient. The calculated electronic DOS of HP-MoO2 shows 

only very few states at the Fermi level, suggesting either a minute overlap between va-

lence and conduction band (i.e., a bad metal) or a semiconductor with a zero band gap, 

as shown in Figure 8.7. We therefore tentatively suggest HP-MoO2 as a semimetal with a 

low electrical conductivity. 

As for the vibrational properties, we show the recorded Raman spectrum of HP-MoO2 

in Figure 8.8. According to group theory, a total sum of Γ = 15 Ag + 12 B1g + 15 B2g + 

12 B3g first-order Raman-active modes is expected for HP-MoO2. We could observe 26 

Raman-related features; the detailed Raman mode list and a tentative mode-symmetry 

assignment are given in Table 8.4 in the Supporting Information (Chapter 8.8).
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Figure 8.7. 
Calculated electronic density of states 
(DOS) of HP-MoO2. The minute 
overlap between the valence and con-
duction band at the Fermi level classi-
fies the compound as a semimetal. 

 

Figure 8.8. 
Raman spec-
trum of HP-
MoO2 at ambi-
ent conditions 
(λ = 514.5 nm). 
The red tick 
symbols repre-
sent the calcu-
lated Raman-
mode frequen-
cies (Support-
ing Information; 
Chapter 8.8; 
Table 8.4). 
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In agreement with the calculated phonon DOS (Figure 8.2), the spectrum can be divided 

into three wavenumber regions: 100–420 cm–1, 420–650 cm–1, and 700–850 cm–1. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of the Raman response of an HP-WO2-

type structure. Consequently, our Raman spectra can serve as a basis for the (micro) 

identification of this phase. 

Regarding the vibration-specific Raman-mode assignments, on the other hand, we do 

not have a reference Raman spectrum for direct comparison. Nevertheless, we can draw 

some analogies from the Raman mode assignment of the starting material, the monoclin-

ic α-MoO2 phase.53 Therefore, we can assign the 100–420 cm–1, 420–650 cm–1, and 700–

850 cm–1 regions to external vibrations (e.g., translations of the MoO6 units), and to the 

Mo–O–Mo bending and Mo–O stretching modes, respectively. 

Figure 8.9 shows the temperature dependence of the molar magnetic susceptibility (χ) 

of the HP-MoO2 sample measured at 10 kOe; the data obtained at 50 kOe coincides with 

the 10 kOe data and is therefore not shown. In order to isolate the contribution of the 

sample, the χ data was corrected by subtracting the susceptibility of an empty PE capsule. 

The sample shows almost temperature-independent diamagnetic behavior within the 

whole temperature range. The susceptibility at 300 K exhibits a value of  

–1.1(1) × 10–6 emu·mol–1. Due to the small sample mass available for this measurement, 

the relative error of the susceptibility χ(300 K) was estimated to be 10%. The observed 

diamagnetism is in line with the absence of any localized electron at the Mo4+ cation. The 

 

Figure 8.9. 
Temperature-
dependent mo-
lar magnetic 
susceptibility χ 
of HP-MoO2, 
measured with a 
magnetic field 
strength of 
10 kOe. 
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values of the observed susceptibilities are about 1 order of magnitude smaller compared 

to the calculated ones (–41 × 10–6 emu·mol–1) using the diamagnetic increments  

(χ(Mo4+) = –17 × 10–6 emu·mol–1; χ(O2–) = –12 × 10–6 emu·mol–1) listed in ref. 54. They 

are, however, in accordance with the outcome of computation (vide supra). 

8.5 Conclusion 

A new high-pressure polymorph of MoO2 was synthesized using a multianvil press at 

18 GPa and 1073 K. Leaving α-MoO2 for 30 h under these conditions, we transformed 

the powdered material into single crystals, the structure of which was then determined by 

means of X-ray diffraction. Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility show diamag-

netic behavior. The obtained experimental data are in excellent agreement with our com-

puted results. As the calculations predict an additional phase transition to an ortho-TiO2-

type structure at higher pressures (ca. 28 GPa), further experiments are in the focus of 

our interest. Taking into consideration the straightforward synthesis of HP-MoO2, an 

extension of our work to other binary transition-metal oxides seems well worth the effort.  
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Figure 8.10.  HP-MoO2 single crystal used for X-ray crystal structure determination. 
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Table 8.4.  Assignments, calculated and experimental wavenumbers for the HP-MoO2 
Raman-active modes. The letters in parenthesis indicate the respective rela-
tive band intensities: w = weak, vw = very weak, s = strong, vs = very strong, 
sh = shoulder. The matching between the calculated and experimental Raman 
mode wavenumbers is tentative. 

HP-MoO2 Raman-active mode wavenumbers (cm-1) 
Assignment Calculated Observed 

B3g 129.80 
 

Ag 141.29 148 (w) 

Ag 153.08 155 (w) 

B3g 159.51 
 

B1g 160.07 163 (vw) 

B2g 185.33 
 

Ag 196.64 200 (s) 

B1g 203.03 
 

B2g 215.79 219 (w) 

B1g 224.89 
 

B3g 232.08 232 (vw) 

B2g 234.88 240 (w) 

B2g 251.61 
 

Ag 258.15 258 (w) 

B3g 267.83 264 (w) 

B1g 273.81 276 (vw) 

B1g 282.81 
 

B2g 310.76 317 (vw) 

Ag 320.73 330 (s) 

B2g 342.45 348 (w) 

Ag 349.92 359 (s) 

B3g 350.10 
 

B2g 363.70 
 

B3g 367.56 
 

B1g 368.11 
 

Ag 383.93 391 (vs) 

Ag 398.21 409 (s) 

B2g 439.17 
 

B3g 448.01  

B1g 455.00 453 (w) 

B1g 459.25  
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Assignment Calculated Observed 

B3g 462.14  

B2g 474.82  

Ag 482.10 488 (s) 

B2g 485.82  

B3g 489.35 496 (vw) 

B1g 493.35  

Ag 500.28 511 (s) 

B2g 510.00  

Ag 522.31 525 (w) 

B3g 534.59  

B1g 539.13  

B3g 559.50  

B1g 567.82 585 (w) 

Ag 586.64  

B2g 601.32  

Ag 704.32 713 (s) 

B2g 706.23  

Ag 736.34 733 (s) 

B1g 740.22  

B2g 740.73  

Ag 754.79 753 (sh) 

B3g 756.84  

B2g 791.66 807 (w) 
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9 Conclusion 

δ-TaON (Publications 1 & 2). It was possible to analyze the previously synthesized 

samples of anatase-type δ-TaON by means of powder X-ray diffraction for structural 

properties and hot gas extraction for the anion composition. The Rietveld refinement 

was complemented by additional data of neutron diffraction measurements of 

Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85.51 Unfortunately, no phase-pure samples could be prepared, but fine 

adjustment of the synthesis parameters of the ammonolysis reaction almost doubled the 

maximum yield to 82 wt %. A picture of one sample is presented in Figure 9.1. Impurities 

of γ-TaON and Ta3N5 still prevent a comprehensive analysis of the first ternary anatase-

type compound without titanium. Nevertheless, this second metastable polymorph of 

tantalum oxide nitride is, with a calculated stability difference of ca. 22 kJ·mol–1 to 

β-TaON,126 the most unstable polymorph (γ-TaON: ca. 17 kJ·mol–1; bixbyite-type V2O3: 

ca. 9 kJ·mol–1; anosovite-type V3O5: ca. 15 kJ·mol–1)6,7,128 obtained throughout the re-

search cluster “Synthesis, characterization, and theoretical description of metastable ox-

ides and oxide nitrides of transition metals” of the SPP 1415. It transforms in a mono-

tropic transition to the baddeleyite-type β-form at temperatures between 1073 and 

1123 K. No intermediate steps could be observed. The calculated density is slightly high-

er compared with γ-TaON, which is a deviation from the Ostwald–Volmer rule. Deter-

mined bond lengths are in excellent agreement with experimental and calculated data of 

anatase-type Mg0.05Ta0.95O1.15N0.85. 

Quantum-chemical investigations, in association with the successful synthesis, indi-

cate that the most stable configuration in space group I 41md consists of N–Ta–N and 

O–Ta–O chains in a and b direction, which corresponds to the maximum possible dis-

tance and lowest repulsion of the N3– ions. These results are consistent with previous 

 

Figure 9.1. 
Sample of δ-TaON 
with γ-TaON and 
Ta3N5 side phases. 
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studies.51,266 Calculated relative Gibbs energies show an instability up to 1600 K and con-

sequently a lower transition temperature. Therefore, the transition is controlled by kinet-

ics. The lack of imaginary modes in the PDOS proves the dynamic stability of the phase. 

 Additional investigations on the synthesized samples by Dr. Sevilay Cosgun showed 

an indirect band gap of 1.73 eV and a direct of 2.06 eV,56 compared with calculated 

2.52 eV and determined 2.37 eV for the anatase-TaON layers.132 Surprisingly, no meas-

urable photocatalytic activity was detectable. Due to the often mentioned phase impuri-

ties, the results should be considered provisional.  

 

Bixbyite-type phases in the System Ta-Zr-O-N (Publication 3). Motivated by the suc-

cessful preparation of new compounds based on tantalum oxide nitrides by cation substi-

tution with Mg,51,52 Sc,53–56 and Y,52,57 this approach was extended to the Ta-Zr-O-N sys-

tem. New phases with bixbyite-type structure, isotypically to Zr2ON2 and phases in the 

system Sc-Ta-O-N, were synthesized. Besides the already known phases with baddeley-

ite- and anosovite-type structure,177 these novel compounds extend the already well-

studied system by a third structure type. In addition, the pure nitride TaZrN3 was found 

at an evened ratio of Ta and Zr. The compositional range of the new phases can be ex-

pressed by two general sum formulas: Ta1–xZr1+xOx+3y/2N3–x–y (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2) and 

Ta1+xZr1–xO3y/2N3+x/3–y (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.33, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2–2x/3). The main focus was set to the 

Ta:Zr cation ratios of 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1. The latter ratio also represents the highest possi-

ble content of Ta for phase pure samples, indicated in the x restriction of the second for-

mula. At even higher amounts of Ta, no morphotropic transition could be observed. 

Ammonolysis of these precursors resulted in biphasic samples with baddeleyite- or ano-

sovite-type side phases. Details on all experimentally obtained compounds are summa-

rized in Table 9.1.  

Table 9.1.  Compositional range of all obtained bixbyite-type phases in the system 
Ta-Zr-O-N. 

Ta:Zr Sum formula Theoretical y-range Experimental y-range 

2:1 Ta1.33Zr0.67O3y/2N3.11–y 

 

0 ≤ y ≤ 1.88 0.08 ≤ y ≤ 0.20 
1:1 TaZrO3y/2N3–y 0 ≤ y ≤ 2 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.11 

1:2 Ta0.67Zr1.33O0.33+3y/2N2.67–y 0 ≤ y ≤ 2 0.06 ≤ y ≤ 1.04 
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The varying anion composition has a noticeably effect on the lattice parameter of the 

cubic unit cell. A change of ca. 13 pm could be observed for several different compounds 

of the same cation series. Another affected variable is the x position of the 24d cation site, 

which converges to the ideal value for the fluorine structure with a rising of δ. 

Thermal stability under an inert gas atmosphere was observed up to temperatures of 

at least 1273 K. Under air, the sample starts to amorphousize at temperatures above 

600 K. TaZrN3 can be considered as a stable substituted form of metastable Ta2N3. 

Five selected samples with a distinct difference in anion composition and color 

(Figure 9.2) were chosen for the investigation of the optical properties by diffuse reflec-

tance UV-vis spectroscopy. Values for the direct band gap of 1.71–2.48 eV and for the 

indirect band gap of 1.27–1.87 eV were found. The energy difference between the va-

lence and conducting band decreases with an increasing nitrogen content. 

 

HP-MoO2 (Publications 4 & 5). Efforts to synthesize novel oxide polymorphs of mo-

lybdenum and tungsten by conventional synthesis routes were unsuccessful. Those re-

sults are supported by first-principle investigations on DFT level of binary dioxides of 

molybdenum229 and the sesquioxides (Chapter 8) of both elements by Nils Becker et al. 

A synthesized α-MoO2 precursor, obtained by reduction of MoO3 with a H2/O2 mixture, 

was converted in cooperation with Prof. Dr. Monika Koch-Müller of the GFZ Potsdam 

in a multianvil press at 18 GPa and 1073 K to a new high-pressure polymorph. Investiga-

tions by the whole powder pattern decomposition method (Le Bail method) on powder 

X-ray diffraction data revealed the HP-WO2 type as the adequate crystal structure. The 

 

Figure 9.2.  Synthesized tantalum zirconium oxide nitrides and the nitride TaZrN3. Left 
to right: Ta0.67Zr1.33O1.89N1.63, Ta0.67Zr1.33O1.38N1.97, Ta0.67Zr1.33O0.42N2.61, 
TaZrN3, and Ta1.33Zr0.67O0.12N3.03. 
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Rietveld refinement did not give any meaningful results due to the coarse crystalline 

morphology with possible preferred orientations of the sample.  

Diffraction analysis of single-crystals (Figure 9.3) confirmed the suggested crystal 

structure and delivered an entire dataset of crystallographic information. A Bärnighau-

sen-tree shows the relationship of the hettotype to the NiAs aristotype. Computation of 

the electronic DOS and measurements of the molar magnetic susceptibility classifies the 

new polymorph as a diamagnetic semimetal with a low electrical conductivity. 

9.1 Outlook 

Further improvements in synthesis and product quantity per reaction have to be 

achieved for δ-TaON. If phase-pure samples are available in sufficient quantities, neutron 

diffraction experiments are recommended to finally elucidate the anion distribution. The 

preparation of multilayered nanotubes, comparable to anatase TiO2 nanotubes,300 might 

be an interesting alteration of the morphology, which could affect the physical properties.  

The aleatory character of the synthesis of novel tantalum oxide nitrides only relates to 

the exact adjustment of the synthesis conditions. Over all contributions to this topic it 

can be summarized that the polymorphs require lower reaction temperatures and shorter 

reaction times with increasing instability. The reaction temperature of 1023 K for 

δ-TaON is very close to the temperature range where the amorphous precursor starts to 

crystallize. With the synthesis of the δ-phase it remains uncertain if additional poly-

morphs of tantalum oxide nitrides can be obtained via the here applied synthesis route. 

Apart from the crystalline phases, another metastable species has not been studied inten-

sively yet. As mentioned in the introduction, the amorphous state is also a metastable 

condition. Amorphous tantalum oxide nitrides can be considered as a mixture of amor-

 

Figure 9.3. 
HP-MoO2 single crystal, photo-
graphed through a microscope. 
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phous Ta2O5 and Ta3N5, therefore the compositional range is not restricted to the com-

mon AX2 composition. These compounds probably offer a wide range of colors and opti-

cal bandgaps that could be suitable for the usage as color pigments or photocatalysts. 

 

The novel bixbyite-type oxide nitrides and nitrides of tantalum and zirconium show 

interesting band gaps for the photocatalytical water splitting. Measurements of the cata-

lytic activity are the logical next step for a further characterization of these promising 

compounds. A worthwhile effort might be a closer investigation of the orthorhombic side 

phase reported by Grins et al.177 (Chapter 2.3) as a possible fourth phase in the system 

Ta-Zr-O-N. Considering the difficulties of structure determination of the ternary oxides 

(also Chapter 2.3), further studies in this area is highly recommended.  

Hafnium, which is closely related in its chemical properties to the lighter homologue 

Zr, could be another suitable substituent for the modification of tantalum oxide nitrides. 

Surprisingly, the Ta-Hf-O-N system is rarely explored. Besides investigations on layers 

and thin films,301 only the existence of HfTaO3N has been elucidated theoretically, alt-

hough the system might be offering interesting properties for optoelectronic devices.302 

 

With the successful synthesis of HP-MoO2, further exploration of the high-pressure 

area is a promising and well-established approach for novel polymorphs. Another poly-

morph of MoO2 with ortho-TiO2 structure is predicted to form at pressures greater than 

25 GPa. Other transition metal oxides could also be investigated. As a starting point, the-

oretical investigations on the sesquioxide high-pressure polymorphs of Nb, Ta,9,11 and 

Cr9,12 have been made within the priority program SPP 1415. 
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A Appendices 

A.1 Additional Information 

A.1.1 Chemicals 

Table A.1.  List of utilized chemicals. 

Chemical Producer Purity 

Tantalum(V) chloride (TaCl5) Sigma-Aldrich 99.999% 
Zirconium(IV) chloride (ZrCl4) Sigma-Aldrich 99.99% 

Molybdenum(VI) oxide (MoO3) Sigma-Aldrich 99.5% 

Ethanol Acros Organics 99.5% 

Citric acid Sigma-Aldrich ≥ 99.5% 

Ethylene glycol Alfa Aesar 99% 

Ammonia (NH3) Air Liquide 99.98% 

Oxygen (O2) Air Liquide 99.999% 

Hydrogen (H2) Air Liquide 99.999% 

 

A.1.2 Software 

Table A.2.  List of utilized software. 

Software Latest version Producer 

WINDOWS 7 PROFESSIONAL SP 1, 6.1.7601 Microsoft 
OFFICE 2010 14.0.7177.5000 Microsoft 

X’PERT HIGHSCORE PLUS 4.6a (4.6.1.23823) PANalytical 

FULLPROF June-2015 JGP - JRC 

DIAMOND 4.3.1 Crystal Impact GbR 

FINDIT 1.9.6 FIZ Karlsruhe 

MERCURY, incl. ENCIFER 3.9 CCDC 

ORIGIN 2016G; b9.3.226 OriginLab Corporation 

MENDELEY DESKTOP 1.17.8 Mendeley Ltd. 

GIMP 2.8.14 GIMP-Team 

GRAPHVIZ 2.38 AT&T Labs Research 
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A.2 Supplementary Material 

Type No. Space Group  Cations  Anions 

Anatase 141 I 41/a 2/m 2/d 

2/m 

 

origin choice: 2
  A: 4b 

 

   X: 8e 

 

 

Aristotype  I 41/a m d   4̄m2    2mm.  

     0    0  

   

(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

) (
0
0
0

) 

 
1
/4    

  1
/4  

  t2 (I)  
3
/8    ~0.625  

   
  

   
 

    

 
  

 74 I 21/m 21/m 

21/a 

  A: 4e 

 

  X1: 4e 

 

X2: 4e 

   I m m a   mm2   mm2 mm2 

     0   0 0 

     
1
/4   

1
/4 

1
/4 

     ~0.375   ~0.125 ~0.625 

             
Anatase 141 I 41/a 2/m 2/d 

2/m 

 

origin choice: 2
  A: 4b 

 

   X: 8e 

 

 

Aristotype  I 41/a m d   4̄m2    2mm.  

     0    0  

   

(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

) (
0

1 4⁄

3 8⁄
) 

 
1
/4    

1
/4  

  t2 (I)  
3
/8    ~0.625  

   

 

   
 

     

 119 I 4̄ m 2  A1: 2a 

 

A2: 2c 

 

 X1: 4e 

 

X2: 4f 

   I 4̄ m 2  4̄m2 4̄m2  2mm. 2mm. 

    0 0  0 0 

    0 
1
/2  0 

1
/2 

    0 
1
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206 Space group number I 21/a 3̄ Hermann–Mauguin symbol A1: 8a Wyckoff position 

t#: translationengleiche subgroup 
I: translationengleich 

k#: klassengleiche subgroup 
IIa: loss of centering 
IIb: enlarging the conventional cell 
IIc: isomorphic subgroup 

#: index 

I a 3̄ Hermann–Mauguin symbol (short) .3̄. Oriented site-symmetry 

(
2 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2

)  
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0 x coordinate 
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Figure A.1.  Group-subgroup relation between anatase (I 41/amd; aristotype) and Imma 
or I 4̄m2.250,252,254–256,262,263 
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Type No. Space Group  Cations  Anions 
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(
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) (
0
0
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1
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1
/2   ~0.250  

   
 

   
      

Bixbyite 206 I 21/a 3̄  Ta/Zr1: 

8a 

Ta/Zr2: 

24d 

 N/O: 48e Vac: 16c 

Hettotype  I a 3̄  .3̄. 2..  1 .3. 

    0 ~0.250  ~0.375 ~0.125 

    0 0  ~0.125 ~0.125 

    0 
1
/4  ~0.125 ~0.125 

            206 Space group number I 21/a 3̄ Hermann–Mauguin symbol A1: 8a Wyckoff position 

t#: translationengleiche subgroup 
I: translationengleich 

k#: klassengleiche subgroup 
IIa: loss of centering 
IIb: enlarging the conventional cell 
IIc: isomorphic subgroup 

#: index 

I a 3̄ Hermann–Mauguin symbol (short) .3̄. Oriented site-symmetry 

(
2 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2

)  

Transformation matrix 

(
0
0
0

)  

Origin shift 

0 x coordinate 

0 y coordinate 

0 z coordinate 

Figure A.2.  Second variant of the group-subgroup scheme (Bärnighausen formalism) 
for the group-theoretical relationship between fluorite (aristotype) and 
bixbyite-type (Ta,Zr)2(O,N)3+δ (hettotype).250,252,254–256,263 
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A.3 Abbreviations, Variables, and Non-SI Units 

a Space groups: glide plane along half the lattice vector of this face 

a, b, c Cell parameters 

Å Ångström; 1 Å = 10–10 m 

AFM Antiferromagnetic 

anion % Anion percent; partial fraction of an anionic species of the total anion fraction 

a. u. Arbitrary units 

bcc Body-centered cubic 

b Space groups: glide plane along half the lattice vector of this face 

B iso Isotropic temperature displacement factor (Debye-Waller factor) 

c Space groups: glide plane along half the lattice vector of this face 

C Space groups: base-centered Bravais lattice on ab faces only 

C Rietveld residuals: number of parameter linkages 

calc Calculated 

CCD Charge-Coupled Device 

CCDC Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre 

CIF Crystallographic Information File303 

CSD Cambridge Structural Database 

Cu-Kα(1,2) Emission lines of an electron transitions to the "K " shell (principal quantum 

number 1) from the "L" shell (principal quantum number 2) in copper. 

Cu-Kβ Emission lines of an electron transitions to the "K " shell (principal quantum 

number 1) from the "M " shell (principal quantum number 3) in copper. 

CVD  Chemical vapor deposition 

d Space groups: glide plane along a quarter of a face diagonal 

d Distance between atomic layers (hkl) 

DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Science Foundation) 

DFT Density-Functional Theory 

DM Diamagnetic 

DOS Density Of States 

D3(BJ) Dispersion correction with Becke-Johnson damping 

EDX Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

emu Electromagnetic unit; in this case, the unit-less magnetic susceptibility is as-

signed to the CGS unit system, χSI = 4π·χCGS 

eV Electronvolt; 1 eV ≈ 1.6021766208·10−19 J 
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F In space groups: face-centered Bravais lattice 

F Structure factor amplitudes 

fcc Face-centered cubic 

FIZ Fachinformationszentrum 

FM Ferromagnetic 

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum 

GFZ GeoForschungsZentrum 

GGA Generalized Gradient Approximation 

GPAW A computer program based on the projector-augmented wave (PAW) meth-

 od and the atomic simulation environment. 

GST Semiconducting materials used as PCM consisting of the elements Ge, Sb, 

and Te, e.g. Ge2Sb2Te5 

GW Combination of a Green function approach with a screened Coulomb 

potential (W) 

H Enthalpy 

h Hour; 1 h = 3600 s 

hcp  Hexagonal close-packing 

hkl Miller indices 

H Enthalpy 

HP High Pressure 

HR High Resolution 

I Space groups: body-centered Bravais lattice 

I Intensity 

ICDD International Centre for Diffraction Data 

ICSD Inorganic Crystal Structure Database 

L Liter; 1 L = 0.001 m3 

LCA Linear Combination Analysis 

m Space groups: mirror plane 

min Minute ; 1 min = 60 s 

mol % Mol percent; amount of substance of a component of the substance 

N Rietveld residuals: Number of measured points 

n Space groups: glide plane along half a face diagonal 

obs Observed 

Occ.  Occupation 
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Oe Oersted, unit of the magnetic field H; 1 Oe = 1000·(4π)–1 A·m–1 

  ≈ 79.58 A·m–1 

P Space groups: primitive Bravais lattice 

P  Rietveld residuals: Number of parameters 

Pa Pascal; unit of pressure, 1 Pa = 1 N·m–2 = kg·m–1·s–2 

PAW Projector-Augmented Waves 

PBE Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 

PCM Phase Change Memory 

pCOHP Projected Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population 

PDOS Phonon Density Of States 

PE Polyethylene 

PPMS  Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System 

PW1PW Perdew–Wang Hartree–Fock hybrid method 

R1 Residual for significantly intense reflections for single-crystal refinements 

 











 N

i
i

N

i
ii

F

FF
R

1

obs

1

calcobs

1
 

RBragg Bragg R factor (Chapter 2.7.1) 

Rexp Expected R factor (Chapter 2.7.1) 

Rint Independent reflections 

Rwp Weighted R factor (Chapter 2.7.1) 

Rσ  Observed reflections 

S Goodness of Fit (Chapter 2.7.1) 

SAED Selected Area Electron Diffraction 

S.O.F. Site Occupation Factor 

SPP Schwerpunktprogramm (priority program) 

SST Super Sharp Tube 

SUTW Super Ultra Thin Window 

Tmin, Tmax Absorption correction 

TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy 

UV-vis Ultraviolet-visible 

Vac Vacancy 

VASP Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package 

vol % Volume percent; volume fraction of a component of the total volume 

WDX Wavelength-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
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WDXRF  Wavelength-Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence 

wi Rietveld residuals: weighting factor at point i 

wR2 Weighted residual for significantly intense reflections of single-crystal re-

finements 

 
 

 









 N

i
ii

N

i
iii

yw

yyw
wR

1

2obs

1

2calcobs

2
 

wt % Weight percent; mass fraction of a component of the total mass 

x, y, z Atomic positions 

XAS X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

XANES  X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 

XRD X-Ray Diffraction 

XRF X-Ray Fluorescence 

yi Rietveld residuals: intensity at point i 

Z Formula units per unit cell 

 

α, β, γ Unit cell angles 

α Oxidation degree 

θ Diffraction angle 

λ Wavelength 

μ Absorption coefficient 

ν~ Wavenumber 

ρcalc Calculated density 

ρe Difference electron density 

σ2  Disorder parameter 

χ Magnetic susceptibility 

 

2, 3, 4 Space groups: rotation axes 

21, 41, 63 Space groups: screw axes 

3̄, 4̄ Space groups: rotoinversion axes 
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